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PREFACE 

T HIS  volume  is  the  fifteenth  in  this  series  to  have  appeared  with  Mr.  E.  Lobel’s 

name  on  the  title-page;  it  is  the  ninth  in  which  that  name  has  appeared  alone. 

This  achievement  is  one  which  scholars  everywhere  will  wish  to  salute,  and  to 

which  a  younger  generation  of  papyrologists  will  be  eager  to  pay  a  tribute  of 
thanks. 

The  contents  include  lyric  verses,  dramatic  verses,  hexameters  and  elegiacs, 

and  commentaries  on  verses,  and  are  rounded  off  by  two  specimens  of  the 

same  dialogue  by  Aeschines  the  Socratic,  and  the  beginning  of  Philaenis’  book about  the  art  of  making  love. 

The  editors  are  grateful  to  the  Jowett  Copyright  Trustees  for  undertaking 

financial  responsibility  for  the  publication,  and  to  Dr.  M.  W.  Haslam  for 

making  the  index.  Special  care  has  been  lavished  on  the  illustrations  by  the 

Gotswold  Press  and  the  photographic  experts  of  the  Oxford  University  Press. 

P.  J.  PARSONS 

J.  R.  REA 
E.  G.  TURNER 
General  Editors  of  the 

Graeco-Roman  Memoirs 

February  igys 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION 

AND  ABBREVIATIONS 

The  method  of  publication  follows  t
hat  adopted  in  Part  XXXVII.  As  th

ere, 

the  dots  indicating  letters  unread  and,  within  squ
are  brackets,  the  estimated 

number  of  lost  letters  are  printed  slightly  below 
 the  line.  Corrections  and 

annotations  which  appear  to  be  in  a  different  ha
nd  from  that  of  the  original 

scribe  are  printed  in  thick  type.  Square  brackets  [ 
 ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round 

brackets  (  )  the  resolution  of  a  symbol  or  abbrevia
tion,  angular  brackets  <  > 

a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces  {  }  a  sup
erfluous  letter  or  letters, 

double  square  brackets  O  a  deletion,  the  signs
  '  '  an  insertion  above  the  line. 

Dots  within  brackets  represent  the  estimated  numbe
r  of  letters  lost  or  deleted, 

dots  outside  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegibl
e  letters.  Dots  under  letters 

indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  Letters  not
  read  or  marked  as  doubtful 

in  the  literal  transcript  may  be  read  or  appear  witho
ut  the  dot  marking  doubt 

in  the  reconstruction  if  the  context  justifies  this.  Lastly
,  heavy  Arabic  numerals 

refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  printed  in  this  and  p
receding  volumes,  ordinary 

numerals  to  lines,  small  Roman  numerals  to  co
lumns. 

NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

2878.  Lyric  Verses  in  the  Aeolic  Dialect? 

The  wretched  scraps  found  under  this  number  were  assembled  in  the  belief  that 

they  represented  lyric  verses  in  the  Aeolic  dialect  and  might  contribute  something  to  the 

text  of  Sappho  or  Alcaeus.  In  the  event  I  have  not  succeeded  in  recovering  from  them 

a  single  verse  or  enough  of  one  to  recognize  a  single  metre,  or  more  than  half  a  dozen 

words,  of  which  only  one,  ktjvoi  fr.  2,  9,  is  specifically,  and  that  one  not  uniquely, 

Aeolic.  Fr.  4,  5  and  fr.  6,  1 1  contain  sequences  that  recur  in  verses  of  Alcaeus  (and 

might  have  been  seized  on  as  clues  to  identification,  if  they  had  occurred  as  single  lines 

without  context) ;  fr.  12  exhibits  a  peculiar  relationship  to  the  manuscript  D  of  Alcaeus 

(fr.  23, 6seqq.  PLF  81).  There  is  nothing,  that  I  see,  unequivocally  Aeolic  except /cijrot  (as 

one  may  say,  since  Doric  is  plainly  ruled  out),  and  I  do  not  know  how  naLaov  (fr.  5,  2) 

or  Kaipevv  (fr.  I,  I,  if  that  was  written)  is  to  be  reconciled  with  the  hypothesis  of  an 
Aeolic  text. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  upright  round  book-hand  to  be  ascribed, 

I  suppose,  to  the  end  of  the  first  or  early  part  of  the  second  century.  Hooks  or  serifs  are 

occasionally  but  quite  irregularly  used  by  way  of  embellishment.  There  are  no  lection- 

signs. 
Fr.  I 

' 

]xat .  €vv[ 

]TToXtvTav[ 
]c€CTOV_[ 

]ml3co  _  [ 

5  ].cat^[ 

] ,  aAor[ 

’].x[ 

Fr.  1  Top  of  column?  i  Between  i  and  e  a  slightly  convex  headless  upright,  p?  3  .[>  the 

upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  8  perhaps  likeliest  4  .  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright ; 

fj,  not  ruled  out  5  ] . ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  a  stroke  rising  to  left  from  its  base  6  ] . ,  the 

right-hand  end  of  a  nearly  horizon  tal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  tt  a  possibility  7  ] . , 

the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 



2 MEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

Fr.  2 

5 

im 

]_Ujpe[,  ̂  _]AceAjU,[ 

]poc7rpoT€[ 

]  _  _  OVLKa[ 
lovtar 

]co/<rAeoc€[ 
joJTTatTO  .  [ 

^rjvKrjvoL  _  [ 

]v_p€cay[ 

].?.[ 

Fr.  2  I  ].  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  immediately  followed  by  the  low
er  left-hand  arc  of 

a  circle ;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  Of  (j>  only  the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  upright
  2  ] . , 

the  middle  part  of  the  right-hand  side  of  a  circle  of  {c  only  the  foot  of  the  upright  and  lower 

end  of  the  lower  arm ;  of  ?  no  cross-stroke,  but  A  is  not  o ;  of  /x  only  the  left-hand  apex  3  There  may 

be  the  extreme  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  ]p  4  ] . .  >  the  lower  nght-hand 

arc  of  a  circle,  e.g.  o  or  co,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  ̂   5  Of 

]p  only  the  right-hand  part,  but  I  think  not  w  6  After  y  only  specks,  possibly  representing  a  con¬ 

vex  upright  After  k  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  8  .  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right 

9 .  [,  y  rather  than  the  left-hand  part  of  rr  lo  Before  y  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a,  after  y 

the  tip  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  S  acceptable,  i.e.  avSpec  1 1  ] , ,  the  top  of  a  slightly  concave 

stroke,  followed  by  the  top  of  an  upright ;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  For  f  perhaps  d  .[,  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  3  Fr.  4 

]«reTet)[ 

Fr.  3  I  Of  ojv  only  the  bases  .  [,  the  base 

of  a  circle 

Fr.  3  2  Not  Ale.  44  8  iKeTCuf. 

’  ].W[ 

Vo.[ 

]  _  i^ocayXa  _  [ 

]...[ 

Fr.  4  I  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  left  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  
2  .[,  the  lower  left- 

hand  side  of  a  circle  3  .  [,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  4  ] , ,  the  same  . 
 [,  about 

mid  letter  a  short  convex  stroke  5  ].,  the  tip  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left;  x  acceptable  
6  The 

upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  by  a  small  ‘arrowhead’  le
vel  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  and  this  by  the  tip  of  an  upright 

Fr.  4  5  This  collocation  of  letters :  Ale.  58  21  ovapTme  xjp£_Jfru  p.'  ip.p,d-Tu>v. 

2878.  LTRIC  VERSES  IN  THE  AEOLIC  DIALECT? 

Fr.  5 

3 

]ovxaip[ ^TTaiaov  [ 

]^Xop[ 

]^eSe[ 

Fr.  5  I  ] . ,  an  upright  with  foot  turning  to  right ;  v  or  perhaps  p  4  Of  ]/^  only  the  right-hand stroke 

Fr.  5  2  Simonides,  Pindar,  and  Bacchylides,  alongside  of  rraidv  (and  derivatives),  have  only 

Ttafqcav.  In  Alcaeus  waia-  would  be  expected  to  appear  as  rraa-. 

Fr.  6 

].< 

]  [ 

]  _  ajii€A[ 

]o.[]'...[ 

5  ].  .[ Stripped 

].  .[  ]0TTp0,[ 

]0W[]..[ 

]8^4]Aw[ 1 0  Jttci.  ̂  ec(j)  _  [ 

]patce|U.eya[ 

Fr.  61].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left ;  p  acceptable  3  ] .  j  a  low  upright 

with  foot  hooked  to  right  4  After  o  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  t  ].,.[}  the  cusps 

and  apices  would  apparently  suit  some  combinations  of  p  and  01  5  The  top  of  j8  or  p,  followed  at 

an  interval  by  a  faint  speck  at  the  same  level  7  ] . .  [j  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed 

by  the  top  of  an  upright  .  [,  an  upright ;  t  suggested  by  the  spacing,  but  no  cross-bar  visible  8  ] . .  [, 

a  trace  on  or  below  the  line,  followed  by  what  suggests  the  loop  and  turn-up  of  a,  but  anomalous 

10  After  I  prima  facie  S  or  A  .  [>  a  small  hook  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  e.g.  v 

Fr.  6  II  Cf.  Ale.  38  8  SiVvaevR  Axepovr^  eiripaice-  p,[  and  2  (corrupt)  OTap,e[. . 

/x€y[.  But  ]patce/xcya[  is  susceptible  of  many  articulations. 



4  NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

Fr.  7 

]jSoca .  [ 

>....[ 

5  ]h.[ 

Fr.  7  2  [,  y  suggested  by  fr.  4,  4,  but  rr  perhaps  equally 
 acceptable  3  Between  w  and  the 

next  letter  a  narrow  letter  might  be  lost.  After  a,  what  looks  like  the  over
hang  and  turn-up  of  c,  but  not 

c  of  this  hand ;  the  turn-up  is  below  the  line  like  a  ‘hyphen’  . , ,  paA6[  seems  acceptable,  but  there 

are  alternative  possibilities  of  combining  the  apices  4  ] .  L  ̂  s
hort  concave  stroke  about  mid  letter 

.  [,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  5  .  [,  the  edge  of  an  upright 

Fr.  8  Vacant 

Fr.  9 

]eu€Ta[ 

]actyv[ 

P^.[ 

5 

Fr.  9  Prima  facie  top  of  column  3  .[, 

an  upright,  turned  over  to  left  at  the  top  and 
serifed  to  left  at  the  foot  4  ].,  perhaps  the 

right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  y ;  t  not  so 

probable  5  ].  ,,the  top  of  an  upright  turned 

over  to  left,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a 

triangular  letter  .  [,  the  bottom  and  top  of  the 
left-hand  side  of  a  triangular  letter 

Fr.  9  2  Not  Ale.  283  1 2  K]aciYV^rcov. 

Fr.  10 
]  "  [ 
]=5*=  [  >[ 

Blank 

Fr.  10  Prima  facie  bottom  of  column.  In  the 

left-hand  margin  there  is  a  number  of  disjointed 

strokes,  which  I  do  not  think  can  be  any  part  of 

a  marginal  note  on  the  lost  column  to  left,  but 

some  of  which  might  represent  a  stichometrical 

letter  (say,  ic)  referring  to  the  column  to  right 

2878.  LTR/C  VERSES  IN  THE  AEOLIC  DIALECT? 

Fr.  II 

]..[ 

h[ 

]evO[ 

5  ]p'POt[ 
M  ].[ 

J^euaSo  _  [ 

]vxai[ 

Fr.  11  There  is  a  ‘joint’  near  the  left-hand  edge  2  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright?  5  Of  ]y 
only  the  upper  end  of  the  diagonal  and  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  upright  6  ].[,  the  upper  end 
of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  8  .  [,  an  apex 

Fr.  11  8  emSoj/:  if  a  dactyl,  hitherto  only  in  the  third  person  singular  and  only  in  epic.  I  do  not 

know  whether  it  might  be  a  way  of  spelling  ea-,  analogous  to  ava-  in  duaSeec  Ale.  259  (a)  ii  1 1,  avdS^jv 

Sapph.  22,  5,  avd-rav  Ale.  70,  12,  -rate  10  B  7.  It  is  obviously  not  on  all  fours  with  these.  Another 

interpretation,  of  which  I  cannot  estimate  the  probability,  might  be  eilaS’  dy[. 

Fr.  12 

]t4o[ 

]...[ 

]«/-[ 

Fr.  12  I  Of  f  only  the  lower  part ;  e  possible  2  Of  ]t  only  the  right-hand  part  of  the  cross¬ 

stroke  3  ].,  e  or  0  , .[,  triangular  letters;  A8[  looks  to  me  likeliest;  not  a8[ 

Fr.  12  The  syllables  e<j>,  po,  ajx  recur  in  exactly,  so  far  as  I  can  judge,  the  same  vertical  relation  in 

Ale.  81,  6,  7,  8,  corresponding  to  i,  2,  4  here.  Unless  this  is  no  more  than  a  freakish  coincidence,  I  sup¬ 
pose  it  is  likelier  that  a  verse  has  been  omitted  in  81  than  inserted  here. 
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>«.[ 

]..[ 

].[ 

Fr.  13  I  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  2  A  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  followed  by  a  strongly  rightward-hooked 
stroke:  perhaps  co  3  The  top  of  the  loop  of 

jS  or  p? 
Fr.  14 
’  ]..[].[ 

].W.[ 

]aciai[ 

5  ].[ 

Fr.  15 

>o.[ 

]</>opa[ 

]xopco[ 
]i^tAa[ 

5  >«.[].?[ 

Frr.  14,  15  probably  from  the  same  column 

Fr.  14  1  On  the  line,  a  cusp  having  the  right-hand  element  curled  up,  followed  by 
 the  foot  of 

a  stroke  hooked  to  right  and,  at  an  interval,  the  base  of  a  circle  2  ] .  j  two  specks,  one
  above  the 

other,  on  the  line  .  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  4  ] ..  the  upper  ri
ght-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Of  a[  only  the  extreme  left-hand  end  of  the  loop  5  The  top  of  one  of  the  letters  having  a  cross¬ 
stroke 

Fr.  15  I  .  [,  the  clubbed  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  bottom  left-hand  arc 
 of  a  circle ;  perhaps 

separate  letters  5  .[,  two  specks  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ].,  th
e  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 

stroke  opposite  the  middle  of  the  back  of  f  6  ^  cross-stroke  as  of  y  ].[>  I  think,  p,  but  a>  not 
ruled  out 

2878.  LYRIC  VERSES  IN  THE  AEOLIC  DIALECT? 
7 

Fr.  17  I  The  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving 

down  from  left,  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand 

part  of  a  circle  2  .  [,  the  left-hand  side  of 

a  circle  3  .[>  “  or  c  4  .[>  a  speck  near 

the  line  5  ] .  [,  a  high,  slanting,  slightly  con¬ 
cave  stroke  7  The  top  of  p  or  ̂   suggested 

Fr.  18 

Fr.  18  Beginnings  of  lines?  i  .[,  the 

left-hand  end  of  a  stroke  just  off  the  line 

Fr.  18  2  Perhaps  Ky  for  eVet  as  at  Sapph.  141, 

I .  KTjSoc  and  derivatives  should  exhibit  -a-. 

Fr.  19 

].[ 

]at8[ 

Fr.  19  Beginnings  of  lines?  i  The  up¬ 

per  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  below  it 

on  the  line  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke 

Fr.  20 

].9X.[ 

]  [ 

>..[ ].[ 

Fr.  20  I  ] , ,  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of  the 
cross-stroke  and  a  trace  of  the  base  of  e  .[> 

a  dot  on  the  line  3  After  v  (above  which 

the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left)  faint  traces  of  a  tri¬ 

angular  letter  ?  .  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  21 

]..’[
 

]ouTp[ 

]w[ 

Fr.  21  I  The  base  of  a  circle,  or  two  letters 

represented 
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Fr.  22 

Fr.  23 

]'[ 

]  f«y.[ 

]o8t>p[ 

]?«.[ 

].A[ 

1t?-[ 

Fr.  22  Beginnings  of  lines  ?  There  is  a  ‘joint’ Fr.  23  3  .  [,  an  upright,  with  the  left-hand  arc towards  the  left-hand  side  i  Of  ]e/<r  only  the 

lower  parts  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

3  ].,  a  speck  on  the  line 

of  a  small  circle  to  right  of  its  foot ;  k  acceptable 

Fr.  24 

Fr.  25 

].’  [ 

].o.[ 

jwTraSaf V.[ 

'][  '  • 
].[ 

Fr.  24  I  A  flat  stroke  on  the  line Fr.  25  I  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  turning  (or 

hooked)  to  right  .  [,  a  trace  on  the  line  2  ,  [, 

the  left-hand  stroke  of  fi,  or  A  3  tt  or  perhaps 

y ;  not,  I  think,  r 

Fr.  26 

Fr.  27 

].«.[ ]'ro[ 

]pp£'7r[ 

]vt8o}.[ 

Fr.  26  ].,  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  but  hooked 

back  at  its  right-hand  end  .  [,  on  the  line  a  loop 

open  to  right 

Fr.  27  2  For  •?[  y.  [  may  be  possible 

2879.  LTRIC  VERSE 
9 

2879.  Lyric  Verse 

Although  not  much  is  missing  in  the  upper  part  of  col.  i  of  this  remnant,  I  can 

follow  no  continuous  thread  of  meaning,  nor  can  T  make  a  guess  at  the  likely  date  of  the 

writer.  The  metre  appears,  more  plainly  in  col.  ii,  to  be  for  the  most  part  mixed  dactyls 

and  anapaests,  but  I  see  no  other  reason  for  thinking  of  Stesichorus  (though  he  is  well 

represented  among  Oxyrhynchus  finds),  and  my  own  impression  is  that  this  is  a  rather 
late  composition. 

The  writing,  which  displays  a  good  deal  of  irregularity  in  the  formation  of  letters, 

is  a  book-hand  of  a  type  attributed  to  the  late  first  or  early  second  century.  226  and 

P.  Berol.  9908  (Schubart,  P.  gr.  Ber.  30b)  are  better-executed  examples.  There  is  a 

sign  like  a  large  rough  breathing  in  the  margin  of  col.  ii  between  11.  10  and  1 1.  There 

is  an  accent  at  col.  ii  3,  and  three  or  four  marks  of  quantity,  one,  I  think,  like  the 

two  variants,  by  another  hand. 
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Col.  i Col.  ii 

]  _  e/cuavcac[  ]  _  vopip.aTOV 

ctya[ 

1  _  iX[ji.avvKT[  ] 

]oSvcp.oyea)vai7]vecv7r€p^ioc 

Tayl)'_[ 

]e(.owSac_[  JaTcntTC  Kaio^vraraic y....[ 

5  ] .  dapvyecc[ . .  ] ,  [  J^eAe . . ,  [  ] 

arrod .  [ 

]aTOcaAt)3_To_  _[] 

Trorey ,  [ 

Y>VQp,^povaTrovoTeei 

7re  r 

^vaTTaivaXoeccav 

CtScT  _  [ 

]  pXiOTrXavec  e/cy  eeTatTreAay  0  c 

7rOTfT[ 

to  ]^v6ovo  aAet/So[  ]vop 

0a/xt^€[ oSe,  ,  ,[ 

]  _  [  ]ovXL^a8a)pa7Ta€^eat 

epyy  ̂   [ 

h'rr^.. []..[] 

].o>^ex.[].pj8aT7jc [.]....[].[ 
>5  ] Destroyed 

]arp€K£(p[  ] [.M 

]atya 

'>■«.[.>[ 

])3aTOC7ToAlC ]..[].Ptr.[ 
]8aAAa[ 

20 ]8a[ 

Col.  i  I  ].,  the  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  e  below  the  top  3  ]o,  unexplained  ink  at  its 

base  4  .  [)  a  sinuous  upright  apparently  forked  at  the  top  and  descending  below  the  line  with  foot 

curling  to  left,  followed  by  a  blunt  angle  open  to  right  on  the  line  5  ].  [,  two  traces  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters ;  if  separate  letters,  no  whole  letter  need  be  missing  before  p  After  Ae  the  surface  is 

disturbed  and  partly  destroyed :  a  headless  upright  with  a  slight  hook  to  right  at  the  foot  and  having 

opposite  its  upper  part  a  sinuous  stroke,  the  whole  resembling  some  es ;  the  upper  part  of  a  triangular 

letter ;  the  extreme  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  6  After  o,  of  which  only  the  base, 

a  speck  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  short  flat  stroke  on  the  line  8  The  last  v  has  a  short  cross-stroke 

from  the  top  of  its  second  upright  10  The  second  o  followed  by  the  top  of  a  slightly  concave 

upright ;  not,  I  think,  to  be  combined  with  0  in  oi  Before  a  what  looks  like  the  loop  of  p  closely  fol¬ 

lowed  by  the  top  of  an  upright  it].;  apparently  o  followed  by  the  right-hand  half  of  another  0 ; 

if  CD,  anomalous  ,  [,  a  faint  upright  with  its  top  hooked  over  to  left,  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters  ]. . .,  a  or  A,  followed  by  the  left-hand  parts  of  p?,  and  this  by  an  upright  descending 

below  the  line  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  After  cjj  traces  on  the  line  i  a  ] . ,  [,  the  upper 

part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left,  followed  by  faint  traces  suggesting  the  top  of  a  stroke  descending 

steeply  to  right  1 3  After  A  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  thereafter  only  scattered  traces  14]., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  0  ,  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle ;  among 

other  possibilities  cf.  p  in  1.  5  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  touching  p  below  the  top,  with 

a  hook  to  right  below  it  on  the  line  1 6  Above  ]a,  of  which  only  the  right-hand  stroke,  the  lower 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

2879.  LTRIC  VERSE 

Col.  i 

]_€  Kvaviac  [TToJAud^/taTov 770i']/«A/xa  vvkt\oc\ 

]o  8vc/noyea)v  alrjvec  VTrep^toc 

'lVep][|^eJ]toi.'tSac  ,[  ]<xra>t  re  Kal  o^vraraic cTTL\v6apvy€cc\_L  J  _  [  ](U,eAc . ,  .  [  ] 

jaroc  dAt/Sarp  _ 

]ov  6p,^pov  arro  voreet 

]va  TraLTraXoeccav 
JoAtOTrAavec  eKyeerai  rreXayoc 

]^vd6v  p  _  _  aA«^d[/te]vor 

]  _  _  [  ]oi>  Xi^dSojv  d/n  defeat W., []..[] 

]  _  opex .  [  ] .  o^drrjc 

]'^ 

]dTpe/<:e6o[c  ] 

]atya J^aroc  ttoXlc 

Col.  ii  I  The  first  ‘long’  by  a  different  pen  from  the  second  (which  I  think  is  the  same  as  that  of  the 
text)  and  perhaps  the  same  as  the  ts  in  11.  6  and  9  3  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ?  4  After 

y  faint  specks,  then  a  triangular  letter,  followed  by  the  base  of  a  small  circle  and  this  at  an  interval  by  the 

lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  larger  circle  5  .  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  or  A  6  The  superscribed  t 

here  and  in  1. 9  in  a  different  hand  from  the  text  .  [,  on  the  line  the  base  of  a  small  circle  perhaps  to  be 

combined  with  y  in  it,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  7  After  e  a  slightly 

concave  stroke  starting  about  mid  letter,  followed  by  the  lower  parts  of  x,  or  perhaps  A,  and  faint  scattered 

traces  8  .  [,  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  the  loop  of  a  14  ] .,  a  or  A  . . .  [,  the  upper  part  of 

a  stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  by  a  short  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  this 

by  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  16  seq.  There  appears  to  be  ink  in  the  left-hand 

margin  i7,[,  Aorr?  18]..,  the  right-hand  side  of  0  or  a,  followed  by  the  left-hand  end, 
hooked  upwards,  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having  a  trace  below  on  the  line the  foot  of  an  upright 

Col.  i  The  left-hand  edge  of  the  column  is  defined  by  the  supplements  of  II.  2,  4  seq.,  and  9,  of  which 
the  last  does  not  look  consistent  with  the  others. 

I  seq.  I  have  found  no  other  example  of  Kvdveoc  applied  to  night,  the  nearest  being  Kvaveax, 

Simon.  38,  12  (543  PLG),  of  the  darkness  inside  a  box. 

TToXvop.p.aTov:  literal,  of  Argus,  Lucian.  Dial.  dear.  3,  i.  The  only  example  I  can  adduce  of  the 
stars  as  eyes  is  dcTepoop.pdTov  op(j>vric,  Orph.  hy.  34,  13. 

IT.  TtolKiXp.a'.  cf.  Eur.  Hel.  1096  iv’  owefc  (if.  Hera)  dcrdpcDv  ■noiKiXp.ara. 
3  seq.  SvcpoyecDV  first  here.  But  no  other  articulation  offers  itself. 
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alrjvec:  adverbial,  elsewhere  -vmc  (e.g.  Aesch.  Bum.  672,  i.q.  etc  rov  alavrj  xpovov  ib.  572).  Cf. 

Mimn.  1 2,  I  ’HlXwc  .  .  .  eXax^v  novov  ̂ '/xara  mvTa. 
I  cannot  account  for  -ij-  here  and  in  1.  14  contrasted  with  d  in  -v4ac  1.  i,  -oviSac  1.  4,  dAtjSar-  I.  6, 

aiyd  1.  17. 

'Yrrepiovihac :  by  itself  for  the  sun.  Cf.  Find.  01.  vii  39,  hy.  Horn,  ii  74. 
,  [  Jarcot ;  it  is  dilBcult  to  envisage  anything  hut  A:[a/x]dTc>i,  but  k  is  very  unattractive  as  a  decipher¬ 

ment,  being  quite  dissimilar  to  any  other,  inconsistently  made  though  they  are,  and  /ca/Ltdroit  is  a  very 

strange  associate  of  cmvdapvyecci,  a  way  of  speaking  to  which  I  can  offer  no  parallel  in  Greek.  And 

I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  room  for  afi  in  the  gap. 

5  cmvdapvyecci:  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  1544  cmvdapvyccci  -n-updc;  not  elsewhere. 

6  seq.  A  natural  guess  would  be  -fijaroc  aXifldrov  (Kiiftaroc  .  .  .  yXifldrov  Plut.  Sept.  sap.  corn).  163  c), 

but  though  -TO.  a  would  be  acceptable,  v  represented  by  part  of  the  serif  to  left  at  its  foot,  there  is  a  dot 

between  o  and  the  presumed  v  that  would  have  to  be  accounted  for  by  an  inordinate  extension  of  the 

serif. 

‘Drips  such  and  such  a  shower  from  the  high  (huge)  <(wave>’  would  have  been  a  reasonable  view 
of  the  construction ;  voretv  oix^pov  like  veiv  xpocov  (Find.  OL  vii  50),  reyyeiv  ayvav  (Soph.  Track.  849),  and, 

with  and,  Eur.  Bacch.  620  ihpcora  cwparoc  crd^oiv  arro. 

ano  voreei.  as,  e.g.,  eiri  voroc  Od.  xii  427. 

9  CKoXiOTtXavic  is  the  only  available  attested  word  (only  at  Nicand.  Ther.  3 1 8  of  the  snakes  KepdcTai) . 

It  looks  as  if  ck  and  half  of  o  would  not  reach  the  left-hand  margin  defined  by  the  supplements  of  11.  2 

and  4  seq.,  but  a  prefixed  ec  might  extend  too  far.  cKoXiovXavrjc  is  suitable  enough  applied  to  a  river,  as 

cKoXwc  is  (e.g.  by  Herodotus  ii  29).  But  I  do  not  know  how  it  is  to  be  understood  as  applied  to  a  body 

of  water  described  as  a  rreXayoc. 

10  ic]  ̂vdov  seems  to  be  required  by  the  sense,  but  by  itself  it  is  insufficient  for  the  space. 

18  Among  other  possibilities  vpi^aroc  as  at  Find.  Nem.  x  47. 

I 

{ 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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2880.  Lyric  Verses 

I  have  failed  to  find  more  of  this  easily  recognizable  manuscript  and  to  identify 

the  author  of  the  verses  of  which  the  beginnings  are  preserved.  I  suppose  they  are,  more 

likely  than  not,  choral  lyric.  There  are  some  ambiguities  of  articulation,  and  more,  if 

account  of  synaphea  is  to  be  taken,  but  I  think  it  is  safe  to  say  that  no  part  of  them  at 

present  exists  among  the  fragments  of  Simonides,  Pindar,  or  Bacchylides. 

The  text  is  written  in  an  informal  hand  which  has  a  number  of  cursive  charac¬ 

teristics  including  a  free  use  of  ligatures.  The  split  t  is  regular  throughout.  The  rough 

breathing  and  accent  at  1.  6,  the  only  lection-signs,  appear  to  be  original.  There 

appears  to  be  no  reason  to  suppose  that  the  manuscript  might  not  have  been  written 
within  the  first  century. 

QeXojvyapi 

avhpg. ,  ct .  [ 

TTope8a/x/r[ 

Ta/3pOTo[ 

5  p.a/capecct[ 

ovTecot6vr[ 

v(op,a  [ 

7reyaTetx[ 

...SeSp[ 
10  r^TTeSoixi 

g  \ie.cTeTray\_ 

-& 

s 

End  of  a  column  and  of  upericopa  or  poem  2  On  a  there  is  written  what  could  be  taken  for  small 

TO,  though  I  doubt  whether  that  was  intended  ,  [,  prima  facie  tt,  but  perhaps  y  followed  by  a  convex 

upright  7  Before  v  a  dot ;  though  the  surface  is  incomplete  I  doubt  whether  y  could  have  been 

written  . .  [,  converging  strokes  with  confused  traces  below,  perhaps  r,  but  anomalous ;  followed  by 

the  apex  of  a  or  8  ?  8  seqq.  In  left-hand  margin  the  upper  part  of  the  coronis  9  . . . ,  the  tops 

of  two  circles  or  loops,  the  first  having  a  dot  close  to  left,  the  second  having  a  projection  to  right, 

followed  by  what  looks  like  the  top  left-hand  part  of  a  badly  joined  o  and  the  upper  part  of  an  anoma¬ 

lously  concave  i  10  After  t  a  dot  on  the  line  above  and  to  right  of  which  a  short  stroke  descending 

from  left ;  above  the  first  upright  of  tt-  a  slightly  uptilted  saucer-shaped  stroke  1 1  Oi  p,  only  the 
right-hand  apex 

2881.  Play 

The  contents  of  the  following  scraps  may  be  taken  till  disproof  to  be  the  ends  of 

iambic  trimeters  from  a  drama.  The  vocabulary  appears,  in  fact,  to  be  that  of  the  Attic 

tragedians.  I  have  found  nothing  by  which  to  identify  the  play  or  the  author.  The 

upper  piece  obviously  enough  is  a  report  of  a  vision  or  dream  along,  I  suppose,  with 

some  general  reflections  arising  out  of  it.  I  can  follow  no  consecutive  thread  in  the 
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lower  piece,  which  I  hoped  might  in  11.  6  and  7  throw  light  on  problems  in  Aeschylus 

and  Sophocles  respectively. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  small  slightly  sloping  hand  with  some  characteristics  verging 

on  cursive,  for  instance,  the  ligatured  at  regularly  used,  and  there  is  a  good  deal  of 

variety  in  the  forms  of  certain  letters.  All  elisions  are  indicated.  There  are  a  few 

‘acutes’,  I  do  not  see  why  on  the  particular  syllables  chosen,  and  double  provision, 

a  ‘grave’  and  a  hyphen,  to  ensure  recognition  of  o-dptocrarric .  In  the  lower  scrap  high 
dots  for  punctuation  appear.  I  suppose  a  date  about  the  middle  of  the  second  century 

is  not  unlikely. 

(a) 

].  ].?'[.]  i^eyelpofjt.[aL 
^opdiac(l>pi,K7]cvTTO  [  ]dp0tac  (ppLKrjc  vtto 

^p^iV€ihovivvv)(ov  [  ^oijjw  etSov  evvvxov 

]  _ ,  aid  _  [  _  ]  'p^iiTOVToSe  [  ]  _  atct  c[a]jU,^UT0V  roSe 
5  ]  _  _  atcLKapTTtfwifjiiXeL  [  ]  atct  /nzprupot  ̂ tAet 

]jao_[]eKT’ovetpaTCOf  [  jpoc  e/r  t’ ovetpctTcav 

].[]«•<•  [  >a'^P.[ 

. [  q)V  [  ] .  .  '<^^ .  [ 

]!«[.]  W[  '  "]..[  ].«[.]’«/>[  '  "  ].. >0  ]..[  ]  [  ]..[  ] 

].!.[  ].v[ ]t8’€,€^,[ 

] ,  o  _  rjvvT  _  [ 

5  >'Satv[].pyx[.>-  [ 

JjU.OCOUplOCTaTTJC  [ 

]  _  ar  evKepcDcSeovc  [ 

]77poc0tovyov_  •  [ 

"\ovovpLrjTpocTeKva  [ 

10  ]_  ’ovKe  _'rj  [ 

’jvavrjyvpi.c  [ 

].M 

].  .[  M 
]tS’  ii€(j}g[ 

] ,  o  _  rjvvTg[v 
>pSaut[].pyx[Jv 

]p,oc  ovpiocTorrjc 

] ,  ar  ey/<:epaj{c}  Seovs 

]7Tp6c$cop  yopv 

]6vOV  piTjTpoC  T€KVa 

]  ^  -OVKi  _  7} 

^rravriyvpic 

]K7ta[ 
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I  do  not  think  there  is  reason  to  doubt  that  {b)  comes  from  the  same  column  as  («),  but  I  cannot 
determine  at  what  interval 

^  ] .  j  the  foot  of  an  upright  Of  a[  only  the  base  of  the  loop  ff,\j  not  suggested  by  the  remains, 

a  forward-sloping  stroke  with  a  projection  to  right  below  its  top  4  ]. .,  the  upper  part  and  foot  of 
a  forward-sloping  stroke,  perhaps  with  ink  about  centrally  on  both  sides,  followed  by  what  now  suggests 
the  top  and  base  of  o  but  may  admit  of  e  or  c  Of  c[  only  the  lower  part  of  the  back  5  ] . . ,  on 
the  line  what  would  be  taken  for  the  lower  part  of  v  but  that  above  it  there  is  the  top  of  a  loop,  followed 

by  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  convex  stroke  with  foot  turning  to  right ;  not  prima  facie  a  single  w,  as  in 

1.  7  thicker  and  perhaps  in  a  different  hand  7  seqq.  Though  in  the  same  hand,  smaller  and 

thinner  7  _  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ] ,  [,  the  top  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left 

8  ] . . ,  the  upper  part  of  a  tall  upright,  ̂   or  ̂   ?,  followed  by  dispersed  traces  in  a  much-damaged  place 

.[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  Between  €  and  o)  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke 

9  ] . ,  a  short  stroke  rising  from  left  ] , . ,  a  speck  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  y-shaped  sign,  perhaps 

a  partly  rubbed  k,  having  a  suspended  letter,  perhaps  A,  above  10  ] . .  the  top  of  a  narrow  hook 
open  downwards,  followed  by  the  top  of  an  upright 

(b)  On  the  right-hand  side  of  this  scrap  there  is  a  narrow  strip,  projecting  upwards  beyond  the  first 

numbered  line,  which  bore  the  ends  of  some  or  all  of  the  lines  before  1.  5.  I  can  decipher  nothing 
there  now 

I  seq.  A  scrap  has  flaked  off  carrying  1.  i  and  i  of  1.  2  2  ],,  off  the  line  part  of  a  stroke  rising 

to  right  .  [,  a  forward-sloping  stroke  with  a  cusped  stroke  projecting  to  right  from  its  top  Of  ]<o 

only  the  right-hand  curve ;  o  may  be  possible  3  Of  ̂   only  the  upper  end  of  the  right-hand  horn 

For  p[  a  might  be  possible  4  ].,  prima  facie  y,  but  near  the  edge,  so  that  r  cannot  be  ruled  out 

Between  o  and  rj  a  short  thick  upright,  nearer  o  5  Of  p  only  the  base  well  off  the  line  ].,  off  the 

line  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  apparently  curving  down  from  left  j(;[  not  very  attractive,  but 

apparently  too  much  ink  for  «■  7  ] , ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  a  dot  above  and  to  left 
Of  a  only  the  convex  right-hand  curve  -<oc  see  n.  10  ].>  above  the  top  of  the  letters  a  dot 

on  the  edge  of  the  break  After  4  the  upper  left-hand  curve  of  a  circle,  before  /x  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright,  with  its  foot  turned  to  right,  above  which  and  to  left  a  dot  above  the  top  of  the  letters ;  v  now 

acceptable,  but  there  has  been  a  good  deal  of  damage  Between  p,  and  rj  only  traces  on  a  loose,  faded and  twisted  strip 

(a)  2  opdCac  (fipUrjc  vtto  :  very  likely  opdlac  qualifies  (fipLrjc  and  the  phrase  is  to  be  compared  with 

opdoKepwc  ((ipiKTi,  quoted  from  Sophocles  (fr.  875  P),  as  interpreted  opBoBpiC,  cf.  opOoOpi^  (^o^oc  Aesch. 

Cho.  32  (tpoi/goc  6p969pt^  cod.,  em.  Turnebus,  Heath).  But  the  adjective  opffioc  is  more  frequently  found 

qualifying  the  hair  as  affected  by  fright  (Aesch.  Sept.  564  Tpixbc  S*  opdlac  rrXoKafxoc  tcrarat,  Soph.  O.C. 

1624509.,  ojcre  Trdvrac  opOlac  crljcaL  (fio^cui,  helcavrac  .  .  .  rplxac,  Eur.  Hel.  632  seq.  Kparl  S’  opBlovc 

idclpac  dvCTTTcpoxKa ;  cf.  II.  xxiv  358  seq.  SelSie  8’  alvwc  opdal  8e  Tpiyec  ccrav),  and  opOlac  might  well  be  to 

be  detached  from  <j)plKr]c  and  attached  to  a  word  meaning  ‘hair’  in  the  lost  part. 

3  otjuv  elSov  evvvxov :  at  Aesch.  P.  V.  645  seq.  otpeic  evvvxoi  are  spectres,  but  more  often  otpic  refers  to 

adream,  vvktoc  oipic  .  .  .  ivvTTvlwv  Pers.  ̂ 18,  evvirvltov  (jravracpdroov  opeic  Sept,  7loseq.,  and  Euripides  oiW 

iSofxav  S>fiiv  ovelpoiv  vvktoc  rrjc  i^yjXd’  opifiva  I.  T.  150  seq.,  eptaOov  evvrrvov  Ofcpdrcov  ep,wv  otjsiv  Hec.  703  seq. 
4  clAixtfrvrov :  I  do  not  think  -v  [e]p,(fivrov  is  a  possible  decipherment,  though  I  should  prefer  it  as 

a  reading  in  view  of  its  relative  frequency  in  such  phrases;  e.g.  Eur.  Belleroph,  (fr.  297)  epi(j>VTOc  .  .  . 

TTactr  avdpoirroic  kokij,  Phaeth.  (fr.  77^)  rote  ttAovtouci  tovto  S’  ep,<l)VTOv  [eMvrov  roSe  Meineke),  fr.  1027 
rote  rpoTTOiciv  ep.<j>vrov.  But  cvp.cj>oToc  avrotc  rj  SeiXla  Lys.  X  28,  and  similarly  Aeschines  refers  to  rd 

cvp.<j>0T0.  avTMi  voc-rjpara,  SeiXla  Kal  ̂ rjXorvTrla  iii  81. 
Some  class  of  people  are  congenitally  afraid  of  ghosts? 

5  As  KapTrifioc  with  three  endings  is  not  attested  and  it  is  difficult  to  think  of  a  construction  for  (j>LXei, 

it  may  be  worth  while  to  consider  the  possibility  that  KapTripoi  ijilXai  was  meant;  some  class  of  people 

favour  fruitful  — .  As  I  have  indicated,  I  do  not  think  waict  can  be  made  of  the  ink. 

G  €K  T  oveipaTwv :  cf.  Aesch.  CIw,  523  ck  t’  ovetpdrtov  Kal  .  .  .  Seipidroiv  TreiraXp.evT],  929  /rdrrcc  ov| 
ovcLpdroTv  <j>6j5oc,  Eum.  155  oveiSoc  oveipdriov  p,oXov.  This  phrase  not  in  Sophocles  or  Euripides. 

{b)  6  ovpiocTdTTjc :  the  only  other  place  where  this  word  occurs  is  in  a  much-emended  chorus  of  the 
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Choebhori  (1  822),  where  there  seems  to
  be  a  fairly  general  agreement  that  it  

is  used  adjectivally  and 

rr.P^n<j  ‘steady  and  prosperous’  (LSI)  or  the 
 like.  I  doubt  whether  that  rendering  is  likel

y,  but  as  the 

Choephori  is  no  business  of  mine  and  th
rows  no  light  on  and  receives  none  fro

m  the  second  occurrence 

o?rietter'aLr  10  there  remains  only  a  small
  loop  or  circle  about  l-el  with  the 

top  of  the  letters,  compatible  with  c,  tho
ugh  that  would  not  have  been  my  

guess.  There  is  no  dot  to 

denote  cancellation  atove  it,  a  stroke  th
rough  it  would  have  been  lost.  Whatever

  was  written,  it 

hardly  to  be  doubted  that  the  genitive  
si-'iccpoi  {^o^Kepa,  TvapOAov  Aesch.  P.F. 

Sovh  Track.  507)  Se'ovc  represents  the  t
ruth.  But  how  this  is  to  be  interpreted  

I  do  not  knoj.  its 

strLge  resemblance  to  the  fragment  of  Soph
ocles  referred  to  above  ((a)  1.  2)  is  no  help,

  since  th 

tivp  element  in  opeoKeporc  is  6p6o-.  cxlOpi^  Scoc  has  no  obvious  applicat
ion.  .  .  ^  , 

S.'ovc:  this  case  is  not  at  present  attested  in  the  th
ree  trapdians  (though 

from  Sophocles  KijSaAiW,  fr.  328  P),  n
or  is  the  dative,  though  an  example  of

  either  has  been  introduced 

by  2  JO  „pocdiav  Kaeapp,6cac,  of  the  front  feet 

The  presence  of  some  animal  or  quadru
ped  seems  to  be  implied,  so  that  a  lite

ral  horn  might  not  be 

out  of  place,  but  ‘fear’  is  left  unexpl
ained. 

2882.  Ionic  Verse 

I  have  not  succeeded  in  identifying  the  following  end
s  of  verses,  which  I  suppose  to 

represent  iambic  trimeters  or  trochaic  t
etrameters,  though  these  are  not  the  on

ly 

possibilities,  and  characterize  as  Ionic  solel
y  on  the  strength  of  dissyllabic  cSeecv.^ 

The  writing  is  a  slightly  sloping,  informa
l-hand,  to  be  dated,  I  suppose,  in  the 

later  second  century.  As  far  as  I  can  tell 
 the  accents  and  stops  are  by  the  same  han

d 

as  the  text. 

]t^o/xe[ 

]  _  l'8e€tv[ 

]  _  n7ToAic[ 

5  ]  _  LCTOVlj)e[ ]rj7raAat  _  [ 

]raT7j-  [ 
]dei  •  [ 

IfTai.  [ 

10  ]_aei..  [ 

j  Aeycu-  [ ]vxdov, [ 

]..ac.  [ 

]  _  oiviSai  ■[ 
1 5  ]o7]To8e[ 

]  ^  COlTOTe[ 
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3  ].)  perhaps  the  overhand  of  c  4  ]..  an  upright ;  i  one  possibility  5  ].,  a  dot  near  the 
line  .  ®  •[’  perhaps  part  of  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  foot  of  the  stalk  of  r;  in the  interlinear  space  above  it  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  10  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed 
by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright;  v  acceptable  u  ].,  perhaps  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand 
stroke  of  co  r  2  ] , ,  a  dot  on  the  line  .  [,  faint  traces  near  the  line  13  ]  _  ,  the  letter  before  a 
appears  most  likely  to  be  ir,  but  it  is  preceded  by  what  resembles  a  reversed  comma  touching  its  left- 
hand  angle  and  this  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  which  I  cannot  combine  14  1 a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  16].,  the  top  of  an  upright 

3  MSS.  of  Ionic  poets  are  not  consistent  in  their  rendering  of  the  present  infinitive  of  contract 
verbs,  see  note  on  2322  fr.  i,  1 1.  Examples  of  the  second  aorist  infinitive  are  not  so  common,  but  the 
same  inconsistency  seems  to  be  attested  by  ISseiv  here  contrasted  with  rraddv  2313  fr.  8  (!>)  r;  P  Petr 

i  4  (2)  i  I.  
\  • 14  A  patronymic  ending  -cpvihrj  at  2318  fr.  5,  6.  J.e.vi'Si;  (?]/rca)vi'Sij)  at  2310  fr.  3,  14  cannot represent  a  patronymic  unless  the  trema  is  mistakenly  written. 

2883.  RhiANUS,  MeccrjviaKa? 

The  evidence  on  the  strength  of  which  the  two  fragments  under  this  number  are 

assigned  to  the  MeccrjvcaKd  of  Rhianus  is  rather  more  persuasive  than  the  general 
considerations  in  favour  of  identifying  the  same  poem  in  the  verses  preserved  in  the 
complementary  manuscripts  2522  a  and  b. 

Fighting  about  a  town  between  two  parties  of  which  one,  ‘the  enemy’,  is  identified 

as  ‘Spartans’,  and  defeated  at  that,  answers  very  well  to  what  is  found  in  Book  iv  of 
Pausanias’  guide-book  to  Greece  about  the  second  Messenian  war,  an  account  based, 
he  says,  almost  entirely  on  Rhianus  (iv  6,  3  seqq.).  What  is  preserved  in  2883  and  2522 

respectively  is  parts  of  speeches  made,  one  in  victory  (a  second  is  implied,  fr.  2,  i),  the 
other  in  defeat,  by  a  person  who  stands  in  either  case  in  the  same  relation  to  a  similar 

audience.  I  am  not  sure  whether  it  is  fanciful  to  recognize  a  wordier  and  more  incon¬ 

sequent  style  of  speaking  in  2883  than  in  2522. 

The  language  has  a  vaguely  Flomeric  tincture  without  being  in  detail  particularly 
imitative. 

The  writing,  though  firm  and  practised,  is  not  a  regular  book-hand,  but  has  some 

cursive  features.  A  terminus  ante  quern  might  be  provided  by  the  two  marginal  entries 

in  fr.  i,  which  are  in  a  book-hand,  if  they  were  better  preserved.  I  suppose  it  is  not 

likely  to  be  later  than  the  middle  of  the  third  century. 

There  are  three  or  four  accents,  all  prima  facie  written  by  the  original  hand,  as  are 

the  two  or  three  apostrophes.  There  are  also  a  number  of  stops. 

c 
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']  jjcjrporep'qcKpah'i  ]t^[ 

_]TT)/xevata>CTO7rapp60f[  ], .  ^a^eO ^  _[ 

]  aAAaTa8’a/x/wv€77etTa0€ ,  [  ]r]TiiJ,eXr)ceL‘  [ 

]  cvvhuSrjMLovcTax(^Kev(j)ey  ovrac tSot^ei^[ 

5  ] _ poTTa8r]vf^eX€ecccwcj)rip.eTepoicSap,e ,  [ 

\o([>paric€vcTrapTr]i^e^ap7jjj,\_  _  ]voceA/<reiAuypa)t  [ 

]lj,vr]ceTai.rji^eiMvp.7]8"acKr]dricv7raXv^rjr  [ 

]ap,ev(oc€^  oiKereXevTrj  _eL€KpovLa)v  [ 

]e(f>vXaKTr}  ecTrupa/cetare/cat/xejuacoTec  Kaurc[ 

10  ]€KTOc9ev(f}iXlrivpvec9eTroXria-  . .  uKeptiy[ 

\vov8€KaMVTOC€7reir  SeKoXXLovecnv  [ 

]  apoicpievecD  ■<jivXaKac8€ii(iTeicop,auxjKa-  [ 

]  _  iJi€V€a)ve[jLTTa^op.69’aXXe'n
eobKev  [ 

]  VT  reXeiv.(j)pov€£i,v8€TrapppOTadvixq)/  [ 

jg  ]eKauax€XaocojiapTri(,  [ 

Fr  1  I  >  r  T  is  unusually  tilted.  The  right-hand  end 
 of  the  cross-stroke  touches  the  top  left-hand 

arc  of  a’circle  '  ’  '  a  ]  ,  the  base  of  a  circle  having  to  right  a  short  arc  of
  the  lower  right-hand  side 

of  a  circle  followed  by  the  base  of  a  larger  circle  with  
a  short  cross-stroke  above  its  right-hand  end  and 

three  dots’  in  a  triangle  to  right  . .  [,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  with  a  stroke  forking  to  r
ight  at 

top  followed  by  a  stroke  on  the  line  with  the  foot  of  an  u
pright  at  its  right-hand  end  4  I  cannot 

verify  a  trema  over  the  second  1  I  cannot  account  for 
 the  horizontal  stroke  under  «ii  1 0  marg.  No 

doubt  yAvKcpijr,  but  I  cannot  read  this  1 2  laira  may  have  been  struck  out  1 5  ]e,c  does  not 

account  for  all  the  ink 

Fr.  1  End  of  a  speech  of  a  commander  to  a  b
eleaguered  force. 

2  clriiwevai :  CTtjfievai  c.g.  11.  xvii  167.  1  •  1  1  1 

d>c  Jndpoide{v) :  e.g.  Od.  ii  312,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  816.  (Not  m  il., 
 which  has  many  examples 

of  die  TO  vdpoc  rrep.)  .....  i  .  tt  'rt. 

3  eTreira  ‘hereafter’,  much  the  same  as  peromcBe,  with  whi
ch  it  is  doubled  at  Hes.  Jheog.  210. 

ee&\v  lir^iTi :  de&v  i’o'tijti  II.  xix  9  and  repeatedly  in  Od.,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iii  545-  
_ 

4  cvv  Ail-  cf  ciiv  Bewi  II.  ix  49,  chv  ho.lp.ovL  II.  xi  792,  b
ut  I  have  no  better  Homeric  parallel  to 

civ  Ai  than  civ  ABijvT/L  ical  Ad  ■n-arpl  II.  xx  192.  But  in  the  i
nscription  quoted  by  Pausanias  iv  22,  7 

doe-  8e  (sc.  0  vpovoc)  Mccc-qvqc  civ  Ad  rov  irpoSorijr.  .  . 

idiovc  .  .  .  dciyovrac,  ‘running  away  in  the  morning’.  Th
e  adverbial  use  of  ■qdioc  (i?otoc)  in  the 

morning’  is  not  found  in  Iliad  or  Odyssey— though,  as  th
e  adverbial  use  of  iTrr,oloc  and  the  analogous 

vBA6c  occurs  in  both,  I  do  not  know  what  
significance  is  to  be  attached  to  the  absence

— being  in 

regular  use  Apollonius  Rhodius  has  adverbial  ri&ioc  at  Ar
gon,  ii  688,  899,  iTr-qSiioc  at  iv  841,  otherwise 

following  Homeric  usage  with  IiwBev.  Callimachus  h
as  no  instance  of  I,&8cv,  three  of  the  adjective 

in  its  stead,  and  the  adjective  is  used  at  hy.  Horn,  iv  (Me
rc.)  17,  [Hes.]  Scut.  396,  and  in  the  verse  attri¬ 

buted  to  Euphorion,  fr.  53,  2  P- 

5  irporpoirdh'qv  :  once  in  II.  xvi  304  tt.  (jio^covTo.  ,  , 

BcXiccciv  if  Tjpcrepoici  hap€v[Tac :  similar  cpdi  viro  hovpi  hapevrec  II.  xi  749.^  ̂  ^ 

6  seq.  Gf.  II.  viii  513  seq.  dc  tic  tovtmv  ye  ̂e'Aoc  ical  ou
mBt  neccqi  ̂ X-ppevoc  fj  idc  rj  cyx^'C. 
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Tijc  TTporipnpe  /<rpa8[ 

cjTTj/xemt  (hs  TO  7rdpoide[ 

aXXd  T(xS’  d/jipLLV  eireira  9€6i)[v  torjijTt  fieX-pcet. 

cvv  Ad  S’  rjcocovc  rdxa,  kcv  (focvyovrac  tSoi/xep 

5  TTpoTpOTTahrjv,  ̂ eXeccccv  v(j)  r^fjccrcpoici  SajU,eV[Tac, 

defopa  ns  iv  Crrdprrji.  ̂ €papriiJi[i]voc  cXkc'C  Xvypcoi 

panjccrai  r^pcctcov,  p/rjf  dcKrjOrjc  VTraXv^rp. 

]a  peev  oic  ivioLKC  TcXcvTrjcete  Kpovlopv 

8]e  (frvXaKTTipec,  rrvpd  Kciarc  /<al  pccpLawrcc 

10  ]  CKTOcOev  cjoiXlrjv  pvccOc  TToXrja. 

~\v  ovSe  Kal  avroc,  i'lrel  rdSe  JcdXXidv  eenv, 

iv  jLi,]eydpoic  ptevco),  (pvXaKac  Se  iicrcLcopcai.  cS/ca, 

8v]cpi,ev€a>v  ip,Tra.^6pie9^  aAA’  irrioLKcv 
J-iravra  reXetv  (fopovicLv  S’  irrapr^pora  9vp.a)t, 

15  ]e  Kal  taye  Aaoc  6p,apTrji.. 

6  ̂e^apr/pevoc :  not  in  II.,  in  Od.  only  forms  of  ̂ejlap-rjuic,  iii  139,  xix  122  (misquoted  with  ̂ epap-q- 

pevov  at  Aristot.  Probl.  953'^i2),  in  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  a  form  of  -dc  once,  of -p.evoc  twice. eXKc'C  Xvyp&u. :  II.  xv  393. 

7  Tjpeioiv :  Homeric  (as  are  vpcioiv,  cficov,  also  found  in  the  Argonautica  of  Apollonius  Rhodius) . 

Cf.  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  ii  603  dcK'pBctc  irraXo^av. 

8  dc  CTrcoLKc:  not  in  Iliad  (except  as  a  variant  of  occ'  c.  at  xxiv  595),  in  Odyssey  and  Ap.  Rhod. 

Argon. 
Cl.  Zev  trarep,  at  yap  toOto  reXeurqceiac  eeXSwp  Od.  xxi  200,  o  pq  reXicuc  Kpovlmv  Od.  iv  699. 

9  (fivXaKrrjpec :  not  in  Odyssey,  in  Iliad  and  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon. 
TTvpa  KciaTc:  cf.  II.  ix  234,  Od.  xxi  176  {nxip). 

Kclare :  in  the  aorist  of  icatto  -kcl-  is  found  varying  with  -Kij-,  -Kjj-,  in  MSS.  of  Homer  and  elsewhere 
(e.g.  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  588). 

The  marginal  entry  substitutes  the  present  for  the  aorist  imperative. 

pepadrcc  absolute,  ‘eager  to  be  doing’  or  the  like.  Gf.,  e.g.,  II.  x  339  p  dv'  dSov  pepade,  Ap.  Rhod. 
Argon,  iii  564  dc  ijvSa  pepade,  iv  206  seq.  Idyipcav  Bccircciov  pcpawrcc. 

10  ‘Outside’  presumably  the  fortifications;  e.g.  tcIxcoc.  rei^eoc  cktocBcv  at  II.  ix  552. 

(jnXlr/v  . .  .  TToX-qa  must  here  be  supposed  to  mean  ‘your  dear  city’.  This  appears  to  be  implied  by  the 

marginal  entry.  But  the  usual  meaning  of  (jiiXla  ttoAic  would  be  ‘a  friendly  city’,  i.e.  one  which  is  well- 
disposed  or  with  which  one  is  on  good  terms,  a  use  common  in  historians  (e.g.  Thuc.  v  44,  Hdt.  ix  13, 

Xen.  Anab.  v  7,  33),  but  not,  that  I  can  find,  in  the  epic  style.  In  fact  I  cannot  adduce  from  this  any 

example  of  fXioc  in  either  sense ;  fXioc,  ‘beloved’,  appears  to  be  peculiar  to  the  Attic  tragedians. 
yXvKeprjv:  the  best  support  I  can  adduce  for  yXvKcpqv  . . .  iroAija  (apparently  analogous  to  fXqv  . . . 

TtaTpiha)  is  yalr/c  yXvKCpdrcpov  Od.  ix  28,  yXvKiov  lie  Ttarplhoc  ibid.  34  (sc.  oihiv). 

irdAija:  perhaps  by  chance  much  rarer  than  the  -t}-  forms  of  the  otlier  cases,  [Hes.]  Scut.  105  pveral Tc  noXria,  Gallim.  fr.  43,  60. 

1 1  ‘And  I,  on  my  side,  shall  not  stay  at  home  .  .  .’ 
eiTCL  ToSe  KaXXwv  cctiv  :  cf.  vvv  Stj  KaXXiov  icri  Od.  iii  70,  itrcl  rroXi  icdXXiov  ovrosc  Od.  iii  358,  viii  543, 

ov  .  ,  .  roSc  fcdXXwv  Od.  vii  159,  <jidcBai  hi  ce  KaXXiov  cctcv  Od.  viii  549.  (In  II.  only  ov  ...  ro  ye  icdXXiov 

'  But  the  reference  ‘Herod  (as)  i  46’  after  ripeiaiv  in  LSJ  iyd  should  be  deleted. 
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Fr.  2 

a)c[  ^7riTravceiiax'f]V€TndovroheXaot 

vv[  ]viKrjiyapaya)[Xoix€VOV7rode€CKov 

Ka[  _  ]tt€pk\  _  ]Kixr]a)recavaKV€<^acavTiaac6ai.  • 

I  acTracivBeXaKOJCCveTnqXvOevvKTOcopiixXr] 
) 

at  xxiv  5a ;  not  in  Hesiod  or  Apollonius  Rhodius.)  Sc,  ‘for  this  befits  a  leader  better’  i.e.  to  go  the  rounds 

than  to  stay  at  headquarters. 

12  iv  neydpoic  /Mevew:  cf.,  e.g.,  Od.  xvii  569  seq.  e’rl  p-eyapoiciv  dvcoxOi  p-etmi. 

<j>vXaKac:  I  suppose  ̂ u'Aa/cac  (on  comparison  with  II.  x  97  seqq.  Seup’  ic  rove  ̂ ilAa/rac  Kara^ijo/iev, 

0(f>pa  i'Seuper,  pi;  .  .  .  Kot/r^ccovrat)  is  to  be  preferred  to  <f>vXaKdc. 

fiereCcofiai .  .  .  ‘but  shall  visit  the  sentinels’.  The  simple  verb  is  found  in  Iliad  and  Odyssey  (and  per¬ 

haps  once  in  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Argon,  iii  738)  sometimes  digammated,  sometimes  not.  The  com¬ 

pound  Iiereicdjxevoc  occurs  in  II.  xiii  90,  xvii  285,  but  emeUoij.ai  in  II.  xi  367,  xx  454,  Od.  xv  504  (and 

possibly  Karaelcaro  in  11.  xi  35^)' 

13  I  suppose  the  sense  to  be  ‘not  that  I  care  a  fig  for  the  enemy’.  ipimiCecdai,  represented  once  in 

Iliad,  about  ten  times  in  Odyssey  (not  in  Hesiod  or  Apollonius  Rhodius ;  in  a  verse  uncertainly  attributed 

to  Callimachus,  fr.  784)  generally  means  ‘pay  attention  to’  warnings  or  the  like  (e.g.  deotrpom-qc  II.  xvi 

50,  Od.  ii  201,  ipdiv  Od.  ix  553,  fivdiov  Od.  quinquies),  or  persons  having  a  claim  of  some  sort  {Uirac 

Od.  xvi  422,  ielvcov,  iicerdoyv,  Kr]pvK(ov  xix  134  seq.) ;  here  it  is  used  to  express  concern  with  an  enemy, 

that  is,  fear  of  what  he  can  do  (cf.  Qu.  Smyrn.  1  423) . 

13  seq.  The  context  seems  to  suit  something  like  apyov  {ov  /xev  Iolksv  apyov  iovra  kokcuv  imfiacKepev 

II.  ii  233  seq.),  but  the  subject  need  not  have  been  expressed ;  ‘it  is  proper  (for  me)  to  carry  out — ’,  and 
the  beginning  of  the  line  might  have  had  the  form  dpria  or  Kocptoi  or  no  doubt  many  another. 

15  Cf.  II.  xiii  822,  834  errl  S’  Aadc. 

6p,aprrji:  some  MSS".  of  the  Iliad  have  dp-  for  dp-  at  v  656,  xxi  162,  and  of  the  Odyssey  at  xxii  81. 
At  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  538  only  Jp-  is  recorded.  There  is  also  variation  in  the  spelling  of  the  last 

syllable. 

Fr.  2  I  cSc  [et-rreov]-.  Homer  pas.sim,  [Hes.]  Scut.  122  {-ovc'  338),  not  in  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon. 
dJ-iTCTravce :  cf.  e.g.  dnl-rTavce  tokov  II.  xix  lig. 

1  seq.  irrldovTO  .  .  .  vv[Krl :  cf.  II.  vii  282,  293  dyaSov  Kai  vvktI  mdecOai.  At  II.  viii  502,  ix  65,  Od.  xii 

291  weiffcupeSa  vvKrl  peAaiVijt  suggests  the  possibility  of  vvktI  Bo-qi  here  {vvktI  Borji  II.  xii  463,  -a  -ijr  Od. 

xii  284),  dorje  taken  as  ‘black’,  see  note  on  2517  front  1.  7. 
2  seq.  TToQlecKov  .  .  .  dvridacdai:  rrodetv  with  infinitive  not  Homeric;  at  Eur.  Hec.  1020,  Antiphon 

V  64,  apparently  no  earlier. 

3  Kainep'.  Homeric  usage  would  require  Kal  KCKfiydirecTrep.  KalmpvoXvcSpivioOcavHes.  Cat.  43  (a)  57, 

(343,6). KfiKp^cuc  and  cases;  three  instances  in  Homer;  KCKp,r)uiT€c  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iii  1341. 

dvd  Kvl(j>ac:  not  Homeric  or  Hesiodic.  dvd  vvKra  II.  xiv  80  (8td  Kve^ac  saep.  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon.). 

duTidac&ai :  ‘to  take  them  on’.  The  middle  once  in  Homer,  II.  xxiv  62,  but  not  in  this  sense.  As  here 

Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  ii  24. 

4  dctTaclrj :  Axcuoic  dciraciri  .  .  .  irrrjXvdf  vvi  epejievvtj  II.  viii  487  seq. 

VVKTOC  dp.lxX'ii :  Kara  vvktoc  dpixAr/v  again  Anth.  Pal.  v  228  (?  vi  cent,).  In  Homer  dp/xAi?  is  mist. 

The  coronis  marks  the  end  of  a  book,  as,  e.g.,  445  end  of  II.  vi. 

I  cannot  find  any  cross-fibres  common  to  frr.  i  and  2.  If  they  were  contiguous  (or  even  close 

neighbours),  it  would  be  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the  night  referred  to  in  fr.  2  was  that  preceding  the 

daybreak  envisaged  in  fr.  i,  4,  and  that  the  order  of  the  two  should  be  reversed. 
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cue  [etTTCov  dJrreTTavce  p.dx'i^v,  irridovTO  8e  Aaoi 

vu[K:Tt  yap  dyaXXoptevoi  iroOeecKov , 

i<a[i]TTep  K[€y<:p,rja)T€c ,  dvd  Kvetpac  dvridacdai. 
dcTracir]  Se  AdKcocev  irrrjXvde  vvktoc  opclxXrj. 

2884.  Elegiacs 

The  style  of  the  little  that  is  left  of  these  verses  is  consistent  with  their  ascription 

to  a  Hellenistic  or  later  author.  Unless  they  are  complemented  in  some  way  nothing 

useful  can  be  said  about  them.  I  am  uncertain  whether  or  not  the  large  fragment 

contains  parts  of  more  than  one  piece. 

The  text  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  roll  (of  which  the  front  is  blank  except  for 

a  couple  of  letters  in  fr.  3),  in  a  commonplace  small  upright  second-century  hand. 

There  are  no  lection  signs.  There  is  a  variant  at  fr.  2,  7,  corrections  at  fr.  2,  5  and  8, 

a  marginal  addition  at  fr.  2,  1 7,  in  another  hand  or  hands. 

Fr.  I 

]#o[ 

]ceTrj[ 

]ayau[ 

Jarre  ̂ [ 

5  ].oep[ 

].ccc[ 

]7rp[ 

u 

Fr.  1  Perhaps  from  above  the  left-hand  side  of  fr.  2  4  .  [,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  t?  5  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top 
of  the  letters  6  ] , ,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  8  if  much  damaged,  but  i .  looks 
less  attractive 
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Fr.  2 

] ,  eviqra ,  [ 
"\TTe<l>opr]c%v ,  [ 

5  ].vAexoc[[  [ 

^yayoioTTO^LV  [ 

\ovTOC€7n6paceocXe'^\_ 

]  ca)TeK\xapeTT'qXvci'r]c  [ 
\ayvvacKOL>vXrjTU>Lvrj  [ 

10  ]  _  cLceLodaXvKpocepajc  [ 

^cr]icTrjVTrap9evovovyapeoLK\ 

]  ̂etvc  _  epierrjvoXLyrjv  [ 

j  XvypoveycovvTTodvofiaiXicxl 

^'^c'qvSi.aKai.ip.ovirjv  [ 

1 5  ]^oupe/xeTa77/3a7rtSecct^aAec[ 

1  CO veofl  oXoKovc  f 
J  .  .  .  .  .  U  J  .  K.  .[  . 

]  _  ayipSeK  _  [  ]v7TXeovr]cavvca[ 
yreic  ericai^avey]  [ It.  3 

Fr.  4 

].[ 

]’.-  ’[ ].-[ 
[ 

>Sa[ [ 
5 

]pa)T[ 5  ]u|ttoAeTi[ ]Tapcp[ 

]erX[ Fr.  4  I  ].,  a  speck  on  the  line.  I  am  by  no 

]€iv[ 
means  sure  that  A  is  not  a  better  choice  than  a 

.  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  2  ] . , 
].< 

perhaps  the  right-hand  curve  of  w,  but  rather 

10 ] angular  3  ].,  an  upright  [],,  if  the  base 

of  the  left-hand  side  and  the  right-hand  arc  of  the 

right-hand  side  of  a>,  a  narrow  letter  might  be  lost 

Fr.  3  There are  a  couple  of  letters  (from  a 5  T  looks  more  like  y 

line  of  writing?)  on  the  front  3  ].,  t)  or  .t?  Fr.  4  5  No  recorded  word  ends  in  -u/^oAeVtc 

9  ].  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  an  angular  (-eVijc,  -errjp).  Tv/xpoXeTtjc,  -tic  are  found  in 

mark  that  I  cannot  assign  to  a  letter  Anth.  Pal. 
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Fr.  2  1  the  foot  of  an  upright;  a  dot  on  the  line  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving 

down  from  left,  perhaps  k  ;  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left,  A  probable  3  ] , ,  there  appears  to  be  a  dot  close  to  the  lower  curve  of  €  .  [, 
the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  4  ]it  retouched  ?  ,  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  5  ] . » 

perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of  0  After  c  about  six  letters,  some  or  all  blotted  6  ot :  t  retouched  ? 

8

 

 

].,  an  upright?  n  larger  and  thicker,  but  not  apparently  on  another  letter  10  ].,  a  nearly 

horizontal  stroke  from  left  to  the  top  of  e,  with  a  dot  on  the  line  below  its  left-hand  end,  perhaps  k 

II  k[  only  faint  and  confused  traces,  partly  on  the  under-layer  12  ],,  apparently  the  end  of 

a  stroke  running  into  the  top  stroke  of  ̂   and  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  against  the 

base  angle  of  f  Of  the  first  t  only  a  trace  on  a  blackened  fibre  Between  e  and  e  apparently  a  stroke 

descending  with  a  slight  curve  from  left  to  right,  but  in  a  twisted  and  darkened  place  *3  ].s  the 

right-hand  side  of  a  circle  At  is  written,  not  at  ^4  ]??  anomalous,  but  I  think  likelier  than  v 

16  seqq.  There  is  a  split  or  worm-run  running  down  through  these  lines  and  I  am  not  certain  whether 

or  not  I  have  brought  the  edges  too  close  together  16  the  right-hand  edge  of  a  slightly 

concave  stroke  (?),  followed  by  the  left-hand  half  of  a  small  circle  and  a  convex  stroke  off  the  line  like 

the  right-hand  stroke  of  a ;  the  lower  end  of  this  touches  a  slightly  forward-sloping  upright,  from  the  tip 

of  which  a  shallow  curve,  like  that  of  v,  extends  to  right  ] , ,  a  short  descending  stroke  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters  k  is  anomalous,  but  x  was  not  written  1 7  ] .  j  perhaps  the  right-hand  ends  of 

the  overhang  and  cross-stroke  of  e  y,r),  y  more  domed  than  elsewhere,  of  only  the  uprights  .  [,  the 

left-hand  edge  of  a  circle  marg.  . .  [,  a  V-shaped  letter  tilted  to  right,  with  a  long  upright,  perhaps  p, 

descending  from  the  tip  of  its  right-hand  stroke  18  Between  c  and  e  a  backward-sloping  upright 

or  slightly  convex  stroke  perhaps  having  a  projection  to  right  from  its  tip  Of  t  only  the  right-hand 

end  of  the  cross-stroke  Between  i  and  a  (of  which  only  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke)  a  low  slightly convex  upright? 

Fr.  2  I  cannot  follow  any  continuous  thread  of  sense  in  these  half-lines  and  am  doubtful  whether 

a  single  piece  is  represented.  The  following  disconnected  observations  are  all  I  have  to  offer. 

7  dpaccoc  is  likely  to  be  followed  by  a  proper  name,  rrt  and  cm  might  be  variants  in  a  clause  of  the 

form  ̂ a>]ovToc  .  .  .  Aeir[,  ‘while  L.  still  (lived)’  or  ‘in  the  time  of  L.  (alive)’.  If  Aesrl  in  fact  represents 

a  proper  name,  there  are,  I  believe,  no  choices  but  Acttctvplvov,  husband  of  Makar’s  daughter  Methymna 
and  father  of  Hiketaon,  killed  by  Achilles  in  his  raid  on  Lesbos  (AecjSov  ktIcic  ap.  Parth.  21,  Steph.  Byz. 

in  M’^dvp.va),  and  Ac-irpcoio,  who  challenged  Heracles  to  an  eating  competition  and  then  to  a  fight  in 

which  he  was  killed  (Pausan.  v  5,  4 ;  elsewhere  he  is  called  Aevpevc,  not  AcTrpeoc,  v.  P.-W.  in  v.) .  Opaccoc 

I  suppose  is  in  favour  of  the  second. 

9  A’qrcolvT),  first  here,  Artemis.  On  names  of  this  form  see  Pfeiffer  on  Gallim.  fr.  352. 
]a  yvvaiKuiv :  hccTtoiva  yvvMKwv,  of  Artemis,  in  the  same  place  Anth.  Pal.  vi  269,  5  (Trorra  yvmiKcHv, 

of  Artemis,  at  the  end  of  the  verse  Anth.  Pal.  vi  287,  i). 

10  OaXvKpoc:  see  Pfeiffer  on  [Callim.]  fr.  736.  epcoc  or  ’’Epcoc? 11  seq.  ov  yap  coikIc  .  .  .J.^av. 

12  Since  there  is  no  room  for  more  than  one  letter  between  e  and  e  and  a  long  syllable  is  required, 

it  seems  that  an  error  must  be  postulated.  It  might  have  been  corrected  by  an  interlinear  addition. 

13  v7roSvop,ai  atcxoc,  ‘take  on  myself,  shoulder’;  cf.  Demosth.  k.  Apicroicp.  12  atrlav  vnohvcccOai,. 
15  Kovpc:  vocatives  often  in  the  first  verse  of  an  epigram. 

p,€Ta  TTpamSeca  ;3aAe'c[0- :  cf.  ixcra  ij>pccl  fldXXeai  II.  ix  434569.,  ivi  i^pcct  fldXXeo  Hes.  Op.  107. 

16  seqq.  There  are  mysteries  in  these  three  verses  partly  no  doubt  due  to  deficiencies  in  the  decipher¬ 

ment,  but  partly  it  seems  the  result  of  corruption  in  the  text. 

16  The  only  place  where  Xokoc  is  found  is  in  the  entry  Xokoc-  XoKpoc,  ̂ aXanpoc  in  Hesychius.  What¬ 

ever  is  to  be  made  of  this,  it  throws  no  light  here.  No  known  Greek  word  ends  in  -oXokoc.  Several,  if  an 

error  is  assumed,  end  in  -oXoxoc,  but  none  of  them  suits.  -0  Ad^^ovc  seems  the  only  theoretical  alternative 

left.  I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  room  for  even  a  single  letter  between  vco  and  .0,  certainly  not  for  more 

than  I  or  p. 

17  A  syllable  is  shown  to  be  missing  by  the  metre,  kcv  would  fill  the  space  and  can  hardly  be avoided. 
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1 8  The  second  half  of  the  pentameter  must  begin  with  t  or  a  preceding  consonant  (which  could 
only  be  k),  or,  if  the  possibility  of  elision  at  the  diaeresis  is  entertained  (cf.  Callim,  fr.  42,  6  rovr’),  with 
c.  These  alternatives  and  the  various  articulations  open  make  it  possible  to  devise  a  number  of  theoreti¬ 

cally  acceptable  collocations  of  words,  which  it  is  pointless  to  record.  I  cannot  verify  alyaver/  {Anth.  Pal, 

vi  57,  4  dypOTiv  aiyaveav). 

2885.  Elegiacs.  Epode 

Scraps  containing  elegiacs  and  epodes,  in  one  hand  and  from  one  manuscript, 

raise  hope  of  additions  to  the  Archilochus  already  found  in  some  quantity  at  Oxyrhyn- 

chus.  But  as  soon  as  larger  pieces  are  formed  it  becomes  plain  that  something  much 

later  than  Archilochus  is  represented.  Apart  from  the  one  epode,  about  the  date  of 

which  it  might  be  possible  to  hesitate,  the  elegiac  poems  can  hardly  be  supposed  earlier 

than  the  end  of  the  fourth  century  b.c.  and  might  be  much  later.  I  have  come  on  no 

clue  to  the  author — I  assume  in  the  absence  of  a  statement  at  fr.  1,21  or  fr.  1 1 ,  1 1 ,  that 

the  several  pieces  are  by  the  same  person,  though  at  fr.  1 1,  16  I  refer  to  what  might  be 

an  indication  of  a  diversity  of  sources — and  except  at  fr.  i,  1 1  seqq.  have  not  been  able 

to  elicit  any  continuous  sense  from  what  has  survived.  Those  verses  are  the  conclusion 

of  a  piece  in  which  a  speaker  warns  a  female  character  of  the  danger  of  allowing  herself 

to  be  too  greatly  influenced  by  love,  citing  examples  from  old  stories  of  women  who 

for  love  had  committed  crimes  against  fathers  and  brothers.  Even  in  these  lines  a  great 
deal  remains  uncertain. 

The  text  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  roll  in  a  small,  round,  second-century  hand, 

slightly  firmer  in  fr.  4  than  in  the  rest.  But  this  fragment  and  the  upper  part  of  fr.  i 

have  on  the  front  remains  of  lines  of  a  fair-sized,  upright,  business-hand,  which,  with  the 

similarity  of  the  surface,  goes  to  show  that  they  were  not  very  far  apart.  The  front  of 

the  other  fragments  is  blank  and  they  are  assigned  to  this  manuscript  on  the  strength  of 

the  hand.  The  horizontal  surfaces  of  frr.  8  and  1 1  are  likewise  so  similar  (and  to  a  less 

degree  those  of  frr.  7,  9,  and  10),  that  it  may  be  inferred  that  these  also  came  from 
one  sheet. 

There  are  no  lection  signs  except  a  couple  of  apostrophes  In  fr.  4.  Besides  one  or 

two  self-corrections  there  are  some  additions  and  corrections  made  with  a  thicker  pen. 
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Fr. 

{a) 

].[M 

]...[ 
],roT..[  ]ay__[ 

5  ]A7;_ [] _6a[  ]acaA[ ]a77e_5_[]|acTr_[ 

].[W.[].[  ]...[ 
(b) 

.].^«or.[J/xcpo77[ 
]...[ 

10 
_  J  _  aTTOpeyxcoccio  _  [ 

.[ 

_  ]aicTa(l)irj  _  rjcovcni 

]ya8acp_[ 

,  ^^arpl8lKapiVovcrj  _  [ 

]eAeyd  [ 

.  ^Kax’C'TrapBcviKtjv  .  c _  [ 
Jyocow  _ [ 

JatSecu  _  epcijicrcpijc  _  [ 

^evparre 

15 

.  ] .  cccvaijjvpTovp,rj8rj\_ 

'\ivri8cX 

_  _]apcov _^oxov[ 

]a^Sa.[ 

JAAaTt[ .  J _ aSie _ [  ]_[ 

]  TTjO  §a_  [ 

py8p_[]_o[[(]]ou_ . .ct'n-p[ ^icpaSir] 
_  i]\aivrj8v7repcoTocaTac[ 

] , Aouocce[ 

20 

8rjTiKaTacp,v^ac6r)C€i[ 

]ey;jCOTep. 

21 

.[ 

] 
]^eyy€[  ]o8[:]_p[ 

]  eA0i5c[  ].e2‘^[ h'^op.l  (c)  ]fa.[ 

] 

25 

]ovpia[  ].K.a/5.[].[ 
]ovKa  [  ]_ 

]Tetr[  ]r]CKv6iKoy[ 
]ouSei.[  ]m_tyyeca[ 

]v[  ]S[  ]«:yar[ 
id) 

30 

]v[  ]aciyv7]Tovxp[ 

.  ]  kvt\_  ,  ]  _  ovKcivpy  _  ou[ 

’]..[  ‘ 

.  ]  Aa .  [  _  ]Kai(ji€vyov  _  aKiyi^l 

]/rat[ 

]y-ie[ 
..]..f  ]v. []?..[ 

>[ 

(e)  ]fcAe/r[  ]_i[  ]eSt.a)/coi’.[ ]..[ 

35 

]ac7i[  ]_[]ajrTy8_[ 

]fa[ 

]  ̂ OKOCoX]xap[  ].7T€[ 

].o[ 

]  y7;ce(.S[  _  ]cxpvc€[  ]i'o[ 
]  rjKoreSapSavirjl^  _  ]ap.vpio[ 

]  iTTvowT  CKoiX[^  ̂   ]rjyayove[ 

]  6at7iOF[  _  JcoitAtcc .  CTet^€Ta[ 

]  ifjieiptoTTay  jiapa/ioil^aSol 

]  aia/ct§4[_]So[  Jovrcoy[_  J0eAert[ 

]  ^vc ^aiapdiMj[_  ̂ 

45  ]  TrpwTovep  jvaep[^  _  ^]KXve(f>[ 

_  ]  a  TTopev  ̂ d)cca> _[  ]a'n-e__[ 
irjatc  TatpLr]  yrjcovc  Tr[  Ex^]vd8ac  o,[ 
TrlarptSi  Kap,vovcr](iy  _[  ]€Aeu0_[ 

7]]Kaxe  TrapdeviKrj  V X  ]rocoi;S[ 

7T]ai§<o>c  VTrep  ccjisrep-rjc  ■7T[v]€vp,aTre 
coJAecev  ’Aipvprov  Mrjhyfi  Kacjw,  Se_[ 

Al\{vP7]  vle]apa)v  e^oxov  [Ato]AlS€<wy[. 
d]AAa  tI  [rav]ra  Ste .  [  ] .  [  ] .  rrjo  8a  _  [ 

pySp_  [Jyo^otiT^  _[]_  .ci7rp[  '\Kpa8lrjy[ 

xXiatvrj(Iy  8  V7t’  "Eptoroc  dTac[0]dAoy,  6c  C€[ 
Tt  Karacpiv^ac  Qrjcet  [eX\€yxoripr^. 

T€ir[  '\rj  CkvOikovI 
0!3Se6[  ]m(f)i’yY€C  a[ 

vl  ]5[  ]'cwav[ 

7j[  /cJactyvrjToy  xp[ 
d)]KVT[a]TOV  K€lvOV_Ov[  ]__[ 

.]Aa_[  _  j/cat  (pcvyovra  KiX'j[co]fJ,ai[ 

..]..[.  [.Jp.[]e..[  ]p.[ 
KAe7(.[p.  _  _  ]8i[JeS/a)/cov_ [  ]_7r[ 

acp.[. . .  .]_[.]covTy8.[  ]pa[ 
71  oKoco ^[]xap[  ]  n€[  ].o[ 
i.">jcrS[o]c  X/3t;ce[  ]vo[ 

rj  KOT€  AapSavlrjl  ]dpi,vp,o[v 
Ittvovvtoc  K:otA[  J^yayov  6[ 

rj  yap  co[  Jyat-i^/c  ,  [  jecov  xdpiy[ 
8a[pi,ov[o]c  Si  Xiccrj  CTet/3eTa[t 

tpeLpoj  rrav  ppiap  dp-oil3aS6[v 

Alai<lSrj[  ]  Ao\X\6TTa)V  [  ]0eAevt[ 

^vv  pvc _ai  dpd pi  o' v\_  '\k _irjB\_ 
rrpSTOV  'Ep ̂ ivaeo\c  ]K’ALie^[ 
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Fr.  1  The  column  has  been  made  up  of  a  number  of  scraps,  of  which  five  do  not  touch  but  are 

located  with  more  or  less  exactitude  on  the  strength  of  external  or  internal  evidence.  The  level  of  {b) 

in  relation  to  {a)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres ;  its  distance  is  the  measure  of  eA  and  their  room  in  1.  20. 

Similarly,  the  level  of  {d)  in  relation  to  (c)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres ;  its  distance  is  less  certain,  but,  if 

KLxr)coiJi.aA.  is  to  be  recognized  in  1.  32,  it  is  the  measure  of  co  and  part  of  p,,  and  their  room,  in  that  line. 

The  level  of  (c)  in  relation  to  {a)  is  not  to  be  fixed  so  confidently  by  the  cross-fibres,  but  if  it  is  correct, 

their  interval  is  fixed  by  the  alignment  of  co]  in  1.  31  under  -q  in  1.  30.  The  level  of  (c)  in  relation  to  (c) 

is  likewise  not  certainly  by  fixed  the  cross-fibres,  but  their  interval  is  similarly  fixed  by  the  alignment  of 
first  letters. 

(a)  is  composed  of  scraps  of  which  some  have  warped  independently  so  that  the  location  of  letters 

in  relation  to  one  another  is  often  doubtful.  The  upper  part  is  rubbed  so  that  decipherment  also  is 

uncertain,  [b)  is  darkened  and  the  right-hand  side  too  ragged,  except  in  the  last  lines,  for  anything 
to  be  made  of  the  traces. 

Fr.  1  2  a[?  but  abnormally  small,  perhaps  illusory  3  After  e  perhaps  a  forward-sloping  stroke 

with  faint  traces  to  right  of  its  top  Before  cu  an  upright  4  ],,  the  foot  of  an  upright  ,,[,  the 

back  of  a  loop  as  of  a?,  followed  by  specks,  perhaps  of  two  letters  For  y  possibly  w;  then  dispersed 

traces  of  two  or  three  letters  5  After  17  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  rising  above  the  general  level, 

followed  by  a  blank  with  a  speck  above  in  the  interlinear  space  Before  8  a  corrected  letter,  perhaps  c 

intended  For  A[  perhaps  v,  but  now  no  right-hand  upright  6  Of  ]a  only  the  tail  Before  6 

perhaps  a,  but  a  stroke  through  it  not  accounted  for  After  6  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle 

.  [,  traces  to  right  of  the  right-hand  angle  of  tt  and  others  to  right  of  these  above  the  general  level 

7  ] , ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  with  the  start  of  a  faint  stroke  rising  to  right  from  its 

foot  8  ].  [,  an  upright  ]i  close  to  the  edge  .[].[,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  perhaps  the 

lower  left-hand  corner  of  the  loop  of  p,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle 

]...[,  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke,  followed  by  a  small  hook  open  to  right  on  the 

line,  and  this  by  a  stroke  descending  to  touch  the  top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  a  large,  tilted  angular 

loop  open  to  right,  ?  a  9  seq.  The  beginnings  of  these  two  lines  are  on  a  detached  morsel.  I  am 

doubtful  whether  in  reattaching  them  I  have  got  1.  10  in  its  proper  position  9  ] , ,  the  end  of  a  stroke 

from  left  touching  f  above  its  base  angle  ,  [,  a  small  concave  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

]...[,  the  count  is  uncertain ;  if  the  second  and  third  were  ot,  there  might  be  parts  of  as  many  as  five 

10],,  now,  a  horizontal  stroke  just  below  the  top  of  the  letters  and  below  it  a  slightly  domed  stroke  just 

below  the  line  .  [,  the  edge  of  a  stroke,  apparently  sloping  slightly  backwards  . .  [,  w  or  possibly  y , , 

followed  by  the  base  of  a  small  circle  just  off  the  line  1 1  Between  17  and  17  only  a  couple  of  specks 

,[,  faint  traces  12  After  77  the  lower  left-hand  curve  of  6  or  c  .[,  a  short  upright  descending 

from  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  6 ;  e  not  suggested  1 3  After  rjv  a  headless  upright 

descending  below  the  line,  the  foot  slightly  hooked  to  right ;  anomalous  for  i  (but  cf.  fr.  7,  i )  or  u  ,  [,  on 

the  line  a  hook  open  to  right  14  Between  v  and  e  only  blurred  ink  (6)  .[,  an  upright  i?  .[> 

a  trace  (the  tip  of  an  upright  ?)  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke 

at  mid  letter ;  I  think  a  likelier  than  e  18  .  [,  a  headless  upright  Between  o  and  o  an  altered  and 

apparently  cancelled  letter  (?  v)  with  the  foot  of  an  upright  above  . ,  [,  off  the  line  at  the  right-hand 

end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  t  the  base  of  o  or  co,  followed  by  two  dots  near  together,  on  the  line  ]. ., 

the  base  of  an  oval,  followed  at  an  interval  by  an  upright  p[  has  a  cross-stroke  through  its  right-hand 

side  but  I  do  not  think  e  was  intended  19  The  original  reading  looks  like  At,  not  ai ;  I  do  not  see 

what  need  there  was  of  correction  2 1  The  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  and  a  heavy  dot  below 

22  ].,  an  upright,  prima  facie  i,  but  there  seems  to  be  ink  to  left  of  its  foot  23  ].>  perhaps  the 

right-hand  ends  of  the  arms  of  k  .  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  24  For  ]77  et  may  not 

be  ruled  out  .  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle ;  c  or  0  Of  ]?  only  the  overhang  .  [,  a  cross-stroke 

as  of  T,  but  perhaps  not  all  the  ink  accounted  for  25  ] . ,  a  dot  off  the  line  After  k  I  think  simply 

T,  but  [ ,  ]y  may  be  possible  .  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  ] .  [,  a  speck  on  the  line  26  .  [,  an  upright ; 

L  acceptable  ]. .,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  a  dot  close  to  the  upper  end  of  a  thin  stroke  descend¬ 

ing  to  right,  followed  by  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  v  or  17  27  Of  c  only  a  speck  on  the  line  Of 

v[  only  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  branch  28  Of  cj)  only  the  underside  of  the  loops,  barely  recognizable 

through  rubbing  31  Between  y  and  o  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  stroke  from  left  touching  o  just 
below  the  top  ] . .  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  strongly  to  right  to  touch  the  foot  of  a  stroke 

apparently  hooked  to  right;  e.g.  p,  and  a,  o  32  Prima  facie  one  letter  lost  at  beginning;  see  n. 

.  [3  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  33  ] . .  [>  the  top  of  a  circle,  followed  at  an  interval  by  a  small 
convex  upright  above  the  line  After  ]v  perhaps  an  abnormally  tilted  t  . ,  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright, 

followed  by  a  small  apex  off  the  line.  There  seem  to  be  traces  above  []e  34~6  The  alignment  is 

irregular  34  For  ]S  A  may  be  possible,  not  a  .[,  a  median  dot  For  7r[  possibly  y.  [,  the  second 

letter  being  represented  by  a  slightly  convex  upright  above  which  there  is  a  trace  35  ] .  [j  a  heavy 

dot,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ,  [,  the  edge  of  a  slightly  convex  upright  36  .  [,  the  lower 

part  of  an  upright;  if  r,  nothing  lost  before  y  ].,  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right,  e.g.  17  or 

(d)  ] . ,  one  letter  (perhaps  77  or  v)  written  on  another ;  it  has  been  struck  through  39  i  written  on  v 

40  ]y  anomalous,  but  so  would  t  be ;  no  reason  to  expect  i/i  .  [,  perhaps  the  left-hand  edge  of  a  small 

circle  41  77  represented  only  by  an  upright  with  a  faint  trace  of  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  to  its 

left  42  Of  77  only  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  upright  44  Between  v  and  v  a  triangular  letter 

(8?)  on  which  is  written  a  thick  ‘horse-shoe’  open  upwards,  followed  by  o  not  completely  closed  or, 
I  think  less  probably,  a  small  c  Between  c  and  a  what  resembles  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a,  though  a 
would  not  fill  all  the  room  After  k  prima  facie  A,  but  perhaps  a  with  a  flat  loop  45  After  ep 

a  (?)  on  which  is  written  e,  above  which  a  dot  presumably  indicating  cancellation 

Fr.  1  II  irate  Tacjiirj-.  Taphii  inhabitants  of  the  Echinades  islands.  The  ‘Taphian  girl’  will  be 

Komaetho,  daughter  of  Pterelaus,  king  of  Taphos.  By  cutting  off  the  magic  hair  in  her  father’s  head 
she  brought  about  his  fall,  when  attacked  by  Amphitryon  and  his  allies.  This  misdeed  was  prompted 
by  her  infatuation  with  one  of  the  enemy  leaders :  Apollod.  Bibl.  ii  4,  7 ;  Tzetz.  in  Lycoph.  932,  934. 

1 1  seq.  I  suppose  the  sense  to  be :  and  she  was  indifferent  about  her  country’s  freedom,  e.g.  ovS’ 

€fieA’  avriji  iraTpibi  Kap.vovcqi  eweae  i'KevdepCrjV,  though  -0e[  is  not  the  natural  decipherment. 

Kapvovciji  ‘hard  pressed  in  the  fight’,  cf.  Eur.  SuppL  709  to  Kapevov  oIkcIov  erparov,  and  similarly novetv  Thuc.  i  30,  3,  ah,  Xen.  Cyrop.  i  4,  21. 

cdii^eiv  Tt  Tin;  cf.  Plato  Protag.  356  e  tL  av  rjpctv  too  jSiov;  Dem.  xix  252  Try  fxeo  ycopav  ecoicc 

ttJi  iroXec. 13  The  absence  of  a  connective  particle  after  and  after  coXecev,  1.  15,  is  consistent  with  the 

hypothesis  that  these  are  elements  in  a  series  of  examples  of  similar  things,  in  this  case  crimes  committed 

by  women  for  love. If  the  name  of  Nisus  is  to  be  recognized,  irapOeviK'q  will  be  a  reference  to  his  daughter  Scylla,  who 

played  a  similar  part  to  Komaetho  in  the  Megarian  story  (alluded  to  by  Aeschylus,  Choeph.  613  seqq. 

and  reported  in  many  places,  v.  Frazer  ad  Apollod.  Bibl.  iii  15,  8),  of  which  the  Taphian  is  a  doublet. 

But  there  is  in  this  story  nothing  to  which  iracSoc  virep  cpeTepqe  is  obviously  applicable  (though  viro 

would  suit  well  enough),  and  0!58[e  perhaps  introduces  a  new  instance,  as  77  Sc  does  in  1.  15,  though 

I  cannot  guess  what  it  was  or  how  it  was  expressed. 

The  following  observations  may  be  worth  making  in  spite  of  the  uncertainty  of  their  relevance. 

If  irapdfoiKTi  Mcov,  I  have  one  example  of  irapBeviKrj  for  ‘daughter’,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  1743,  but,  there 
are  several  of  irapdevoc,  Soph.  0.7.  1462  and  examples  collected  by  Pfeiffer,  Gallim.  ii  p.  103.  But 

y>caye  requires  an  object,  so  that  Nlco\y  /icjroc,  for  example,  may  be  preferable,  though  I  am  not  sure 
that  there  is  room  for  vp^e  in  the  gap. 

14  ccl>€Tepoc  ‘his,  her  own’  as  early  as  Pindar  (e.g.  fr.  215,  2),  more  than  half  a  dozen  times  in 
Apollonius  Rhodius,  the  only  meaning  in  Callimachus.  Accepting  the  reading  iratSec  and  the  meaning 
‘their  own’  I  can  make  no  plausible  suggestion. 

15  toAccer:  cf.  Eur.,  Afed.  167  too  epoo  Kreloaca  Kdao,  1334  (Jason  speaking)  Kraoovea  yap  Sij  coo 

Kacio.  For  other  versions  v.  P.-W.  Apsyrtos,  and  even  here  diXeceo  is  not  perfectly  unambiguous,  but 

might  mean  ‘was  responsible  for  the  death  of’. 
MrjStj  for  Mrjhcia  cf.  cltKvpopov  iropa  MijSrjc  Andromachus  tt.  PaXrjvqc  (ap.  Galen,  xiv  p.  33),  Euphor. 

fr.  14,  3  ex  cj.  Meinek. 
16  All  that  is  known  about  Diores,  son  of  Aeolus,  is  contained  in  Parthen.  ipcoT.  irad.  2.  When  his 

sister  Polymela  was  deserted  by  Odysseus,  he  persuaded  his  father  to  give  her  to  him  for  wife.  Neither 

name  occurs  in  the  list  of  this  Aeolus’  children  at  schol.  H,  Q_,Od.  x  6,  or  in  any  of  the  lists  or  mentions 

of  children  of  ‘Aeolus’.  The  story  told  by  Parthenius  is  stated  to  come  from  the  Hermes  of  Philetas, a  hexameter  poem. 
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v[elapu>v:  there  seems  to  be  no  choice,  but  e  looks  on  the  short  side. 

17  dAAd  Ti  Tavra  8tef[- :  I  suppose,  ‘Why  do  I  recount  these  stories?’  [ran]  looks  rather  too  much  for 
the  gap. 

Somewhere  before  1.  19  I  should  expect  ‘so  that  you  do  not  fall  into  the  same  error’. 

18  oils’  ot[j]  To'i'ovTO)  looks  acceptable  as  a  decipherment. 

19  ‘and  be  inflamed  by  wicked  love’,  cf.  oi'oa  8’  ep^Aiijrer  .  ,  .  CcoKparn)  .  .  .  Kvtrpic  TTvpoc  p-evei 
Hermesian.  7,  89  seqq.  P. 

20  Karacfxv^ac:  see  Gow’s  note  at  Theoc.  iii  17. 

eXeyxorepriv :  irregularly  formed  comparatives  are  found  at  all  periods,  v.  Kuhner-Blass,  Gr.  Gr. 

1  564  seqq.  iXtyxorepoc  (of  which  the  positive  eX^yx-pc  and  the  superlative  eXiyxi-CTOc  are  Homeric)  is, 
as  far  as  I  know,  unrecorded. 

Presumably  a  genitive  is  implied,  ‘will  make  you  worse  than  the  persons  I  have  cited’,  e.g.  oc  c  en 
kAvcov. 

21  I  suppose  a  title,  like  fr.  ii,  ii,  but  very  short,  since  it  does  not  extend  into  (8). 

22  seqq.  ̂ eCye[,  tji€v^T][ic?  1.  26,  ifievyovra  Kix'ij[co^p-ai,  1.  32,  and  perhaps  iSCcoKov,  1.  34,  seem  to  be 
elements  of  a  single  theme.  I  cannot  see  any  trace  of  it  beyond  this. 

28  Hesychius,  who  has  Tri^aXXCc  'rri<fii,yi,  has  Kopu8aA<(A>oc.  This  bird  (Artemiche,  daughter 
of  Kleinis,  metamorphosed)  is  on  good  terms  with  gods  and  men.  Ant.  Lib.  xx,  from  Boeus  and 
Simmias  of  Rhodes. 

32  I  should  guess  dAAa  ce  Kal  ̂ evyovra,  if  it  were  not  that  aX  along  with  the  left-hand  part  of  the 

second  A  looks  as  though  it  would  project  into  the  left-hand  margin. 

35  There  is  virtually  no  alternative  to  a  form  or  derivative  of  TvSevc. 

39  'IttvoSc  is  recorded  only  as  the  name  of  a  place  in  Samos  (Steph.  Byz.  in  v.).  But  in  view  of  the 

considerations  set  out  below  I  should  guess  that  the  place  meant  might  rather  be  “Invoc,  -^v  ’Iirveav  Tivic, 

AoKputv  ruiv  ‘OCoX&p,  ‘a  town  of  West  Lokris’. 

40  In  spite  of  what  I  say  in  the  apparatus  I  do  not  think  that  the  possibility  c’  Oiralri  should  be 
rejected.  Mt.  Oeta  lies  reasonably  near  the  other  places  that  may  be  conjectured  to  be  referred  to 

hereabouts. 

41  Saifiovoc:  there  may  be  some  relevance  in  Zenob.  v  44  Olratoc  haifxoiv  KXeapxoc  <j>ria,v,  on 

halpLoyv  nc  Otratoc  iTTcovofidcdt]  oc  v^ptp  Kal  vnepr/jcfiaviav  rravv  ep,Lcrjccv.  Or  perhaps  Herakles  is  meant, 

who  had  an  altar  on  the  top  of  Mt.  Oeta. 

42  I  suppose  ‘all  day  long’  (Trdvfjixap  Od.  xiii  31,  iravpp.epov  Hdt.  vii  183,  TravrjpCep^oP  H-  xi  279,  tt&v 

8’  ̂fJLap  II.  i  592,  xviii  453),  but  for  all  I  can  tell  ‘every  day’  might  be  meant. 
43  AlaKiSrjc  is  multifariously  ambiguous.  In  connection  with  Dolopes  Peleus  seems  as  likely  as  any. 

Gf.,  e.g.,  II.  ix  479  seqq. 

44  ivvovcdai,  for  Koivovcdai  is  attested  for  the  4th  century  b.g.  (Nearchus  ap.  Arrian.  Ind.  20,  4),  and 

Kot.vovcdat.  with  a  genitive  has  parallels  in  Euripides  (e.g.  Phoen.  1709).  But  ̂ vvovcffai  was  not  written 
here  and  does  not  scan. 

45  Apparently  £lp[[.]jiraeo[c.  Epiva{i,)cvc  is  a  demoticon  in  Rhodes,  but  I  suppose  of  no  relevance 

here.  ’Epivccdc  is  attested  as  ‘citizen  of  ’Epivcoc’  (Steph.  Byz.  in  v.),  the  name  of  a  number  of  places,  of 
which  the  most  frequently  mentioned  is  that  in  Doris,  which  lies  between  Oeta  and  Parnassus. 

(-a-  may  be  a  mere  mistake,  but  I  believe  I  can  produce  other  examples  of  the  change  of  e  to  a  in 

some  collocations  of  vowels,  I  suppose  for  ease  of  pronunciation.) 
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Fr.  2 

M]  [ ]  [ 

[ 
5 

Fr.  2  I  This  has  the  appearance  of  a  title  3  ].>  I  think  the  right-hand  upright  of  tj  or  rr  .[, 

the  left-hand  side  of  a  small  circle  5  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  overhang  and  cross¬ 

stroke  of  e  .  [,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  3 

](f>OTe[ 
]ect?e[ 

]7rTe[ 

5 

Fr.  3  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  2  Of  ?[  no  cross-stroke,  but  I  think  not  o>[  5  Ex¬ 

treme  tips  of  letters;  perhaps  e  or  c;  i;  x  Above  the  line  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to 

right  followed  by  a  short  concave  upright 
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Fr.  4 

]we.[ [  ] 

5  ] .  9 .  V . .  (^vvpja  _  vov  _  [ 

^pTgXlvaccapaKQV  [ 

]  _  evyeveiojixvovceTrl 
]f.Sie6Soju,eroc  apn  [ 

]  ^  eLvovavTOvSrj'ioicel I  o  ]v€V€vvaXioc  I 

]pievT’eopyl  _  /Jw8ew/cA[ 

]  ^  ecaAAa[  _  ]  vcLvse[ 

]'p[_]K7)mya[ 

]  ^  ijievoL  [ 

1 5  jKTO}(.KVj.i  aXy[ 

].^
  ’[

 

]piOVOVTOp[ 
]8aT]c  [ 

]  _  acT _ [ 
20 

|coAe[ 

]  A.x[ 

]re'<[ 

>«.[ 

Fr.  4  Epode  consisting  of  iambic  trimeter  and  dactylic  penthemimer,  like  Archilochus,  frr.  89,  104 

(185,  182  West),  and  the  Strasbourg  epodes  (Hipponax,  frr.  1 15,  117  West).  The  only  certainty  about 

the  contents  is  that  they  relate  to  a  young  man  whose  beard  is  just  showing.  He  may  have  come  from 

Crete  to  the  Troad  and  seems  to  have  been  in  a  fight. 

Fr.  4  3  . [>  y  or  ir  5  ].,  o  or  c  suggested  .Between  o  (of  which  only  the  base)  and  y  specks 

Of  y  the  stalk  up  to  the  start  of  the  fork ;  it  is  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right,  and  this 

by  ink  that  would  be  taken  for  <r,  but  that  it  is  high  off  the  line  After  a  a  speck  below  the  line  .  [, 

a  slightly  concave  upright  7  ].,  an  upright  with  a  speck  to  left  of  its  foot,  preceded  by  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  9  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  and  a  median  dot  below; 

perhaps  k,  but  ̂   perhaps  not  ruled  out  12  ].  ,  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  small  circle  or  loop 
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].,  on  the  line  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right?  14  ].,  a  median  dot  15  I  cannot 

rule  out  rj{  16  ].>  perhaps  the  right-hand  stroke  of  p  19  ].,  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left 

touching  the  loop  of  a  .[>  the  left-hand  side  of  a  small  loop  off  the  line  20  ].,  the  foot  of  an 

upright  .[,  a  slightly  concave  upright  22  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  24  ,[, 

y  or  TT 

Fr.  4  5  I  see  nothing  else  as  likely  as  vprai<h]poi',  though  t  looks  as  if  it  would  have  been  crushed, 

unless  what  I  have  taken  for  the  foot  of  the  first  upright  of  v  is  the  foot  of  t.  ’YpraKWoc  is  one  of  the 

names  of  a  township  in  Crete,  of  which  others  are  'YpraKoc  and  'YpraKcva  (Steph.  Byz.  in  ’Ypraicoc ; 

Scyl.  irepnrX.  47.  YpraKiviwv  on  its  drachmas  implies  -kivoc  or  -kivov). 

Since  TToAtr  AccapaKov  cannot  be  supposed  to  be  a  definition  of  ’YpTanivov,  a  reasonable  guess  seems 

to  be  ‘leaving  Hyrtakinus  he  came  to  Assaracus’  town’,  -u>v  (but  not  -npoXelrrcov  or  <j>ivy<ov)  'YpraKtvov 
r[/reTO  I  ec]  wdAir  A.,  or  something  of  the  sort. 

Assaracus  was  one  of  the  sons  of  Tros,  and  since  Ilium  may  not  have  been  yet  built  in  his  time  (and 

Diodorus  iv  75,  5  says  he  was  king  of  Dardanians),  his  ‘town’  may  refer  to  Dardania  (II.  xx  216). 
7  seq.  A  comparison  with  similar  contexts  makes  dprjt  look  unavoidable  as  the  beginning  of  1.  8. 

E.g.  Theoc.  xi  9  with  Cow’s  note,  I.G.  3,  1314,  Metag.  4,  3,  Anth.  Pal.  ix  219.  But  I  do  not  then  see  the 
purpose  of  the  marginal  addition. 

X^ovc  Xeyerai  tov  yeveiav  dp^apepov  schol.  Aristoph.  JIu/j.  978  (similarly  Hesych.  in  yrdoc). 

ytretwi  yroCc  e7r[ :  cf.  Aristoph.  JVui.  978  y.  cScrrep  pijAotctr  eTTijvdei,  Gallim.  Hy.  ii  37  inri  ypooc 

IjXds  napfiatc,  Anlh.  Pal.  xii  36  prjpotc  d^vc  eTTicri  yrdoc. 

8  Si-eiSojaevoc:  Hesych.  in  SiaaSerai-  (//.  xiii  277)  ̂ aiVerat;  schol.  Callim.  Ily.  iv  igi  (dteiSopdcT/) 

i^aivo/xe'yij. 1 1  Apparently  eopy[ey  ojilS-,  though  it  looks  a  tight  fit.  ov  perr(ot)  eopyey  ouSey  dKA[  seems  a  reason¬ 
able  guess,  but  I  do  not  think  it  would  reach  the  same  alignment  as  apri,  if  that  was  written  at  the 

beginning  of  I.  8. 
filvroi  appears  to  be  very  rare  in  verse  of  this  kind ;  v.  Denniston,  G.P.  p.  399. 

ipheiv  characteristic  of  the  Ionic  vocabulary;  copy  a,  I  believe,  apart  from  Homer,  at  present 
attested  only  in  prose. 

13  If  Kr/m  is  to  be  taken  as  Kal  im,  I  cal!  attention  to  a  peculiarity  of  the  -irapdSocic  for  which 

I  cannot  account.  In  manuscripts  of  early  Ionic  authors  the  crasis  of  km  e-  is  represented  by  Ka-,  Kape 

2310  (Archilochus)  fr.  i  i  37,  KarertAijcc  2174  (Hipponax)  fr.  1 1  i  6.  But  in  the  ‘Ionic’  pieces  of  Calli¬ 
machus  it  is  much  more  often  than  not  represented  by  K-q-  ,  e.g.  fr.  194,  32  ;  54;  88,  and  this  encroach¬ 

ment  of ‘Doric’  extends  even  to  ‘Aeolic’  in,  e.g.,  Theocritus  xxix  37  (icpneira  for  Kal  im  rd). 
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Fr.  5 

]e
m'
 

]ecav[ 
].Sei 

Blank  for  c.  3  vv. 

Fr.  5  I  At  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  0  confused  ink  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  concave, 

forward-sloping  upright 

Fr.  6 

].[ 

]eyw[ 

]va/t[ 

5  ]...[ 

Fr.  6  I  The  lower  part  of  <;!  or  </<  suggested  5  Tops  of  letters:  a  thick  dot;  the  top  o
f  a 

small  circle ;  the  tip  of  an  upright 

Fr.  7 

]epx^o[ 

]_ouc'>7[ ]viTe[ 

]./«T0[ 

5  ]r«co.[ 

]cp.[ 

Fr .  7  2  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  4  1 .  >  I  think,  rather  than  A  
5  ]y  perhaps  not 

ruled  out  '[,  Pan  upright  6  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left? 
 7  ].,  the 

right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  ,  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle,  c  ?  8  .  [,  the  right-hand 

parts  of  0? 
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Fr.  8 

’  ].p'.[ 

]€voiJievrj[ 

Jey/ceAaSoto  [ 

5  ]  _  0U(U,eve[ 

jTrActSojr  [ 

]  _  peer  _  ei>T€ixe[ 

J^curtaSac  [ 
jocTjrea/catTr  _  [ 

10  JaAen/coAt^cuv  [ 
]ai,SecapetSa .  [ 

].  .t'«.  .vv[ 

] ,  op,ai,e^oTem[ Jpce^a/ctScur  [ 

If)  ]7raiToweK:ac.[ 
Jayotictreot  [ 

]  _  ptSecajti^tye .  [ j^tSeat  [ 

yep.opvxp-e[ 
20  ](^aAo(.  [ 

Fr.  81].,  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  touching  p  near  the  top  .[,  on  the  line  a  loop  as  of  a 

4  ].,  a  speck  near  the  top  of  5  ].,  at  or  Ac  looks  preferable  to  v  7  ].,  the  right-hand  end 

of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  After  t  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  an  angular 

sign  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  if  v,  anomalous  9  .  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  1 1  « .  [, 

of  a  only  the  top  of  the  right-hand  stroke;  followed  by  the  top  of  an  upright  bent  to  left  12  ]. ., 

the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  perhaps  only  the  overhang 

of  c,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  After  a  the  foot  of  an  upright  Before  xr  a  cusp  on  the  line ; 

not  fj.  13].;  the  right-hand  side  of  a  circle ;  oi  acceptable  t[,  p  sometimes  has  a  very  small  loop, 

but  I  do  not  think  can  be  naturally  read  here  14  Of  ]o  only  the  right-hand  edge  15  .[, 

a  dot  on  the  line  17  ] . ,  a  slightly  convex  upright  ,  [,  prima  facie  y  or  tt  20  Of  ]4>  only 

the  top  of  the  upright.  No  ink  remains  between  this  and  a,  but  I  think  there  may  be  room  for  t,  though 

its  top  should  have  shown 

Fr.  8  8  Perhaps  Tpo]^cortdSac,  mentioned  by  Plutarch  {de  fac.  in  orb.  lun.  944  d)  as  beings  com¬ 

parable  with  Idaean  Dactyls  and  Gorybants,  toi)c  irepl  Boioiriav  iv  fovStypa  Tpoc/>u>vidSac .  But  there 

may  be  other  supplements  and  -taSac  may  be  a  case  of  -tdSec  not  of  tdSat. 

9  7rp]oc7/vea. 
13  If  pj_  could  be  read,  'ttp[<x)tov  would  be  a  reasonable  guess. 

D 
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1 8  aiJ,]<f>LSeai  ‘bracelets’  and  20  KeKpv]<jiaXoi  ‘coifs’belong  to  the  same  class  of  object,  but  aSeAJ^iSeai 

is  a  theoretical  alternative  for  the  first  and  there  are  several  for  the  second,  besides  v7r€p](j>[i]aXoi,  if  an  i 

were  lost.  . 

19  Although  p.€p,opvxixevoc  is  once  found  in  the  Odyssey,  the  word  otherwise  only  appear
s  m  much 

later  writing. 

Fr.  9 

]rjv[ 

]  _  erjcnl 
]cf^acr[ 

]pa€v[ 

Fr.  9  I  am  not  sure  that  this  fragment  does  not  stand  immediately  above  fr.  10,  so  that  the  lowe
r 

end  of  the  stalk  of  p  is  what  appears  in  fr.  10,  i  2  ].,  above  the  general  level  an  upright  with 

a  short  stroke  rising  to  right  from  its  foot 

Fr.  10 

].[ 

]t(.TO_  ,t[ 

]co<j)a  _  8  _  [ 

5  ]aii(f)pTe[ 

]_COU/),[ 

]eTe/c[ 

I  o  ]cKa[p[ 

]Tapep[ 

].ovi[ 

1 5  ]i<o .  [ 

].ero[ ]..v[ 

Fr.  10  2  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  3  After  o  traces  
in  a  rubbed  place  ending 

with  what  looks  like  the  overhang  of  c  4  After  a  a  rubbed  place,  but  I  am  not  sure  that  there  is 

room  for  a  letter,  even  i  .  [,  an  upright  6  After  6  a  rubbed  place  with  a  dot  level  with  the  top 
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of  the  letters,  then  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and  the  base  of  a  circle  with  ink  above  7  .[, 

a  stroke  rising  to  right  9  .  [,  now  looks  most  like  d,  but  I  think  illusory  1 1  Of  p[  only  the 

loop  12  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left?  13  .[,  an  upright;  k,  v  not 

suggested  14  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  15  _[,  a  median  dot  16  ],, 

perhaps  the  right-hand  base  angle  of  8  i?  ].  .>  two  dots  resembling  the  underside  of  a  damaged 
loop,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  stroke  bending  over  to  right 

Fr.  1 1 

]*[’]’[ 

]  peara\_  JtrpA  _  [ 

]rjKopbey[  ]p"Aetc[ 
]  _  lepOVTT  _  [  ]  _  €dpov[ 

]_  _  _[]^mrAyetytitajU.e[ 
5  ]_SoTt0ep|aaAoeTpa^[ 

]..[].[.  ]occtAAoT(.cotco7t/t[ 
^eiOeyape ,  [  _  JeacToreS[ 

Jg  _  770  e[  _  _  ]AA7;AotcTou[ 

.].  .vwetSajAa[ 

10  ] .  [  ] .  iSecevpLovcrjio  _  [ 
’  ]'  ..[.l.vtc  ■[ 

]  M 

]  otSoTt/<a[ 1 5  ]  €7rXeova[ 

]  o6p,aTaS[ 
]  LVII]  [ 

]  specks  [ 

Fr.  Hi  Of  p  only  the  lower  left-hand  arc  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle;  e  or  the  left-hand 

stroke  of  co  suggested  2  Of  ]?;  only  the  right-hand  upright,  but  t  would  be  indented  Of  f>[  only 

the  left-hand  upright  Of  jw  only  the  right-hand  upright  3  ] . ,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 

ing  to  right  with  a  speck  to  left  .[,  a  speck  on  the  line  ].,  the  edge  of  an  upright  4] _ ,  two 

diagonally  opposed  specks,  followed  at  an  interval  by  a  dot,  all  about  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters, 

then  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  5  ] . ,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising 

from  left;  too  flat  for  u?  6  ]. .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line, 

followed  by  the  base  of  a  small  loop  on  the  line  ] .  [,  the  base  on  the  line  of  a  small  circle  7  .  [, 

a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  8  Between  e  and  tt  a  speck  on  the  line  After  o  the  upper 

part  of  a  stroke  descending  steeply  to  right,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  neither 

jx  nor  V  suggested  Of  ]A  only  traces  of  the  feet  9  ]. .,  I  can  find  no  satisfactory  combination; 

something  against  each  of  £4,  er,  171  10  ] ,  [,  an  apex  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ?  ] . ,  a  speck 

below  the  line  ,  [,  the  left-hand  loop  of  ̂  suggested,  but  8  not  ruled  out  1 1  . .  [,  the  left-hand 
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loop  of  <f>  or  the  left-hand  base  angle  of  S,  followed  by  an  upright  ].,  an  upright  with  the  end  of 

a  stroke  from  left  against  its  left-hand  side  above  the  foot;  v  or  .i  12  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line  .  [, 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ].,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  e  or  ̂  

suggested  1 3  Before  t  dispersed  specks  followed  by  a  sharp  loop  suggesting  a  .  [,  the  lower  part 

of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  17  Rubbed  and  the  ink  consequently  disjointed.  Prima  facie  the  first 

three  letters  are  as  given,  the  next  had  a  cross-stroke  at  the  top  ] .  [,  a  or  8 

Fr.  11  3  iepov  nrloXlUdpov  (only  at  Od.  i  2)  can  hardly  be  avoided.  I  do  not  know  what  can  have 

preceded  but  o).  Though  <0  is  not  a  very  satisfactory  interpretation  of  the  ink,  17  is  not  possible. 

6  6p.p.[aci :  V.  1.  16.  dAA’  on  seems  likely  to  imply  o]i58’  on  in  1.  5,  in  spite  of  what  I  say  in  the  app. 
crit. 

8  dAA’^Aoic.  eLTrop,e[v]  may  have  preceded,  but  p,  would  have  an  unnatural  look  and  i  is  inordinately 

f ar  from  e.  I  do  not  think  €cn-  is  an  alternative. 

1 1  0i[X]aivtc  acceptable ;  presumably  the  subject  of  the  piece,  since  the  author  would  be  in  the 

genitive.  For  persons  with  this  name  v.  Gow-Page,  Hellenistic  Epigrams,  Aeschrio. 

12  oi]8’  on  as  in  1.  14,  The  same  beginning  Anth.  Pal.  xii  148  (Gallim.),  v  175  (Meleag.),  ix  577. 

15  I  suppose  eVAeo  va[. 

16  odp-ara :  V.  Pfeiffer  on  Gallim.  fr.  i,  37.  The  difference  in  spelling  between  this  line  and  1.  6  may 

be  a  sign  that  the  pieces  are  by  different  authors,  and  then  that  the  manuscript  is  an  anthology. 

2886.  Commentary  on  a  Poem 

A  commentary  on  a  composition  of  which  the  only  line  that  can  be  approximately 

reconstructed  with  reasonable  probability  is  a  hexameter.  There  is  nothing  that  I  see 

unfavourable  to  the  hypothesis  that  the  whole  consisted  of  hexameters.  The  subject 

of  the  part  preserved  by  the  commentator  seems  to  be  the  apparel  of  a  male  person, 

shoes  {{b)  i  4-7),  garment  (7-1 1),  ornaments?  (12-17). 
Commentaries  are  often  written  in  wide  columns.  The  only  guess  I  can  make  at  the 

original  width  of  (b)  i,  based  on  the  supplement  proposed  for  1.  10,  is  that  one  third  or 

rather  more  than  one  third  of  the  column  is  lost.  But  what  with  the  uncertainty  about 

the  exact  form  of  the  supplement  and  the  irregularity  of  the  copyist’s  writing,  spacing, 
and  use  of  contraction,  not  much  reliance  can  be  placed  on  this  estimate. 

As  appears  from  (b)  ii,  lemmata  (preceded  by  SiTrAaf  MpeXicfidvai)  projected  by  one 

letter  into  the  left-hand  margin.  It  was  presumably  intended  to  articulate  the  text  by 

stops  and  blanks  (e.g.  (b)  i  5),  but  any  such  intention  seems  to  have  been  carried  out 

in  a  rather  casual  way.  There  is  a  number  of  blanks  in  places  where  they  have  no 

purpose  and  stops  omitted  where  they  might  be  expected. 

It  can  hardly  be  supposed  that  the  writing  is  that  of  a  professional  copyist.  There 

is  great  variation  in  the  shape  of  many  of  the  letters — o  appears  in  at  least  seven  distinct 

forms,  11.  2,  5,  7,  10,  II,  13,  16 — and  in  some  places,  where  the  ink  is  clear,  a  correct 

decipherment  would  be  impossible  apart  from  the  sense  (e.g.  -c-,  11.  8,  9,  roSe,  1.  10). 

The  decipherment  is  made  precarious  in  many  places,  particularly  on  the  stained 

left-hand  side,  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  truly  cursive  forms  and  ligatures  are  by  no  means 

freely  employed.  I  should  guess  that  the  hand  was  to  be  dated  in  the  second  century. 

For  what  it  is  worth  I  note  that  i  adscript  everywhere  appears  in  its  place,  after  w  as 

well  as  after  rj. 

il 

(a) 

]..  VV.i 

]  _  aavec[ 

]  _  aavecoiKov  [ 
\lig  _  cratTTjil  [ 

5  ̂ ^aem^evrjc  [ 
]  _  ojvaLcXeq)  _  [ 

]  _  _  epoyoTTaic  [ 

^ceXerjy  [ 

'].  [’ 

{b)  Col.  i  Col.  ii 

].[  ]..[].[ ]  ,[ 

]cTTpOCTTOlOVfioCC€Ca) 

8[ 

]opiJ,g  _  _  [  ]7rpec^VTr]CTravTaTTepiTriy 

]yTaiKdtraLTCOveXXrjvajv  ‘cljoLv  i 

ail 

].XV'  VTToSrjixara  VTToXiTraprjtceva 

A[ 

^Xi,TTapot,cTroccToSec7]pbaLvoilov 

'^[ 

]  _  VTToSeSeiiocrjvKaLotXeTTTaXe 

o[ 

vLcopLev(x)i  Kaioi  Katavrwi 

V.[ 

]  _  vrravepLovSi  ecetero  •Xconrj'irepL 

..[ 

]7ropevopievcoLrgSecrjpLaLvo 

.Pf[ 

]pevgiia>[  _  ]u7rar€p.owStecf  tero 

f[ 

]y  _  _  7rop(f)vp€acxpvc€La)Lava'iTXi 

V.l 
]  ocTovapicrepovayKU)vocTraprjo 

ff. .[ 

].[].[.]AoK:(X>t7TAeyp,aT£.  tacmctSoc 

ayg,c[ 

]r.  4  litt.  rate  vaprjopLaicTovXatov 

iSaXil 

].y[]a'77-_  _  XoKcocxpvceLtoiTO 
[ 

1  S  L  ’pprrj^cotTovipLav 

to8[ 

Blank  of  2  11. 
pvl ] . . . . 

..[ 
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(a)  Perhaps  stood  above  (b),  but  I  cannot  follow  the  vertical  fibres
  from  the  one  into  the  other 

I  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  having
  on  the  line 

to  its  right  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  perhaps  a  separate  letter  .  [,  the
  lower  part  of  an 

upright  2  ] , ,  the  right-hand  end  of  cross-stroke  as  of  t  3] . ,  the 
 same  4. 1  am  not  sure  that 

there  was  a  letter  between  0  and  f  5  ].j  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top 

of  the  loop  of  a  6  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line?  I  am  not  at  all  sure  that  ic  should  not  be  ta
ken  for 

a  split  K  After  m  the  surface  is  damaged  and  I  am  not  sure  that  there  was  a  letter
  7  ] , . ,  a  trace 

above  the  general  level,  followed  by  what  I  suppose  must  be  t,  though  the  sta
lk  is  strangely  concave 

(b)  Col.  i  4  ]y',  what  I  have  shown  as  an  ‘acute’  looks  to  me  too  thick 
 and  upright  for  an  accent  and 

perhaps  should  be  taken  for  a  letter.  There  is  no  other  accent  /,  there  is  no  d
oubt  about  i,  but  I  can¬ 

not  understand  the  superscript  stroke,  which  elsewhere  represents  (er)  5  ] , ,  the  rig
ht-hand  end 

of  a  cross-stroke  at  mid  letter  and  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left,  above  it 
;  neither  e  nor  k 

satisfactory,  though  k  may  not  be  ruled  out  7  ]..  »  small  circle  on  the  line  9  ].,  a  slightly 

concave  upright?  o  expected  10  There  is  no  doubt  that  -vofievov  is  i
ntended,  but  I  am  not 

sure  how  it  is  in  whole  or  part  represented  1 1  The  sign  for  ev  is  displaced  unusually  far  to  right 

12  After  ]u  (of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  which  only  faint  traces)  perhaps  no  more
  than  tto,  though  I  am 

not  sure  whether  this  does  not  leave  some  ink  not  accounted  for  13  ].,  a  short  thick  upright,  per¬ 

haps  with  a  short  projection  to  right  at  top  14  Before  A  dispersed  traces,  not  certainly  all  of  them 

ink  15  Before  t  dispersed  traces,  not  certain  how  many  of  them  ink  16  Apparently  written 

with  a  thinner  pen  Above  arr  a  sinuous  sign  of  which  I  do  not  know  the  meaning 
 After  tt  a  speck 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  then  traces  which  could  be  taken  as  opa,  though  an  u
nexplained  stroke 

rising  from  o  to  p  makes  me  doubt  this  interpretation  w  before  A  is  not  verifiable  1 7  ] , .,  a  loop, 

too  high  for  p,  followed  by  the  tops  of  two  strokes  compatible  with  v  o
r  r  After  8  a  stroke  that  m 

another  position  would  be  taken  for  c,  and  then  ink  that  could  be  combined 
 as  lov  After  i  a  forward- 

sloping  stroke  followed  by  faint  specks 

(b)  Col.  li  8  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  curling  up  to  right  9  Perhaps  oj  10  Perhaps  rjp 

t  abnormally  concave  1  a  .  [,  the  top  of  a  stroke  with  a  hook  to  left  1 3  After  f  perhaps  r 

or  y,  followed  by  a  trace  below  the  line  14  For  y  ic  may  be  possible,  for  a  A  18  .  [,  a  slighdy 

forward-sloping  stroke 

(b)  Col.  i  2  Trpocvoiovfievoc  cecui-  , 

4  I  must  suppose  that  there  is  error  in  the  decipherment  or  in  the  text  before
  rwv  ’EXXijvwv.  In 

respect  of  the  decipherment  ]v  is  differently  made  from  the  majority,  but  resembles  the  first  in
  1.  5,  the 

third  in  1.  1 1 ;  the  t  after  Kd  is  cut  off  below,  but  I  do  not  think  can  be  taken  for  c  like  that  in  1. 
 9 ;  there 

appears  to  be  something  after  the  third  i  (over  which  is  the  stroke  reported),  but  it  is  not 
 ink. 

4  seqq.  The  inference  from  to  8e  cqp.aivojievov  .  .  .  vTToSeSeiiivoc  is  that  the  previous  lines  contain 

references  to  footwear  of  a  particular  sort.  There  are  many  sorts  named  after  peoples  or  t
he  like  {v. 

Pollux  vii  88  seqq.),  but  I  can  find  none  named  after  Phoenicians.  <l>oivi-  may  ther
efore  be  taken  to  refer 

to  colour— there  is  a  chance  that  <j>[  at  2166  (c)  2  i  6  schol.  represents  the  same  word
  in  the  same  connec¬ 

tion,  like  KpoKo^attTov  {evpi,apiv)  Aesch.  Pers.  660.  AaKo>vt.Kai  according  to  Pollux 
 were  red,  epvBpal, 

IJepciKai,  women’s  slippers,  white. 

5  If  ]cx7  could  be  read — but  c  would  be  abnormally  made — /u.tcx'7  might  be  thought  of.  to  pUxoc 

is  not  in  LSJ,  but  Hesychius  has  the  entry  plcxq'  mX^ixara  .  .  .  ‘felts’.  mXrjp,a  is  attested  as
  a  headcovering 

of  felt  (Callim.  fr.  292,  fr.  304),  not  as  a  footcovering,  but  Pollux  adduces  evidenc
e  to  show  that  rrrlXoc 

was  applicable  to  both  (vii  171,  X  50,  quoting  Cratin.  MaA0aKoO.  ,  ,,  ,, 

i'nb  Amapljic  can  hardly  be  other  than  part  of  a  lemma,  resembling  the  Homeric  ir
occl  S’  iiro  Xmapoiav 

i^caro  KaXd  neSiXa  (11.  ii  44,  Od.  ii  4,  et  al.),  of  which  part  of  the  paraphras
e  is  vtro  (or  v-n-e^caro) 

]A«rapotc  TTOa.  But  I  can  make  no  guess  at  the  feminine  noun  corresponding  to 
 rroci.  I  do  not  think  it  is 

conceivable  that  it  is  represented  by  eva-,  which  I  should  guess  to  be  an  explanatio
n  of  Xtnaprjic  like 

nvec  dXT]Xitipi.evoic  schol.  11.  xiv  186,  ̂   dvrl  rov  a.Xt]Xip.fiivoc  schol.  Aristoph.  Pint.  616.
 

7  seqq.  xat  ol  AcTrraAcjij  .  .  .  Xwmj  \  vt.cop4vo}i ;  ‘and  as  he  walked  his  fine  
cloak  .  .  . 

Kal  ol-  Kal  avrdii, :  cf.,  e.g.,  schol.  Pind.  Dith.  i  6  8t’  o  ot-  St’  o  avrdii. 

XeiTTaXetj  .  .  .  Xcbirt] :  cf.  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  ii  30  seqq.  ̂ apoc  XeirTaX^ov  .  .  .  Xwwtjy. 

Xw-n-rj-  7r€pt[/8oAatov,  as  schol.  Od.  xiii  224,  or  mpll^X'tjfia,  as  Hesych.  in  v. 
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vicopivcoi .  .  .  mpevopevcoi :  cf.  schol.  Od.  iv  701,  schol.  Argon,  i  888,  Hesych.  in  retco/tieroc,  vicopevov, 
ct  al. 

vrr’  dvefiov  Siecci'eTO  .  .  .  to  Se  crjuaivofxevov  .  .  .  vrr’  dvipLov  SteceteTo;  the  missing  part  of  the  hexa¬ 

meter,  which  not  improbably  occupied  the  beginning  of  1.  g,  twice  paraphrased  as  ‘was  being  blown 

about  by  the  wind’  might  have  been  something  like  rrvot.rjvc  invdccero  (cf.  Argon,  ii  725  seq.) .  StaceAtr 
itself  is  recorded  only  in  prose  authors,  iriva^e-  Stecstcc  Hesych. 

jSAij/ra  (or  ̂ oXaiov)  VLCOfievwi]  would  fix  within  fairly  close  limits  the  amount  lost  on  the  left.  The 

suggested  supplement  of  the  previous  line  is  not  objectionable  on  the  score  of  length. 

TO  Se  c-qp.aivojxevov  cf.,  e.g.,  schol.  Pind.  01.  viii  10  g  to  cr]p,Mv6p,ev6v  den  roiovrov,  6oa  to  c.  ovv  icn-. 

12  rrop(j>vpeac  xpocelcoi  dvarrXi-  :  part  of  lemma? 

Xpvceiwi  sc.  rrXoKcoi,  xpvcelwi  (1.  16).  ttXokmi-  rrXeypan  (1.  14),  cf.  Hesych.  rrXeKoc-  TrAcyfia.*  ‘Golden 

plait’ ;  at  Eur.  Med.  786  ttXokov  xpocIjXaTov  is  a  golden  chaplet. 

dvarrXi- :  no  recorded  Greek  word  begins  so,  but  dva-nXicccaa  is  a  probable  correction  of  dvarrX'qccwci 

at  Arat.  Phaen.  1108.  droTrAil^-  is  a  theoretical  possibility  here.  If  the  letters  are  to  be  articulated  dra 

rtXi-,  there  is  a  limited  number  of  words  available,  -nXlyp-a,  trXlxoc,  oblique  cases  of  rrXiC  with  uses  derived 

from  the  notion  of  ‘spread’,  ‘straddle’  {Stdcrrjpa).  See  schol.  Od.  vi  318,  schol.  Aristoph.  Ack.  217,  Et. 

Mag.  395,  II,  and  Pearson’s  note  on  Soph.  fr.  596. 

13  seq.  Tov  dpicTspov  dyKwvoc  Trap-rfolpiMc,  15  seq.  rate  rraprjopiaic  rov  Xaiov  \  dyK&voc.  Some  form 

otrraprjoplai  presumably  occurred  in  the  verse,  the  rest  of  the  two  phrases  is  evidently  paraphrase  or  com¬ 

ment.  The  Homeric  meaning  ‘side-traces’  looks  inapplicable,  but  as  the  word  contains  no  specific  men¬ 

tion  of  ‘reins’,  it  may  perhaps  be  used  of  some  other  kind  of  rope  or  thong  ‘hanging  from  the  left  elbow’. 

14 seq.  lacmc-  <(e}iSoc  |  X£9ov:  cf.  Hesych.  IdcmSoc-  efSoc  X£9ou  (jjy  lacmc. 
16  seqq.  From  the  place  where  it  occurs  I  should  guess  that  to  represents  to  |  8s  c-q(]LaLv6(i{€v)ov. 

If  so,  wapij/3T7/i(eV)cot  is  acceptable  as  having  reference  to  Traprjoplaic  in  view  of  the  similarity  in  usage  of 

TaprjprrjcOai  and  rrapiijcopfjcOat. 

TOV  ipdv|Toc  cannot  be  verified,  fiav  being  mere  scribble,  but  it  does  not  seem  unsuitable  to  the context. 

(b)  Col.  ii  15  seq.  If  it  may  be  assumed  from  A[p.[  that  t8aAi[p.-  stood  in  the  previous  line,  a  form  of 

iSdXifioc  (Hesiod  Op.  415)  or  <s>t8dAig.oc  (Od.  xxiv  279,  Ant/i.  Pal.  vii  491,  4)  is  likely.  Otherwise, 

a  form  of  'IbdXiov  may  occur  and  there  are  remoter  possibilities. 

2887.  Commentary  on  a  Hymn? 

The  scraps  of  which  the  largest  of  the  following  pieces  is  made  up  have  combined 

to  form  the  upper  twenty-nine  lines  of  a  column  from  which  not  more,  in  the  worst 

cases,  than  three  or  four  letters  are  lost  at  the  sides.  In  spite  of  these  relatively 

favourable  conditions  I  have  found  it  unusually  difficult  to  follow  the  thread  of  the 

discourse  or  to  guess  at  what  is  missing.  To  some  degree  this  may  be  due  to  corruption, 

which  is  obviously  severe  in  11.  19  seqq.  and  I  think  must  be  postulated  in  11.  23  seq., 

and  may  be  present  in  places  where  it  is  not  positively  identified. 

The  text  is  plainly  a  commentary.  It  may  be  inferred  from  the  reference  to  ‘the 

poet’  (1.  5)  and  the  presence  of  verse  forms  (1.  i,  11.  3  seq.,  1.  25)  that  it  was  a  commentary 

on  a  poem,  which  may  very  well  have  been  in  hexameter's,  though  in  1.  4  these  are  not 
recognizable  without  emendation,  and  neither  they  nor  any  other  metre  is  obvious 

elsewhere.  The  subject  is  offerings  of  various  kinds  made  (or  to  be  made — I  have  no 

explanation  of  the  contrast  between  tenses  in  1.  22  and  1.  28),  presumably,  to  judge  by 

the  expression  Xlrofiai.  and  the  character  of  the  objects,  to  some  divine  person,  whose 

gender  is  perhaps  revealed  by  -ju.e[v]r;c  at  11.  14  seq. 

’  I  should  say  that  TrX[eyjxa,  not  rrXleKTcov,  stood  at  1604  fr.  2,  6  marg. 
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The  text  is  written  in  a  practised  but  informal  round  hand  of  medium  size  to  be 

assigned  to  the  early  second  century  or  even  the  end  of  the  first.  It  has  no  lection  signs 

and  is  not  articulated  in  any  way  so  far  as  I  can  tell,  though  in  the  absence  of  a  good 

proportion  of  the  left-hand  margin  the  evidence  about  projection  and  indention  has 

gone. Fr.  I 

]  _  Tocya/3AiTO/za[ 
jaiTOcScTWtTj/c  _  [ 

]KaicepLcf>oiciv  [ 

]  _  ciTepoSotc6  _  ,  [  _  _  ]  _  [ 

5  ]  ^  crjXiKiacro  _  [  _  ~\oLr)T\ ]KTOvra)v /[  _[ 

]  _  cOacejjicjyacveLV  e[ 

JccopamTTOTCOv  a)[ 

](x)voL)VTTpoc(^epeiav[ 

I  o  yf)rj  civS  eKaivpojTO  _  [ 

]  ^rjCKaTarrjvaclii — [ 

]  _  _  Ovciav  _  poce — [ 

jvatco  _  [  ]  _  Ao/Lie — [ 

15  . i.[ 

]  ^  ojvaAAa/caiypuco  ^  c[ 

]  _  coL^g  _  ■napacT'i]cai,[ 

] _  _  _ofSeSutAra»coj _;(:a6[ 

]  _  _  pojMrjpoivelXovav  _  [ 

20  ~\KXrjTOvl3e^oi.vo7r€'n[ 

]/CToap“/caiKw[ 

]cT77ca[.].[].wa[ 

laVTOiam  Kprjc\ 

]ecwot_  _T0cw[_],  _[ 

25  ^KaiaotSrjL  a-rrof 

]..[].  — [ 
\yvva(,Ka)vcoixopov~\ 

^acTYjccopieTOpxrj  ce — -[ 

^KacojSr^iceiprjraira  [ 

7rp\<ji)T0c  yap  AtT0/xa[6 

7Tp]a>T0c  8e  TcSt  rjK  _[ 

J/catc  ipLcf)OLCLvq)[ 

]tct  T€  poSoiCL  _]_[ 

]rjc  rjXiKcac  rov  ['rT]ot7]T[ov 

ej/r  rovrcov  (ecrt)  [c]'r]p,ci[ 

]  _c0at  ifi<j)aiv€iv  e[ 

]c  oipav  0,770  rwv  d)[- 

pai]<x>v  cSv  TTpoc^epet  au[- 

T<(Ai].  (^Tjclv  Kal  TTpOiTO 

]  _  rjc  Kara  rrjv  d(l)L- 

\rjv  Ovciav  rrpoce- 
v]eyKeiv  ,  [  ] .  .  [  CT]e(f>avcv[ 

]va6co  _  [  ] .  Aojoe- 
.'hc  . tfe[ 

J  cov  dAAa  KOI  yptico_c[ 

_  COL  ̂6e  TTapacrrjcail 

j8oe  8e  Sv'iKtvc,  (he  Kal 

Trap’  'Op.rjp(p-  veiov  dv’  eX- 

KTJTOV  /Sde  otvOTTC  7t[i7- 

i<r6(yy  dpoirpov).  Kal  kco[ 

CTrjcali] ,  [  ]yvv(x[iK 

avroL  d770Kp'>}c[ 

eccooL^  TO  cvv  [d]px['^ 

j/cat  doiSrji.  d77o[ 

ec]77epac  pAxpi  rjovc 

y/vvaiKoiv  COL  xopov 

]acrrjca)  pier  dpxqcc- 

oic]  Kal  wtSije.  e’iprjrai  ra 

\ 
s 
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Fr.  1  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  the  right-hand  side,  almost  coincident  with  the  edge.  From  1.  1 1  on,  the 
lines  appear  to  be  slightly  shorter  i  Of  ]«>  only  the  extreme  right-hand  curve  2  .  [,  on  the 
line  a  loop  open  to  right ;  a  or  o  or  ca  3  Of  «)[  only  the  left-hand  curve  4  Of  ]i  only  the  edge 
of  the  top  . ,  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  (if  v,  no  whole  letter  need  be  missing),  followed 

by  a  short  arc  of  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  circle,  having  a  projection  to  right  at  about  its  middle 
and  a  dot  to  right  of  this,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  possibly  the  central  part  of  the  top  of  t  ].  [, 

a  trace  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  loop,  open  to  right,  on  the  under-layer ;  if  separate  letters,  the  second 

perhaps  a  or  at  5  Of  ]»;  only  the  top  and  hooked  foot  of  the  right-hand  stroke  6  Of }[  only 
the  lower  end  below  the  line  7  ] , ,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left ;  a  rather  than  v  ? 
8  ]c  anomalous  to  .[>  apparently  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  11  ].>  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  t)  level  with  its  cross-stroke  13  .  [>  a  heavy  dot  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters  ] . .  [,  perhaps  v,  represented  by  the  left-hand  apex  and  the  tip  of  the  right-hand 
upright,  followed  by  a  dot  to  its  right.  But  for  v  I  cannot  rule  out  ai  14  .  [,  a  speck  level  with  the 
top  of  the  letters  ].,  the  upper  right-hand  angle  of  v,  or  less  probably  r;  15  See  note  16]., 
a  trace  about  mid  letter  After  o  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  with  a  stroke  ascending  to  right 

from  its  right-hand  side  about  two  thirds  of  the  way  up ;  not  prima  facie  i.  struck  out  c [  looks  as  if  it 

had  a  low  cross-stroke,  but  I  believe  e  is  illusory  18  ] . . , ,  traces  on  the  line.  /?  is  completely 

unverifiable  Of  0  only  the  base  19  .  [>  the  lower  part  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke,  followed  by 

the  top  of  a  parallel  stroke  22  ].[,  on  the  line  a  dot,  on  both  sides  of  which  the  surface  is  almost 
completely  destroyed  y  is  quite  unverifiable  24  After  1,  an  upright  having  to  right  two  traces, 

one  above  the  other ;  17  or  /c  seems  to  be  the  only  choice  Before  r  the  top  of  a  loop  or  blunt  apex  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  slightly  concave  upper  part  of  an  upright  26  the  top  of  a  slightly  convex  stroke 
followed  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  not  prima  facie  able  to  be  combined  in  e, 

but,  if  separate  letters,  leaving  too  little  room  for  €c  ir  unverifiable 

Fr.  1  1  rrp]aiToc,  guaranteed  by  1.  10,  will  obviously  project  further  to  left  in  1.  i  than  in  1.  2. 
As  well  as  I  can  judge,  the  first  reaches  the  alignment  inferred  from  11.  13,  19  seqq,,  the  second  falls 

short  of  it. 
2  I  can  offer  no  account  of  rcoi.  Can  toi  be  intended  ? 

3  -Kaic  apparently  the  end  of  a  feminine  adjective.  kpi(j>oc  is  nowhere  else  feminine.’^ 
3  seqq.  dypaioici  looks  likely,  but  I  am  uncertain  how  it  should  be  articulated,  <o\paioi  looks  short 

for  1.  3,  rather  long  for  1.  4;  o)pai\oi  improbably  short  for  1.  4. 
Since  the  long  datives  must  be  supposed  to  come  from  verse,  and  specifically  from  the  composition 

being  commented  on,  it  may  be  remarked  that  on  such  evidence  as  there  is,  1.  i,  11.  24  seq.,  it  was  in 

hexameters.  The  change  of  -cl  re  to  -c  re  will  produce  the  end  and  the  beginning  of  hexameter  verses. 

5  seqq.  tJtjc  too  short  in  1.  5 ;  e]/c  too  short  in  1.  6,  perhaps  Kal  to  be  prefixed;  crjp,ei\wc]acdai  looks 
suitable  to  11.  6  seq.,  o]vc6ai  being  much  too  short;  e|Tou]c  not  ruled  out  on  the  score  of  space  in  1.  8. 

LI.  6  seqq.,  if  they  are  to  be  taken  together,  appear  to  say :  from  these  (statements)  one  may  infer 

that  (the  poet)  indicates  the  season  (of  the  year),?  prime  of  the  year,  by  the  seasonable, ?  choice, 

offerings  he  brings  to  the  addressee.  But  this  construction  leaves  11.  4  seq.,  ‘.  .  .  of  the  poet’s  age’, 
unaccounted  for. 

I  can  adduce  no  parallel  to  the  infinitive,  ip^aiveiv  instead  of  on  ip,(j>alvei. 
wpa  €TOVC  :  Thuc.  ii  52,  vi  70,  Dem.  1  23,  al. ;  less  commonly  erovc  copa :  Plato  Legg.  952  e,  Plut. 

Pericl.  10,  I. 

13  seqq.  iJoJuAoju.ejvJ'pc  looks  hardly  avoidable,  and,  if  it  is  right,  cT]e<j>avci>\6fj]vaL  is  a  tolerable  guess. 
15  seq.  dAAd  /rat  suggests  a  preceding  ov  p,6vov,  and  p.ovov  could  be  recognized,  represented  by  the 

left-hand  apex  of  p.  and,  after  indeterminate  traces,  the  feet  of  v,  the  base  of  o,  the  foot  of  the  left-hand 
and  the  whole  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  v.  Before  povov  there  are  faint  traces  reconcilable  with  the 
bottom  left-hand  arc  of  o  and  the  hook  to  right  of  the  foot  of  v,  but  (l>rjciv  was  not  written  nor  would 
there  be  any  room  here  for  v. 

e^e:  the  papyrus  is  darkened  and  broken,  but  I  see  no  other  interpretation  of  the  ink  as  likely. 

'  Except  in  a  late  Cretan  inscription  {Inscr.  Cret.  4.  260,  ii/i  B.a.).  The  original  statement  in  LSJ, 
that  it  is  feminine  in  Alcaeus,  based,  I  suppose,  on  a  confusion  between  Aeolic  and  Attic  KaXrjv,  P.O. 
1234  fr.  2  i  14,  is  withdrawn  by  implication  in  the  Supplement. 
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17  Sol]u>  as,  e.g.,  SoKu  Kv^LcrTf)Typ€  II.  xviii  604,  Od.  iv  18,  perhaps  not  too  long.  But  1.  18  perhaps 

implies  that  no  figure  was  actually  mentioned. 

ai[  is  anomalous  in  appearance  and  I  should  have  expected  cot  .  .  .  cr^cco  as  in  11.  27  seq.  (or 

alternatively  avroii,  -r-rji  .  .  .  crrjcai,  if  that  is  to  be  elicited  from  11.  21  seq.).  But  though  the  surface  is 
darkened  and  disturbed,  I  do  not  think  (o[  is  a  possible  decipherment. 

18  Sv'iKwc  ‘in  the  dual’,  schol.  Find.  01.  ii  isSd. 
1 9  seqq.  Od.  xiii  32. 

21  seq.,  26  seq.  Koilpov  .  .  .  ywaltKwv?  For  Kwfioc  simply  ‘a  body  of  persons’  cf.,  e.g.,  ofirjXLtuv 

Kwfj-ovc  Eur.  Yro.  1183  seq.  (on  which  LSJ  says  ‘of  maidens’ !),  and  this  meaning  would  be  required,  if 

the  same  verb  were  used  as  in  respect  of  ̂de,  ‘present  to,  make  over  to,  place  at  the  disposal  of’.  But  the 
verb  regularly  accompanying  xopoV  is  the  uncompounded  Icrdmt,  e.g.  Aristoph.  Rui.  271  yopou  icTare 

N-6ixrl>aic  (v.  Blaydes’s  collections  there),  to  which  the  corresponding  noun  is  Kardcracic,  Aesch.  Agam. 
23,  Aristoph.  Thesm.  958,  and  though  I  cannot  adduce  an  example  of  Icrdvai  K&p.ov  or  of  KaOicrdvai 

Xopdv,  I  remain  in  doubt  whether  ■;Tapa]cTijca[t],  11.  2 1  seq.,  or  7Tap]acrijco),  1.  28,  is  to  be  preferred  to,  say, 
(j>7jci  CTrjcai  and  Karacrrjcto. 

23  seqq.  Of  the  words  from  avroi  to  to  I  can  give  no  account.  They  might  be  expected  to  corre¬ 

spond  at  least  in  part  to  dno  .  .  .  icndpac  ’?ouc.  dno  Kprjc[cd>v  would  be  a  recognized  way  of 

referring  to  the  make-up  of  a  chorus;  cf.  schol.  Aristoph.  Thesm.  312  o'  ywaiKoiv  0€cp.o<j>opia- 
^ovcchv.  Cretan  women  dancing  round  an  altar,  anon.  ap.  Heph.  Ench.  xi  3  and  5. 

Apparently  a  promise  of  a  Travvvx<.c.  rravvvxdSa  crycecv  Hdt.  iv  76. 

6px'r}6p.G}i  KoX  doiSyi  Theogn.  791,  h.  Horn,  iii  149,  Hes.  Scut,  282,  opxricrvt  Kal  0018171.  Od.  viii  253, 
xvii  605  (h.  Horn,  iii  ap.  Thuc.  iii  104,  4). 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

].< 

]..’
[ 

]...[ 
].§?[ 

].va)[ 

>.[ 

]f-cM 

Frr.  2  and  3  look  as  if  they  might  come  from  tfie  same  neighbourhood  as  fr.  i. 

Fr.  4 

.  («)  . 

]^S[ W  ]..A..[ 
M  >.[h.[ 

] _  ov[  ]tov _ [ 
5  >.[  l.paf.i 

Fr.  4  consists  of  two  scraps  of  which  the  relative  levels  are  fixed  by  cross-fibres,  but  there  is  no 
external  evidence  about  their  interval. 

2888.  Commentary  on  the  Odyssey 

The  commonly  found  kind  of  commentary  proceeds  more  or  less  systematically^ 

through  the  text  commented  on.  The  distance  between  the  first  and  second  of  the 

passages  discussed  in  the  following  piece  argues  that  its  scope  was  different.  It  may  be 

suggested  that  the  selection  made  of  points  for  discussion  and  the  discussion  itself  are 

what  might  be  expected  to  characterize  a  product  of  the  school  of  Krates.  In  col.  i 

an  apparent  drrperrec  is  resolved  by  reference  to  motive,  in  col.  ii  a  problem  of  Homeric 

astronomy,  in  col.  iii  a  problem  of  Homeric  geography  is  dealt  with.  But  I  am  bound 

to  remark  that,  though  in  col.  iii  Krates’  view  about  the  scene  of  Odysseus’  wanderings 

in  general  is  accepted  and  his  explanation  of  a  particular  point  appears  to  be  defended 

against  criticism,  in  col.  ii  this  commentator  rejects  by  implication— whether  expressly 

or  not  I  cannot  be  sure — an  alteration  of  the  Flomeric  text  which  Krates  wished 

to  make. 

Apart  from  this  possibility  that  it  is  a  representative  of  Pergamene  rather  than 

Alexandrian  scholarship,  2888  is  of  no  great  interest  and  I  could  have  wished  that 

a  collection  of  fragments  which  fitted  together  almost  without  residue  had  contained 
a  text  of  more  value. 

The  text,  written  without  lection  signs  of  any  sort  in  lines  of  about  20  letters,  is 

articulated  by  cross-heads  (i  26,  lost),  paragraph!  (ii  13),  and  diplae  cum  paragrapho 

(ii  39) .  The  hand  must,  I  suppose,  be  considered  to  be  related  to  the  common  ang
ular 

type,  but  it  is  an  uncommon  variant  of  it.  I  should  compare  it  with  232,  which  the 

editors  give  reason  for  dating  before  the  middle  of  the  3rd  century  and  think  may  be 

assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  2nd. 

'  P.  Amh.  12,  Aristarchus,  Commentary  on  Hdt.  i,  has  no  notes  on  chs.  195-2 14.  I  do  not  know  the 

explanation  of  this  neglect  and  since  in  papyrus  MSS.  we  are  always  dealing  with  disjointed  fragments 
we  cannot  be  certain  that  similar  instances  did  not  occur  elsewhere.  Nevertheless  the  method  adopted 

in  the  parts  preserved  implies  that  such  commentaries  aimed  at  the  continuous  elucidation  of  the  text commented  on. 
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Col.  i 

] 
] 
] 

]m[  ] 

] .  pvromvroy 

]uavacKev7)v 

]  _  Lcrjyaye  em 

Jtit]  'iSoOeaev 
]€LTU)iTrarpicct) 

] .  irgyfieveXa 

~\yrj  prjTeopSe 
]vavrcDi^ovXop.e 

.  ,oirjc:aiKatcf)7jp,rjc 

_  J  _  ovcep,vrjCTVxeiVTO 

2vreTTpa^evaiTOTOv07)  [ 

. ]vc^tov  _  TTorpeTTOvcal 

] . .  (,aiiToi'j8oii[ 

[ 
]  [ 
]  TTJCapKTOV  [ 'lUh  [ 

]7]8v  [ 

hv  [ 

]™  [ 

[ 

jerat 
]Kpa. ].[] 

] 
] 
] 
] 

Fr.  (a) 

].[ 

] ,  6t'ya[ 
rovcopci 

]. 

appopl 

]/cea 

vovan[ 

]p^€^rjKe 

povrjy_[^ 

_  ]  ,  XXuiva  rpoiv 

reTpan[_ 

]ovojpco)va 

Ka  [ 

]vcar'r]i 

r0VT0VK\_ 

]cvpn€pt(fie per  at  .[ 

1 .  r)9ec  yeXoc 
[.W 

i  .  . 

navr(p\_  ] , 

.  .  .Tt.  .  <^Ct)V 

Ka6an[  _ ] 

_  OTTpocray/xaroc T0uc/ca[ 

]  _  _  eraypa^g  _  [ 

^ra€Kn[ 

ecS  [ 

]oi»/.t6_[ 

]..[.].fA.[ Fr.  (b) 

]  revva] 

"
h
i
 

]c[ 
]  iKat  r i..acr 

Ivro)  1 
* 

j  ,/xa>v 

Im 

]parev ..]A.[ ]l,']pacroc 
]avevcap 

].[.M 

]cnap9evo 
]iTatocK:a_[  _]  ovoca_ 

]Ta)XocovK[_]  t;7reAa[_]_a;'e 

Xeyecv  _  [  _  _  Joyp.oi'oyTOJi’ 

ovrcDPa[_  ]  dpcoTTcovavTOiXov 

TOVTv8e[  _  ]  _  XXarojVKara, 

pidpiy]p,[_  _]ujvp,ovovaL 

TcoXopov  _  [  _  ]  KaLrrjvapKTOv 

€VTOiceip7jpLevot,cacrpoK 

pi.ovrjvp.7]  V  _cdai 

] 

]  At>^a»§t[ 

]  p€vep,e[ 
]  poc€xoy[ 

]  €»'.  .?■[ 

Kpanqr .  [ 

pievov[ 
vtjcocvttI  ]  ̂  [ 

Keiraia[  ]  _  avT7]Cr[ 
Svcceal 

].€|Itt]]ovt[ apKrov[ 

]pavexec[ 

8  _  nor  _  [ 

]7rpocT[ 

Ka97]p[ 

]vpevX 6aAacca[ 

] .  nocrcc  _  [ 

r7]v^  _  [ 

]7roT')jcSp[ 

encr  _  [ 

]X7]VKa[ 

]yovKVKXov[ 

]  _  ToSeK:atceA[ 
]  _  covKpary)r[ 
]TOTTOVCaVaCK[ 

IjVOOVCivSoTil 

liaXvilia>Taxsiov[ 

]7receivroLCK[ 

]eTepayoiKovp,[ 

]  vrjVT _  _oiccvaTTpocev[ 

X0ei-C7]p.epOt,CTOTTOI,CK[ 

VTravOpwTrojVKaroLKol 

p!,€VoiCovKaypi,covovSe\ 

pia)8  cpvTrapavTTjvvXew  [ 

KairpocjjrjCevTrgpcpVK 

TCovnapaTrcpi^ovTiov  ^  [ 

<f>u< ̂   [ _  ^^LTTpocrovKadiQp  _  [ 

KXeia)vcTr]Xcov8i,eKrrXov[ 

KaiovTU)ceLC€TTLyiva>ci<o[ 

pLevovTOTToveXd  _  vttolI 

'rjC7jTat.Trjveicot,KovaTraX[ 

Xayrjvcvp.povXev€t,ovvav[ 

rct)iXo^ovTroi7]cac6ai,Tov[ 
TrXovvovTcoyapapt,  _  [  ]  av[ 

e^GLTrivapKrovXa]^ 
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Col.  i 

] 
] 

'hvi  ] 

10  ]  (,a.[.  .  _]v  Ka[ ] 

]c  ow  [o]  7r[o]irjTrjc 

Jtovtov  avrov Jt"  avacKevTjv 

]  _  LCTjyaye.  eVt 15  ]'^<'  ''?  EiSodea  iv 

]ei  rwL  Trarpl  ccd- 

]  _  i  Tov  MeveXa- 
ov  ^V7].  prjreov  8e 

oTi  ]v  avT&i  PovXop,e- 

20  v]y]  TTepmoiricai  Kal 
av]Tov  cepivfjc  rvxeiv  to 

toioJCt’  errpa^ev  dm  rod  6rj-  [ 

picoSo]vc  Piov  dmTpemvca[ 

] _  _  t  avrov  ̂ ov-  [ 25  A  ]en/  [ 

]  _  [ 
]  TTJC  dpKTOV  [ 
']Uh  '[ 

p]rf  8v-  [ 
30  ecOai  ]p,7] 

jra 

d]pKTi- 

K  jerat 

^Kpa- 

35  ].[] 

] 
] 
] 
] 

Fr.  {a) 

Col.  ii 

].[ ]p.ev  ya[ 

rov  ’QpL[ojva  ]S’ 

d[ji,p,op[o  ct>]/<rea- vov  a77[  cvjp.pd^TjKe. 

p,6vri  ya[/3  Tcov]  dXXoiv  dcrpcov 

T6Tpa77'[Tat  irpoc  t]6v  ’Qptcova 
Kal  TprT[  ojvea  rrji 

TOVTOV  K[LV7jc€t,  ]cvp.Tr€pi(f>e- 

perai.  t[outo  S’  e^vTjdec.  yeXot- 
[o\v  yap  t[  ]  _  _  _  e/c 

7ravTa>[r  _  ] .  .  dvriypdcjiojv 

Ka9a7r[ep  d]rr6  TrpocTayp,aTOC 

rove  Ka[  ] .  _  eraypd(/>oy- 

Jra  e/C7r[ 
ciSe[  ]ovp,€  [ 

..:[  ]..’?[ 

..[.].[  ]..[.].fA,[ 

]  ra)va[ 

]^.[ 

]  _  i;<rai[ 

ini  &]'>]Pac 

]  _  p.ajv 

CTjjOaTeu- 
\A[S]pacroc 

IJo]Xv[veiK7jc  Kan]aveve  Ap,- 

(f>[i]dp[aoc  ]c  HapOevo- 

natoc  Kal  [T'JyS6[vc]  povoc  Ac- rajXdc,  ovK  [a]v  !;7reAa[((x]^ave 

Xeyeev  a[uT]or  povov  rcov 

dvrcov  d\y\9pd)nci>v  AcreoXov 

TOV  Tv8e[a]  dXXd  reXv  Karrj- 

pcdptqpliv^cvv  povov  Ac- 
raiXov,  ovr\u>\  Kal  rip  dpKrov 

iv  race  ecprjpivocc  dcrpocc 

povrjv  plj  Sveedae  . 

Col.  iii 

]  TTjv  yap  [S17  piv  dvwye  Ka- ]  Xvxjjw,  8t[a  dedcov,  mvrono- 

]  pevipe[vai  in'  dpccrepd  yet- 

]  poc  exov[ra 
]  ivHn[ 

KpdrrjTg[c 

p€vov[ 

vrjcoc  vn\_  ]  ̂  [ 

Kecrac  d[n6  ̂ ravr'qc  t[6v  'O- Succea[  77']AeovT[a  rrjv 

dpKTov  ldpLcre]pdv  exec[v  - 
8inor'  a[  r[7]v 

Kad  'qp\dc  KaXo]vpivrj[v 
9dXacca[v  ]  _  noc  rcc  _  [ 

rrjv  <l)i[p  aJ-TTo  rije  Su'[cetoc 
ini  rrj[v  dvaro]X7]v  /ca[ 

]rot)  /fu/cAou[ 

]vro  8e  Kal  CeA[eu- Koc  ]y^>'  Kpdr7]r[c 

Jtottowc  dvacK[€v- 

]vOOVCCV  S’  OTt[ 
rj  K]aXv>li<h  rdxcov[ 

]nec£lv  rocc  K[a- To.  rrjv  rjp]eripav  olKovp[i- 

vrjv  ronocc,  eva  npocev[e- 

Xdelc  rjpipoic  ronocc  /{[al 
vn'  dvdpcLnojv  KarocKo[v- 

pivocc  OVK  dypccav  ov8k  [drj- 

pcw8cov  nap  avrrjv  nXia}[v 

Kal  rpo(f>'r]c  evnopdtv  Ka[(. 

rdjv  napanep^JovTWV  d- 

(j>cK7][ra^c  npoc  rov  lead'  'Hpa- 

nXeceov  crrjXuiv  8ciKnXov[v 

Kal  ovrwc  etc  incycvaiCKo- 

pevov  rdnov  iXdchv  noc- 

TjCTjrac  T7]v  etc  ockov  dnaX- 

Xayrjv.  cvp^ovXevec  ovv  av- raii  Xo^dv  nocycacOac  rov nXovv,  ovroj  yap  dpccljejpdv 

e^et  rr]v  dpKTOV  Aa[ 

40 
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Fr.  (a)  Col.  i  14  ]e  perhaps  possible,  no  letter  verifiable  17  ],,  a  trace  compatible  with  the 

top  of  the  loop  of  p  24  There  may  be  the  remains  of  3  letters  before  the  first  i,  of  which  the  last 

appears  to  be  t  27  ].,  if  only  one  letter  represented,  it  will  be  v,  but  Jpt  is  compatible  with 
the  remains  I 

Col.  ii  15  Tjwy  cannot  be  verified  17  ]. .,  the  right-hand  side  of  r  or  followed,  after  a  gap, 

by  a  dot  that  might  belong  to  the  right-hand  side  of  /n  but  in  no  way  suggests  it  18  t.  [,  the  tip  of  j 

a  letter,  e  rather  than  a  suggested  e.  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  A  or  possibly  a  20  For  j 

. . .  [  perhaps  of  the  first  letter  an  apex  as  of  S  or  p,  after  which  at  an  interval  ink  compatible  with  j 

the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  and  the  upper  left-hand  parts  of  a  The  interlinear  letter,  1 

which  is  damaged,  now  suggests  v  or  x  The  traces  before  ■/][  are  compatible  with  vr  26  ].,  1 
traces  compatible  with  an  upright,  at  more  than  the  normal  interval  from  p, 

Fr.  (b)  This  morsel  certainly  stands  vertically  above  cKa,  fr.  (a)  ii  31,  but  I  cannot  trace  the  cross¬ 

fibres  and  consequently  cannot  fix  its  level  i  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  i 
line  2  a.  dot  on  the  line  i 

Fr.  (a)  Col.  iii  5  If  1?  is  rightly  recognized,  it  is  distinguished  by  being  written  larger  than  the  other 

letters  8  ].[,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  14  ],,  a  trace  compatible  with  n 

the  upper  part  oft  .  [>  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  (a)  Col.  i  1 3  avacKevr/v :  here  probably  ‘refutation’,  cf.  iii  20. 
1 4  seqq.  I  believe  that  the  point  of  these  lines  is  to  be  deduced  from  the  following  ancient  comments ;  :  ( 

Bust.  1501,  I  (and  similarly  schol.  Od.  iv  388)  ort  vpoSiSovca  einVijSec  r/  .  .  .  ElSodia  rbv  iraripa  Ilpcurea,  i 

tva  yvcDCTOC  8ta  MeveXdov  rroXXotc  ytvr^Tai,  Aeyct  ktA.  ;  ibid.  20  enl  Se  rovrocc  rj  EihoBia  <L(j>eX‘!jcai  npodepevT]  1 

rov  MeveXaov  im  Tipfji  Kai  tov  narpoc  vnOTiOrjCiv  ottwc  Xox'Tjd'qceTai  6  Upcorevc ;  ibid.  50  ort  prixavapAri  ...  i 
Tct  irpoc  KXioc  TOV  rrarpoc  ElSoBea  .  .  .  virorCBcTM  .  .  .  Xoxov  tov  yepovTOC,  evKXodic  npoSiSovca  tov  reKOVTa  1 

TWt  .  .  .  MeveXdcoi',  schol.  Od.  iv  437  BoXov  ivravda  airiov  TLpTjc  p^yicrrjc  voTjreov  twi  UpojTei  Trapd  Trjc 
dvyarpoc  ElBodirjC.  i 

If  so,  in  11.  14—18  objection  is  taken  to  Eidothea’s  betrayal  of  her  father  in  order  to  save  Menelaus  | 
and  his  companions.  In  11.  18-25  the  criticism  is  answered  by  saying  that  she  acted  from  a  desire  to  i 

make  him  (i.e.  Proteus)  honoured  and  famous  and  to  rescue  him  from  his  life  among  the  beasts  of 
the  sea. 

All  this  refers  to  Od.  iv  398  seqq.,  the  remainder  of  col.  i  and  all  coll,  ii-iii  to  Od.  v  275  seqq.  1 

Col.  i  27  seqq.  and  col.  ii  Why  Homer  says  that  the  Bear  is  the  only  star  which  does  not  set.  1 

The  solution  of  this  d-nopia  found  in  the  lower  part  of  col.  ii,  namely,  that  ‘only’  means  ‘the  only  i 

one  of  the  stars  mentioned’,  is  also  found  (without  the  parallel)  in  the  Iliad  scholia  where  the  verse  i 
recurs  (xviii  489).  The  alternative  explanation  in  the  upper  part  of  the  column,  which  is  qualified  as 

‘silly’  and  ‘ridiculous’,  I  cannot  recognize.  It  appears  to  turn  on  a  question  of  reading.  The  only  ! 

variant  readings  I  find  are  17  S’  dppopoc  (Apoll.  soph.  lex.  Horn,  in  appopov,  ?  cf.  schol.  B  in  II.  xviii  | 

489  Kav  SiaipIiTai  Se  eha  17  S’  dppopoc  ktX.)  and  otoc  3’  dppopoc  (Strab.  3),  both  attributed  to  Krates. 

Taken  strictly  11.  9  seq.  might  be  thought  to  imply :  o'ltj-  o  8’  dppopoc  ktX. 
6  seqq.  Cf.  Od.  v  274  ®eq.  The  words  of  Apollonius  l.c.  IVa  to  cvp^cPrjKoc  avriji  Kai  CTepoic  ruiv  i 

acrpoiv  aKOvrjTai  suggests  the  supplement  arrlaciv.  i 

1 1  tovt[ov  imTT)po]vca,  from  the  corresponding  Iliad  scholia,  seems  short.  Perhaps  TTpoc^Xeirovca.  ■ ! 

13  seqq.  The  best  guess  I  can  make  is:  ‘It  is  ridiculous  to  suppose  that  independent  correctors  > 

should,  as  if  at  a  word  of  command,  remove’  something  ‘from  all  the  MSS.’ ;  but  I  am  dubious  about  :  i 

]e’^eA[€rj'  so  used  and  I  cannot  suggest  the  circumstances  to  which  such  a  remark  would  be  relevant.  1 
For  the  type  of  argument  cf.  schol.  Od.  ix  60  aTorrov  yap  .  .  .  cue  arro  tov  ciriTaypaTOC.  i 

The  lists  of  the  leaders  of  the  expedition  against  Thebes  vary  both  in  the  names  and  their  number,  s 

but  none,  so  far  as  I  know,  omits  Hippomedon  who  is  missing  from  this  one.  Nor  do  any  of  the  extant 

lists  make  the  point  that  Tydeus  is  the  only  Aetolian.  I  am  not  sure,  in  view  of  ovk  dv  meXap^ave,  whether  ; 

we  ought  not  to  suppose  the  example  concocted  by  the  commentator.  i 

30  ’EtcokXoIc  (Aesch.,  Soph.,  Eur.  Suppl.),  M^mcTeilJc  (Apollod.  Bill,  iii  63),  AXi,6ipcTf\c  (Paus.  10,  ;  : 
10,  3) — I  am  not  ready  to  decide  between  these  on  the  ground  of  spacing. 

Col.  iii  I  seqq.  Od.  v  276  seq.  The  discussion  evidently  turns  on  Kalypso’s  instruction  to  Odysseus  | 

to  keep  the  Bear  on  his  left.  If,  as  I  think  probable,  2 1  seqq.  mean  ‘they  fail  to  recognize  that  Kalypso’s  >, 

advice  was  intended  to  bring  Odysseus  as  quickly  as  possible  into  civilized  regions’,  this  might  be  the 

commentator’s  reply  to  a  criticism  that  the  prescribed  course  was  not  his  direct  way  home.  But  there 
are  too  many  uncertainties  about  4  seqq.  for  me  to  say  that  I  can  verify  this  inference. 

5  ‘In  (Odyssey)  vii’. 
8  seq.  vifcoc  i5Tr[  ],  [  j/cccTai :  presumably  a  statement  about  the  location  of  Kalypso’s  island. 

Homer  makes  Odysseus  say  of  it,  Od.  vii  244,  vijcoc  arroTTpodev  civ  aAl  nciTai.  I  have  considered  the 

possibility  of  a  variant  here  (though  none  is  recorded)  but,  apart  from  vTr[  for  dwC  civ  dXi  is  incom¬ 
patible  with  the  trace  towards  the  end  of  the  line,  which  might  be  the  lower  part  of  p,  t,  v,  <j>,  <p,  but  not  i. 

1 1  seqq.  This  looks  to  me  very  much  like  an  assertion  that  Odysseus  ‘would  never  have  reached  the 

Mediterranean’  that  is,  would  not,  if  he  had  started  from  a  point  as  located  and  followed  a  course  as 

described  in  the  preceding.  If  this  inference  is  correct,  it  would  be  natural  to  draw  the  further  con¬ 
clusion  that  two  views  are  represented  in  11.  4  seqq.  (of  which  one  would  appear  to  be  that  of  Krates), 

namely,  a  view  that  Kalypso’s  island  was  to  be  located  in  such  and  such  a  place  and  the  view  of  an 
objector  that  a  person  sailing  from  that  place  and  keeping  the  Bear  on  his  left  would  not  come  to  the 
Mediterranean. 

14  cJIttol  tlc  d[v  looks  likely,  but  I  can  come  to  no  settled  opinion  about  the  two  or  three  letters 

required  between  it  and  0aAacca[v. 

1 7  ‘Of  a  meridian’  ?  pcc'r}p^pv]  seems  about  the  right  length. 
1 8  seq.  TojCro  or  Kara  t6  ajurd  ? 

I  should  guess  that  Seleucus  the  astronomer  (of  Babylon  or  Seleukeia)  was  meant  and  that  ]yo)v 

was  dvTtXc]ya)v ;  cf.  Stob.  i  253  W.  S.  d  paBr/parLKoc  dvriycypa(j)0}c  Kpd.T’pTi.  But  I  do  not  know  enough 

to  exclude  Seleucus  the  Homeric  scholar  (of  Emesa)  and  opoX6]yd>v.  If  the  second  Seleucus  was  men¬ 

tioned  the  date  of  composition  of  this  commentary  could  not  be  earlier  than  about  the  middle  of  the 

first  century  a.d.  Otherwise  it  might  be  as  early  as  the  second  b.C. 

20  Perhaps  cf.  Strabo  26,  ‘demolish  the  arguments  for  such  and  such  a  location’. 

21  I  should  guess:  dy]voovciv  (hardly  cv]voovci,v)  8’  otv  ̂ ovXctoi  -q  KaXvtji<l>  Tayiov  avTOV  -rrcpmccclv 
ktX.,  a  reply  to  critics  of  Krates,  of  which  the  point  would  be  that  Kalypso  recommends  not  the  shortest 

route  but  the  one  that  soonest  brings  Odysseus  into  regions  where  he  would  be  forwarded.  Possibly 

Ao|dr,  1.  38,  ‘obliquely’,  i.e.  from  north-west  to  south-east,  has  some  reference  to  drro  rfje  Sv'ceojc  cm  tt/v 
dvaroXtjv  11.  1 5  seq.,  directly  west  to  east. 

32  It  appears  to  be  common  ground  to  the  commentator  and  the  persons  he  quotes  that  the  irXdvrj 

took  place  in  the  outer  sea,  a  view  known  from  elsewhere  (A.  Cell,  xiv  6,  3)  to  have  been  championed  by 
Krates,  not  in  the  waters  round  Italy  and  Sicily. 

Corrigendum 

Another  scrap  has  been  fitted  into  col.  ii  which  gives  11.  10-14  following 

appearance : reTpa7r[^ ..]...[. .  jpvaiptcum 

tea . [..]«.[  ]ttcaT>)t 

tovtovk[  .  ,  ] .  c  _  _ 

joerat  [  _  ]  yeAot 

[.]“P 

[_]vSeT[. . .  JAap_[_ 

TeVpa7T[Tat]  7rpo[c  t]6v  ’Qplwva 
Kai  tovt[ov]  dff[o)SAeVo]uca  Trjt, 

rovTOV  cvinrepufie- 

perai.  t[out]o  8’  evrjOec.  yeXoi- 

[o]v  yap  t[o  UTro]Aap.j3[dv]etv  Ik 

2889.  Aeschines  Sogratigus,  Miltiades 

Even  without  the  confirmation  supplied  by  the  quotation  of  11.  4  seqq.  it  would 

have  been  a  likely  conjecture  that  the  following  scrap  preserved  the  beginning  of  the 

Socratic  dialogue  attributed  to  Aeschines  entitled  MiArtdS^c.  From  it  we  learn  the 
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occasion,  the  place,  and  the  persons  of  the  discussion,  of  whom  two,  Miltiade
s  and 

Euripides, — or  three,  if  eya>  meaning  Socrates  is  counted — reappear  in  2890  and, 

I  should  say,  identify  that  piece. 

The  hand  is  a  good-sized  example  of  the  angular  type,  comparable  with  1364, 

similarly  written  in  narrow  columns,  and  to  be  dated  early  in  the  third  century.  There 

are  a  few  high  stops  but  no  other  addition  to  the  bare  letters. 

eTuyyavevp.[ 

cazrojL67Ti7Tw[ 

p,eyaAa>v77'ay[ 

^7]vaLa)veKa[ 
jjbedaheevrr]  _  [ 

at  TOuStocTOue  _  [ 

]u0eptoueyai/c[ 

^yv(ovo6r]pa}Li 
vovcTraTr)pKa\^ 

eupt7rtSi}co77o[ 
T')JC’77-ap7]A[ 

ownapavrovl^ 

r^fMace 
]ATtaS7]c[ 

JrTjSec  •/<:[ 

ervyxavev  p.[ev 

ovca  TTop.TT'rj  Tai[v 

/xeyctAcur  J7ar[a- 
Orjvaicov,  iKa[drj- 

pi€0a  §e  ip  rfj  c[to- 

ai  Tov  Aloc  tov  ’E- 
Xe^vOeplov  iyo)  K[at 

Ayvajp  d  &rjpapy[i~ 
vovc  TTarrjp  /<:a[t 

EvptTTLBr]C  6  TTO\rj- 

TTjC,  7TapfjX[6€  S 

ovv  Trap’  avTov[c 
rip.ac  e.[ 

Mt]ATtdS'>jc[ 

eVtJrijSec,  k[  ktX. 

To  the  left  of  the  column  there  are  about  two  inches  of  papyrus  blank  except  for  a  thick  strok
e 

opposite  11.  7  seq.,  which  may  be  intended  as  an  embellishment  of  a  title.  Howev
er  that  may  be, 

this  is  obviously  the  beginning  of  a  work  lO  ttot]  looks  as  if  it  suited  the  length  better  than  Trot'll 

13  I  am  not  sure  that  e[.].[  should  not  be  written;  .[  h  the  foot  of  an  upright  turning  s
lightly  to  right, 

e.g.  e,  c  17  Of  ]c  only  the  overhang,  perhaps  e  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  18]., 

a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  .  [,  an  upright  perhaps  preceded  by  traces  of  a  diagonal 

1  seqq.  irv'yxav€v  fiev  .  .  .  eyo)  koX  .  .  cf.  [Platon.]  ’Epv^iac  init.  iTvy
xdvo/xev  mpnraTovvT^c  iv  Trji 

Croat  TOV  Aloc  tov  ’EXcvdcplov  iyo)  tc  Kal ,  ,  . 

2  seqq.  irofjLTTTj  rcov  ̂ eyaAoiv  IJavaOTjvalcov  i  v,  L.  Deubner,  Att.  Feste^  p.  22. 

[P.-W.  in  Panathenaia  sp.  458  mistaken  in  stating  that  the  order  of  words  r.  p..  11.  is  post-
Christian.] 

4  seqq.  eKaBrjpeda  8e  eV  riji  Croat,  quoted  from  Aeschines  by  Priscian,  fr.  16  K,r.
  Gf.  fr.  15  Kr.  and 

Isocr.  Panathefinicus  (12)  17.  For  this  building  v.  Pausanias,  Hitzig— Bluemner  i  140. 

7  iyu) :  sc.  Socrates. 

8  seq.  'Ayvutv  6  Oiijpapevovc  iraTTqp’.  V.  Kirchner,  Prosop.  Att.  no.  i7i' 

1 1  seqq.  ‘Passed  close  by  us’,  cf.,  e.g.,  TTapeirXeov  .  .  .  Trap'  ain^v  rrjP  y^v  Thuc.  viii  1 04. 

14  MiArtdSijc;  according  to  the  quotation  preserved  in  Stobaeus  (fr.  ii  Kr.)  d  Err^c
ayopov,  not 

otherwise  known. 
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2890.  Aeschines  Sograticus,  Miltiades 

The  piece  of  papyrus,  on  both  sides  of  which  the  following  text  is  written,  is  pre¬ 

sumably  one  leaf  of  a  conjugate  pair  from  a  codex.  I  think  it  probable  that  the  edge 

from  which  its  missing  fellow  must  be  supposed  to  have  broken  off  is  the  right-hand 

edge  of  the  ‘front’.  If  so,  the  ‘back’  was  the  recto  and  the  ‘front’  the  verso  in  the  book. 

There  is  nothing  to  show  whether  the  page  contained  more  than  one  column. 

'The  characters  taking  part  in  the  dialogue  appear,  though  not  quite  unambiguously, 

to  be  Socrates,  Euripides,  and  Miltiades  {Back  5  seq.),  three  of  the  four  participants  in 

2889,  which  may  reasonably  be  thought  to  be  the  beginning  of  Aeschines’  MtArtaSi^c. 
It  is  natural  to  infer  that  2890  is  subsequent  passages  of  the  same. 

The  hand  is  a  poorish  example  of  the  common  angular  type  dated  from  about  the 

middle  of  the  second  to  the  end  of  the  third  century,  though  this  seems  early  for  a  codex. 

There  are  a  few  high  stops  and  a  single  sign  of  elision,  the  blank  spaces  appear  to 

have  no  significance. 

Back 

yjrLXrjcovccpovy 
]Se(,vove<^72veyo; 

\TTOp0Vp.^V€K€C 

y)VKaTropriC€i  -Bav 

5  ]v7jpopb7]vevpei'm 

]  _  Tw^vvojvavpaX Ja^puAcUOtTOOTTCtJCypTJ 

^TTgtetve  _  [  ]  _  papfiotXe 

]cc/cuTOTO/x  _  ic  •r^oTOtav  _ 

10  ]  _  CTa^OvXeVOLTOOTTCOCg^ 

]ro  iKoBopi.ecpKairovT  €i ^etvoriTOicre.KTOCLvvu  ^  [ 

d)]cl)€XrjcovciP  ov JBetEOE,  ecjrT^p  iyu). 

a]Tropovptep,  iieel- poc  Se 
]ot5/c  aTToprjcei.  9av~ 

fia 

]p  rjp6p,yjp  Evpmi- 

Srjp 

JoTOJ  ̂ VPWP  dp  MlX~ 
TtaBrjc  pbdXicrja  ̂ ovXevotro  orrcoc  yprj 

]7T06erv,  e  _  [  ]  ^  V  dp  ptoi  Ae- Tofjc  CKVTOTOpiOCC,  Tj  OT(p  dp  ̂ 

judAjtcTa  jiovXevoiTO  ottosc 

]p  olxoBopcetp  Kal  tout’  el letp,  ore  rote  reKTOcip,  pvp[  ktX. 

Back  8  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  ].,  at  mid  letter  part  of  a  slightly 

forward  sloping  stroke  9  After  v  traces  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  1 2  .  [,  the  tops  of 

strokes  compatible  with  v 
On  the  assumption  that  1.  7  is  completed  by  the  supplements,  forwards  and  backwards,  suggested 

by  the  parts  of  words  which  survive,  it  is  necessary  to  postulate  lines  of  plus  or  minus  thirty  letters 

Back  2  ‘The  devil  is  in  it,  said  T,  or  a  negative  might  precede  and  the  sentenee  be  either  affirmative 

or  interrogative. 
iytli :  Socrates  speaking. 

3

 

 

seq.  el  T^fietc  p,kv  .  .  .  d]TTopovp,€v,  eKet[voc  8L  .  .  ]oijk  diropycei.  In  Plato  and  elsewhere  diropetv 

is  very  
commonly  

used  
absolutely,  

‘be  at  a  loss’,  
but  

it  also  
has  

a  usage  
with  

a  genitive,  

‘be  short  
of’, 

E 
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and  in  view  of  the  necessity  to  find  about  five  more  letters  for  1,  3  and  about  ten  for  1.  4  this  alternative 

must  be  contemplated  here. 

4  seqq.  Perhaps,  ‘it  is  surprising,  that  if  I  had  asked  Euripides  . . el  fik]p  vpoi^V'’>  with  8e  after  vvv, 

1.  12? 

6  seq.  oTto  iJ.dXi.CTa,  ‘with  whom,  exactly’.  oVcuc  XPV  ‘properly’. 
8  UTroSy/iara]  iroietv:  cf.  Plato  Republic  ii  372  a. 

8  seq.  The  sense  must  be  ‘he  would  reply’  or  ‘have  replied’,  but  I  cannot  plausibly  recover  the 
form  of  words. 

g  ,  OTt  Tor]c  CKUTOTO/J-OtC. 

The  ink  after  av  does  not  suggest  the  ‘filler’,  of  which  there  is  a  clear  specimen  in  1.  i  (and  a  scarcely 

recognizable  one  in  1.  10),  nor  can  it  represent  two  letters,  say  fu,  though  ̂ vvcov  in  full  might  make  1.  lo 

project. 
10  seq.  OTTioc  I  XPV  °lKla~\v  oh<obo)xetv :  cf.  Republic  l.c. 

Front 

oLKodeveLcivr ,  [ 

7rAet>Kactvou«:[ 

IVaTTjvreeAAa  _  [ 

eertc€CTivavrjp\ 

5  /xet'ocevTOtceAA[ 

/taAtcraToe/cetf ,  [ 

Ta_  arreKpeivapi _[ 

OTiovdavpLa^oipLL[ 

Tcococf)  ra  corcoveXl 

I  o  -naLSevcaLavdpcoTTOvl 

cvyyevecOaL’aXXaicaL  _  [ 

pUYjVOT  KaCTrXoVVTOCO  _  [ 

]  .  .  .  [  ]  .  .  .  .  OVTr]XlK[ 

Front  I  f[  is  at  the  edge.  I  cannot  quite  rule  out  o  3  Of  8[  only  the  extreme  tip  of  the  left- 

hand  base  angle  6  Of  «)[  only  the  left-hand  curve  1 1  .  [,  y  or  w  13  .  [,  off  the  line  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ] . . , ,  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke, 

the  tip  of  a  stroke  hooked  over  to  right 

On  the  same  assumption  of  a  plus  or  minus  thirty-letter  line  as  made  for  the  other  side,  about  half 

of  each  line  is  lost  (a  little  less  at  the  bottom),  so  that  there  is  no  prospect  of  recovering  the  words  of  the 

text,  though  from  place  to  place  it  seems  that  a  reasonable  guess  may  be  made  at  the  sense 

Front  I  seq.  ireTrXevKaav  taken  up  by  the  second  speaker,  11.  1 1  seqq.  ‘They  have  come  overseas  .  .  . 

(I  approve  of  their  having  taken)  the  journey  long  as  it  was,  and  ...  so  great  a  .  .  .’ 

3  r-qv  re  'EXXdSa  followed  by  a  verb  in  the  subjunctive  and  xat  seems  to  be  the  minimum  indicated. 

4  seq.  I  suppose  something  like  ‘distinguished  for  his  wisdom  among  the  Greeks’,  dvrip  eiri  co^i'at .  .  . 

-ojtteroc  (^-jjievoc)  ev  tolc  ̂ 'EXX'qct. 
7  seqq.  ‘I  answered  that  I  saw  nothing  strange  (in  a  man  wishing)  to  associate  with  the  wisest  of  the 

Greeks’  .  .  .  If  tw  co(purrdTu>  twv  'EXXrjvMv  refers  specifically  to  Socrates,  ‘I’  cannot  here  be  Socrates 
himself,  though  the  first  person  in  the  dialogue  appears  usually  to  be  he. 

1 1  seq.  dAAa  Kal  .  .  .  ‘(I  was  not  surprised)  .  .  .  but  went  further  and  (thought  it  sensible,  praise¬ 

worthy,  or  the  like)  .  .  .’,  v.  i  seq. 

OLKodev  etcLV  Tf[  tre- 

rrXevKacLv  ou/<:[ 

Lva  TTp)  TC  'iJAAa8[ el  ric  ecriv  dvrjp  [ 

ptevoc  iv  rote  ‘£'AA[ ptaXicra  to  ei<elvq>\ 
rat.  drreKpivdpLrj[v 

ort  ov  Oavptd^oipti  [ 

rtp  co(f)tordr(p  r&v  'EX\XrivOi>v rrathevcai  dvOpooTtov  [ 

cvyyevecBat,  dXXd  Kal  _[ 

ptTjv  ort  Kal  ttXovv  TOCoy[TOi' 

] .  f .  [  ] . .  .  1°*'  T7]At;<:[ou- 

2891.  PHILAENIS,  rr.  dtfrpoStctcov  51 

2891.  Philaenis,  tt.  d^po^ncLcxiv 

Among  authors  of  obscene  books  named  in  Greek  literature  Philaenis  is  probably 

the  one  who  most  often  recurs.  She  was  credited,  rightly  or  wrongly,  with  a  work 

describing  cyripara  cvvovctacrucd,  of  which  we  must  suppose  we  have  the  beginning  in  the 

first  of  the  fragments  printed  below.  From  these  it  is  possible  to  infer  that  the  book  was 

a  systematic  exposition  of  ars  amatoria,  starting  with  methods  of  approach,  fr.  i  ii,  and 

proceeding  by  way  of  a  section  on  flattery,  of  which  the  opening  is  lost,  followed  by 

a  section  on  kisses,  of  which  nothing  but  the  heading  remains,  fr.  3  ii.  The  treatment 

appears  to  have  been  summary  and  matter  of  fact.  Lucian  {Pseudol.  24)  implies  that 

her  vocabulary  was  marked  by  rare  or  invented  words,  enepyoc,  fr.  i  ii  5,  cannot  be 

considered  one  of  these,  though  it  seems  to  be  used  in  a  sense  not  found  elsewhere,  b  ut 

(f>ao[_]u)vetva^[,  fr.  3  ii  8,  may  be  one. 

The  writing  is  a  fair-sized  book-hand  of  a  common  type,  comparable  with  220,  and, 

I  suppose,  to  be  placed  early  in  the  second  century.  There  are  no  lection  signs.  There 

is  a  cancellation  indicated  by  superscribed  dots  in  fr.  3  ii  4  and  another,  apparently 

misplaced,  in  fr.  3  ii  6. 
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raSecvveypgujjecliiXat 

vi.ca)KV[x.€Vovccafji  _  [  ] 

TOtCjSoyAojUewtcfce 

^ .  [  ] .  CTOv/3toj'[]  _  _  e 

5  ̂ a[  l^rapep 

7"[  ].Vr[  ].ov[]e 

o_[  ]  ou 

^D.[ 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  2  .  [],  two  traces  on  the  line,  not  suggesting  i  followed  by  a  4  .  [,  apparently  i  but 

a  damaged  rj  not  ruled  out  ].,  perhaps  the  extreme  right-hand  ends  of  the  top  and  bottom  of  the 

right-hand  stroke  of  ij  ,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  .small  circle. 

There  are  only  two  letters  between  v  and  e ;  I  am  uncertain  how  the  ink  is  to  be  distributed  5  .  [, 

the  leftward-hooked  top  of  an  upright  6  ].,  the  looped  upper  part  of  a  stroke  as  of  a,  /r  ]., 

a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  7  .  L  a  sinuous  upright;  neither  i  nor  v  suggested  ].,  the 

top  of  an  upright  8  .  [,  a  dot  opposite  the  middle  oft;  possibly  to  be  combined  as  /c  ].  [,  a  hori¬ 
zontal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr .  1  Col.  ii  2  ] . .  apparently  a  short  arc  of  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the 

leftward-hooked  top  of  an  upright  4.  ku  a  anomalous,  but  no  other  letter  is  to  be  read  5  .  [, 

a  trace  (of  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ?)  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  6  At  an  interval 

after  v  the  top  of  a  tall  upright  7  ] .  j  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letter's 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  t  rdSe  cure'ypai/ie :  the  beginning  presumably  of  the  ‘licentious  book’  by  or  attributed  to 
Philaenis,  to  which  there  are  references  in  a  number  of  ancient  writers;  see  Philainis  in  P.-W.  or 

Hellenistic  Epigrams,  Gow  and  Page,  vol.  ii  p.  4. 

2  '  QKvp,ivovc:  unrecorded  both  as  the  father  of  Philaenis  and  as  a  proper  name  or  appellative. 
Ca/xla :  the  ending  is  not  verifiable  and  in  a  different  context  the  ink  might  be  taken  to  represent 

other  letters,  but  ‘Samian’  cannot  be  questioned  here.  The  lemma  of  Dioscorides’  epigram,  Anth.  Pal. 
vii  450,  agrees  with  this  ascription  of  origin.  Athenaeus,  v  220  f,  calls  her  0i\aivlc  -q  AevKaUa,  it  is  to  be 
supposed  mistakenly,  though  it  is  hard  to  see  how  the  mistake  arose. 

3  seqq.  Chrysippus,  as  appears  from  Athenaeus  (335  b-e),  repeatedly  coupled  the  writings  of 
Archestratus  {PacTpovoixla)  and  Philaenis  as  guides  for  the  voluptuary.  But  I  am  bound  to  admit  that  the 

supplement  fie\d’  ij[8ov]'i5c,  which  I  should  have  conjectured  on  this  ground,  appears  to  be  distinctly 

too  short.  I  suppose  that  not  much  weight  need  be  attached  to  the  consideration  that  ‘pleasurably’ 

is  not  a  good  antithesis  to  rrapipywe  ‘off-hand’.  No  antithesis  may  have  been  involved. 
8te|^d[yctv  seems  to  me  a  reasonably  likely  shot,  though  I  cannot  verify  Si,  and  though  Sidyeiv  rov 

piov  is  the  regular  usage  and  many  times  more  frequent  than  Siefdycir. 

Col.  ii  I  seq.  rov  neipoivTa :  rreipav  ...  to  rrpocfla.Xkuv  ywauci  mpl  dppoSLrrjc  schol.  Aristoph.  Eq.  517. 
Cf.  Phot,  in  v. 

Gol.  ii 

_  _ [ 
a  TrepiTreipacfiiuv  [ 
__  _ 

Set,TOivyvTov7reLpa)[ 
TaaKaXXajTncToy[]  _  _  [ 

KaiaKTevocToyowl 

avrrjyvva  t/ca/tij  [ 

5  errepyo  e  a  [ 

ovv  _o[ 

.].
«['
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]vTr]8cavoia[ 

]lJ,€VTr]V^€v[ 

)  ,ctco6^eoy[[_  _[ 

5  ovcavTTjySeatcxpa-l 

J.G  coceTTa  (fipoSeirovrl 
] .  t  SsTTpec^vrepavcoc  _  [ 

]  av(jiao[  _  ]a)vet,va  _  [ 

]  TTepK/nXrjfMajl 

J  ’[ 

..M  ]..[ 

. .  ]v  8iavoLa[i fiev,  rrjv  fj,€V  [ 

(pc  Icodcov  [ 

ovcav,  T^v  8e  alcxpo^lv 

coc  eTra(j)p68i,Tov ,  t\^v 

Se  Trpcc^vTcpav  cue  _  [ 

av  (l>ao\  ](jov€Lva 

rrepl  (fxXrjfidTlcuv 

]  [ 

]  [ 

Fr .  3  The  relation  of  this  fragment  to  fr.  i  is  uncertain 

Col.  i  6  ] , ,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  strongly  hooked  to  right  7  ] , ,  a  small  loop,  open  to  left,  level with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Col.  n  I  a  cross-stroke,  about  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  with  a  dot  below  on  the  line, 
followed  by  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right  and  a  dot  to  its  right  on  the  line;  perhaps  three  letters 
4  ].,  presumably  elements  of  the  right-hand  curve  of  co,  but  not  verifiable  Above  the  line  between  e 
and  0  a  dot  unaccounted  for  ,  perhaps  the  right-hand  half  of  co  and  the  top  and  base  of  c  cancelled 
by  superscribed  dots  7  .  [,  a  dot  off  the  line  8  Above  the  line  between  e  and  1  a  slightly 
convex  upright  ,  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  a  stroke  descending  to  right  from  its  top 

Fr.  3  Col.  11  I  cannot  account  for  a  number  of  the  details  found  in  these  lines,  but  on  the  basis  of 
11.5  seq.  I  suppose  their  general  purpose  to  be  .similar  to  that  of  Plato  Rep.  474  d,  Lucret.  iv  1 160  seqq., Ovid.  A.A.  ii  657  seqq.,  the  application  of  flattering  terms  to  unattractive  characteristics. 

2  seq.  -^lev :  I  suppose  the  ending  of  a  first  person  plural,  which  is  not  the  form  I  should  have 
expected,  since  instructions  on  procedure  (cf.  fr.  i  ii  i  seq.)  would  naturally  appear  in  the  imperative or  infinitive. 

3  seqq.  The  .  .  .  woman  is  (called)  a  goddess”.’  I  can  make  no  shot  at  the  missing  qualification. Nothing  should  be  missing  between  IcoBeov  and  oucav. 

5  seq.  ‘The  ugly  woman  is  “charming”.’ 
6  seqq.  The  oldish  woman  is  .  .  .’  It  is  to  be  presumed  that  av,  which  must  be  preceded  by  a  vowel, IS  the  end  of  a  word,  which,  either  alone  or  with  the  mysterious  series  of  letters  that  follows,  is  parallel to  IcoOeov  and  CTra^poStroj^. 

No  Greek  word  is  recorded  which  is  compounded  with  <f>ao~ .  For  this  reason  I  venture  to  call 
attention  to  the  theoretical  possibility  of  <Pao[v](ov€tuav,  Favoninam,  and  hasten  to  append  the  objections 
that  no  such  Latin  form  is  attested,  that  nothing  known  to  me  about  any  meaning  of  Favonius  would 
make  a  derivative  of  it  relevant  to  a  flattering  way  of  referring  to  a  middle-aged  woman,  and  that  it  is 
hard  to  believe  that  a  Greek  author  of  the  third  (or  an  earlier)  century  would  not  find  a  suitable  expres¬ sion  m  his  own  language. 

9  For  the  names  of  kisses  v.  Blaydes  on  Aristoph.  Ach.  1201. 
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dyaWcev  2883  ̂   2. dyeiv  2885  '39. 

{-)dyeiv  2884  ̂   6  2885  ̂   16. 
dy\a-  2878  “t  4. 
de^etv  2879  i  12. AiaKi^rjc  2885  ‘  43. 

alrjvijc  2879  i  3. 

AloXiSrjc  2885  '  16. 

atc}(oc  2884  ̂   13. 
aKax^tv  2885  '13. 
aKLc  2885  *  14. 

dKA[  2885  +11. dXijSaroc  2879  i  6. 
dAAd  2883 ' 3,  13  2885  •  17,  32  ?, 

*  12  ?,  "6. 

dXXijXwv  2885  8. aAAoc  2879  ii  19  ? 

aAi;[  2885  *  15? 

ap/i[  2880  3. 
dpp.€c  2878  3?  (or  vy,-),  2883 

‘  3- 

djiOLfiadov  2885  '  42. 

d/ivycov  2885  *  38. 

diM<f>L  2885  ®  1 7  ? 
dfit^ore[p-  2885  5. 
dv  see  Kcv. 
dvd  2883  ̂   3. 

diiSdveiv  see  next, 

dvhdvqv  2878  ”8? 

dvrjp  2880  2,  see  also  next, 

avrjp  2878  ̂   lo? 

dvTidv  2883  ̂   3. dvvTeiv  2881  (b)  4. 

dtro  2879  i  7,  12. 

aTTowaveLV  2883  ̂   i. 
dp[  2881  (a)  9. 

dpdpoc  2885  *  44. 

dpri  2885  +  8  marg. 

dcKTjdipc  2883  *  7. 

{a)  Verse  (2878-85) 
acTiactoc  2883  2  4. 

AcedpaKoe  2885  6. 
dracBaXoc  2885  '  ig. 

drpcKrjC  2879  i  l6. 
adric  2883  '  12  sscr. 
avToc  2883  '  1 1  2885  +  9. 

dxeeiv  See  aKaxetv. 

Aifivproc  2885  '  15. 

^dXXeiv  2884  2  15. 

^apetv  2883 ' 6. 

/8eAoc  2883  '  5. 

^poTo[  2880  4. 

fivdoc  2879  i  10. 

ya[  2885  “*13. 

yap  2880  I  2883  =  2  2884  ̂   i i 

2885  ■  40,  ”  7. 

yevciov  2885  *  7. 

yXvKcpoc  2883  •  10  marg. yovv  2881  (b)  8. 

yvtov  2885  ''  4. 

ywij  2884  ̂   g. 

daipoiv  2885  ’41. 

Saydleiv  2883  ‘  5. 
AapSdvcoc  {-avirj)  2885  “  38. 
8e  2880  3  2883 ' 4,  9,  12,  14,  ̂   i, 

4  2885  '  15,  19. 

hioc  2881  (b)  7. 

8ij  2885  I  20. 

hrjLoc  2885  g. 

Std  2884  2  14. 
SteiSciv  2885  8. 

(-)8id)K€iv  2885 ' 34. 

Aiioptjc  2885  ‘  16. 

AoXoTTfc  2885 ' 43. 

Svcpevqc  2883  *  13. 
*8vciJ.oyetv  2879  i  3. 

’EyKeXaSoc  2885  *  3. 

dyc6(v)  2884  2  12,  13. iBdXeiv  (diXciv)  2885 ' 43. 
€t8aiAoi'  2885  9. 
eidc  2885  7. 

clvat.  2883  >11. clrreiv  [2883  ̂   l] 

e/C  2881  (a)  6  2885  » 

14. 

EKTOedeV  2883  >  10. eKXELv  2879  i  g. 

iXcyxrjc  see  next. *  iX^yxorepoc  2885  >  20. 

iXevOeplrj  2885  >12? 
iXBctv  2885  •  22. 

eXkoc  2883  >  6. 

E/iTrd^EcOai  2883  >  13, 

€v  2883  >  6,  [12]. 
Evvvxoc  2881  (a)  3. 

'EvvdXioc  2885  +  10. 

eicyelpuy  2881  (a)  I . 

e’foVe  2885  **  13. 

cioxoc  2885  >  16. ioiKEvai  2884  ̂   1 1 . 

ETTapaplcKEiv  2883  >14. 

eird  2883  >11. 
ETTELra  2883  >  3. 

eTTeXdctv  2883  ̂   4. 

ETTEOlKEVai  2883  >  8,  1 3. 

inrpXvcirj  2884  ̂   8. cm  2884  2  7  2885  ̂   13. 

IpSeiv  2885  1 1 . 
’Epivaevc  (-eevc)  2885  ‘  45. 

epvcBai  see  pvcBai. 

epwc  (“Epwe)  2884  2  10. 

"Epwe  2885  >  19. 

eVt  2884  ̂   7. 
EVKCpMC  2881  (b)  7. 

’ExivdScc  2885  >11. 
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56 

Zivc  2883  I  4. 

7)  2885  ̂   24?,  36,  38,  40. 

^«at>2885  ”  2? 
■^Ai'jSaToc  see  aXC-. 

ijjuap  2885  *  42* 
rijitic  2883 ' 7,  see  also  a/xiMcc. 

rjjjtirepoc  2883  *  5. 

TiioLoc  2883  *  4- 

daXvKpoc  2884  ̂ 10. 
daplC^ev  2879  ii  10. 
9/Xeiv  2880  I,  see  also  edeXeiv. 

6e6c  2883  *  3. 

Beppoc  2885  ”  5' 

Bpacvc  2884  2  7. 

Bvpoc  2883  ̂   i4- 

laxeiv  2883  ̂   15. 
Ihetv  2881  (a)  3  2883  '  4  2885 ”  12,  14. 

(-)t5e6v  2882  3. 

i€poc  2885  3. 

2882  2. 

ipeipeiv  2885 ' 42. 

ioTfjc  2883 ' 3. 
’/ttvoOc  2885  ‘  39. 

IcrdvaL  2883  ‘  2. 

2879  i  4  2881  (a)  i  2883  ̂   9, 

II,  152885' 10,32,'*  13?, *9? 

KaUiv  2883 ' 9  W. 

Kalnep  2883  ̂   3. 

KaXoc  2883  '11. 

Kappovlri  2884  2  14. 

Kapveiv  2883  ̂   3  2885  '  12. 
Kapmpoc  2881  (a)  5. 

KaciyvrjTOC  2878  **  2  ?  2885 ' 3®' 

Kacic  2885  '  15. 

KOTacpvxeiv  2885  '  20. 

Ketvoc  2885 ' 31,  also  K-tjvoc. 

Kev  2883 ' 4. 

«I,S[  2878  '8  2. 
K'fjvOC  2878  »  9. 

Kixdvetv  2885  '  32. 

KXepp-  2885 ' 34- 

/cAeoc  2878  ̂   7* 

Kvetfiac  2883  ̂   3. 

koiA[  2885  '  39- 

Kopoc  see  Kovpoc, 

Kore  2885  '  38. 

KoOpoc  2884  ̂   15. 

^paSl-q  [2883  '  i]  2885  '  18. 

Kpovioiv  2883  '  8. 

Kvav[  2885 ' 29. 
Kvdveoc  2879  i  1. 

Kvpa  2885  "*  1 5- 

AaKojv  2883  ̂   4. 

Aadc  2883  '  15,  ̂   i. 

(-)Aeye«'  2882  ll. 

{-)XeipeLV  2879  i  lO. 
Ae'ul  2884  ̂   7? 

XevKoXeOoc  2885  ®  10. 

Xexoc  2884  ̂   5. 
*ArjTO)ivr)  2884  ̂   9. 

Ai/Jdc  2879  '  12. 
Aiccdc  2885  *  4'" 

Xoerpov  2885  "  5. 

XovTpov  see  Xoerpou. 

Xvypoc  2883 ' 6,  2884  ̂   13. 
Xvetv  2885  "  4- 

paKap  2880  5. 

pdxf]  2883  ̂   I. 
peyapov  2883  '  IQ. 

peyac  2880  8. 
piXeiv  2883  '  3* 

pepovevai  (pepaMTSc)  2883  '  9- 

pev  2883 ' 8. 
pfvfiv  2883  '  12. 

pevroi  2885  ‘'ll. 
perd  2884  *  15. 

perelcecBai  2883  '  12. 
perot-x-  see  ■nehoixl- 

p^  2885  "  17. 
prjSe  2883  '  7' 

M'pSrj  2885  '  i5" 
prjTTjp  2881  (b)  9. 

pipvpcwiv  2883  ‘  7- 
povoc  see  povvoc. 

popvcceiv  2885  ®  19. 

povvoc  2885  ‘*17. 

povca  2885  ”  10. 

veapoc  2885  '  16. 
vdoc  2885  8  16. 
vTjCLC  2885  '  37' 

vrjcoc  2885  'II. 

vlicq  2883  ̂   2. 
Ntcoc  2885  '13? 
voTctv  2879  i  7. 

vvv  2885  "  9. 

vv^  2879  i  2  2883  ̂   2,  4. 

ivv-  2885 ' 44. 

oSe  2881  (a)  4  2882  15  2883 ' 3, 1 1. 

d3i;/5[  2878  3. 

odpa  2885  "  16. otSa  see  ISetv. 

Olratoc  2885 ' 40? 
oKococ  2885  '  36. 

dXlyoc  2884  ̂   12. 
dXXvvai  2885  '15. 

opapriji  2883  '  15. 
op^poc  2879  i  7. 

opixXyj  2883  ̂   4. 
oppa  2885  "  6,  see  also  06 pa. dvetpov  2881  (a)  6. 

o^vc  2879  i  4. 

OTTOcoc  see  okococ, 

opBioc  2881  (a)  2. 

dc  2885  '  19,  41. 

dccoc  2885  '  10. 
oTt  2885  '  18?,  ”  5,  6,  12,  14. 

015  2881  (b)  10  2884  2  ii  2885 
'25?,  26? 

oi58€'2883  '  II  2885  '  13?,  18?, 

28? 

oi58etc  2885  “'ll. ovpiocTdrfjc  2881  (b)  6. 

ovTc  2880  6. 

oSroc  2885  '  17? 

ovToj(c)  2880  6. 

Qtfjpa  2883  '  6. 

oijiic  2881  (a)  3- 

■naidwv  2878  5  2. 

wafnaXocic  2879  i  8. 

irate  2885  '  II,  14  15? 
irdAat  2882  6? 

irav^yu/)tc  2881  (b)  II. 

TrapdevLK'Q  2885  '  13. 

TTapddvoc  2884  ̂   1 1 . 
irdpoiBcO)  see  T07Tdpoi9e{v) , 

irac  [2883  '  14]  2885  'I42. 

mar  pic  2885  '  I2. •n'e8ot;^[  2880  10? 

mclBecBai  2883  ̂   I . 

mdXayoc  2879 ' 9* 
meXeiv  2885  "  15? 

rtitfiLy^  2885  '  28. 
TTVcvpa  2885  '  14. 
moBciv  2883  ̂   2. 

molKiXpa  2879  i  2. 

irdAtc2878  '  2  2879 ' 18  28824 

2883  '  10  2884^  6  2885  “t  6. 

TToXvopparoc  2879  i  I . 

mopetv  2880  3  2885  '10. 
itot[  2878  "  5. 

more  2879  ii  6,  9,  see  also  /core. 

TTparrlSec  2884  ̂ 15. 

mpocpvrjc  2885  ̂   g. 
mpocBioc  2881  (b)  8. 

mporcl  2878  ̂   3. 

rtporcpoc  2883  '  1. TrporporrdStjV  2883  '  5- 

rrp&roc  2885 ' 4,5. 

rrroXiedpov  2885  "3? 

rrvpd  2883 ' 9. 

pvcdai  2883  '10. 

ciyd[  2879  ii  i. 

CKoXiortXavTjC  2879  i  9  ? 

CkvOikoc  2885 ' 27. 

ede  2884  2  14  2885  "  6. 

Crrdprrj  2883 ' 6. 
cmvBdpv^  2879  i  5. 

cTetjSetv  2885 ' 41- 
cv  2880  6  2884  =  10?  2885  '  19, 
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